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ABSTRACT 
 
Dian Pangesti (153211041). 2020. Code Switching Analysis Used by The Lecturer 
of Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies Classes in 
English Letters of IAIN Surakarta. Thesis. English Letters Department, Cultures 
and Languages Faculty. 
 
Advisor: Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
 
Key Terms: Code Switching, English Teaching Learning Process. 
This research analyzed the code switching used by the lecturer in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies Classes and 
classified about the types of code switching based on the data. The researcher also 
analyzed the reason of the code switching that the lecturer used. After that the 
researcher compared the code switching of both of the classes.   
The research method used in this research is descriptive qualitative 
research. The researcher uses type and reason of code switching theories in this 
research to analyze the data. The data are taken four times in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class and two times in Dramatic Studies class. Total 
the students of the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic 
Studies Classes were 49 students. In analyzing the data, the researcher joined in 
the classes, recording videos, making transcript, comparing the data and interview 
to the lecturer. The next step, the researcher analyzed the data based on types of 
code switching and reasons of the code switching.   
The result of this research shows that there are three types of code 
switching occur in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic 
Studies Classes by the lecturer. The types of code switching are inter-sentential 
switching, intra-sentential switching and tag switching by finding 173 data in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and finding 53 data in Dramatic 
Studies class. Intra-sentential switching is mostly used by the lecturer in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class by finding 79 data, inter-
sentential switching findings 61 data and tag switching findings 33 data. In 
Dramatic Studies class, the most common  type of code switching is inter-
sentential switching which occur 30 data, intra-sentential switching 17 data and 
tag switching 6 data. The researcher also analyzed reasons of code switching. In 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class, the most common is emphasize 
meaning which occur 83 data. The last common is affective function is 1 datum. 
In Dramatic Studies class, the most common is ease to communication which 
occur 23 data. The last common are changing topic and explaining and translating 
unknown terms 1 datum each of the reasons. After comparing the data from both 
of the classes, the result is the lecturer mostly of used code switching in Dramatic 
Studies class than Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
The phenomenon of language variation occurs in a community which 
have many kinds of languages, or in the other words in a bilingual society. 
Many individuals were either bilingual or multilingual, they could speak more 
than one language with a fair degree of proficiency (Trudgill, 2000: 119).  
Since people know well about some languages, it is possible for them to 
put other languages into their conversations. People use more than one 
language in a conversation or in a sentence usually causes have different 
language, social background, period or style, so they switch the language to 
get more understanding of the conversation itself. A speaker will inevitably 
give off signals concerning his or her social and personal background 
(Mesthrie et. Al., 2004:6). The phenomenon of alternating two languages in 
same discourse is commonly called as code switching.  
Code switching for pedagogical purposes is the topic of this research in 
the context non-native speaker. Code switching is the practice of moving back 
and forth between two languages, or between two dialects or registers of the 
same language. Code switching is the alternation of two languages within a 
single discourse, sentence or constituent (Poplack, 1998). Related to this 
phenomenon, code switching is influenced by the lecturer. Code switching 
has become a common term for alternate use of two or more languages, 
1 
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varieties of language or even speech style (Hymes, 1975:103). According to 
Hymes, code switching does not occur between languages but also varieties 
of language or speech style contained in one language. Code switching is the 
phenomenon of language caused by the change of language outside of 
situational language features that is speaker, hearer, change of situation 
because of the third person, the change of topic conversation. Based on 
Holmes (2001), the term code in code switching encompasses any linguistics 
aspects of a language.  
The phenomenon of code switching also exists in education. The 
phenomenon occurs when the lecturer at IAIN Surakarta gives lessons in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class. 
As the lecturer is not the English native speaker, she usually has problem to 
deliver the materials to her students and make it clear. In addition, the 
students often face the difficulty in understanding what the lecturer said. 
Therefore, when the lecturer is giving the lesson in the classroom activity, she 
was often changes from one language to another language to make her 
students understand about the lesson itself. In this case, the lecturer switch 
from English to Indonesian or sometimes they switch from English to 
Javanese.  
Sert (2005:3) states that code switching which is performed by the 
teacher is no always performed conciously, which means that the teacher is 
not always aware of the functions and outcomes of the code switching 
process. As explained before Poplack, Holmes and Sert, it is implied that 
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code switching is contextually elicited. To illustrate vividly the statement, the 
following example to clarify: 
(Code Switching in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class) 
Mrs. F.R.Z 
I think, I need to inform you that the project UAS is going to be drama, so 
the group is up to you, you can choose by yourself maximum five, 
minimum four, Jadi, empat lima per grup, but this same I choose the 
materials to be put on your the drama, materi yang harus masuk it is 
from me, the team you can prepare yourself, yang pasti materi dari 
minggu pertama kita ketemu dari mulai introduction and the quises 
quises harus  masuk semuanya.   
(Code Switching in Dramatic Studies Class) 
Mrs. F.R.Z 
“Jadi, in the end tadi yang dibilang endingya tidak terlalu happy, 
tidak terlalu tragic dan mungkin agak sedikit  lucu. Itu jalan 
ceritanya  memang  seperti itu. Jadi ini sebenarnya ada yang bilang 
ini sebenernya “ one of the most dificult story of Shakespeare  to 
understand sehingga Cuma maxim plot atau terlalu banyak ....,  jadi  
yang awalnya A jadi apa di endingya . 
From the first example, the lecturer used the code switching to emphasize 
the meaning of the utterance. The switching appears on the lecturer utterances 
“I think, I need to inform you that the project UAS is going to be drama, so 
the group is up to you, you can choose by yourself maximum five, minimum 
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four, Jadi, empat lima per grup, but this same I choose the materials to be 
put on your the drama, materi yang harus masuk it is from me, the team 
you can prepare yourself, yang pasti materi dari minggu pertama kita 
ketemu dari mulai introduction and the quises quises harus  masuk 
semuanya.  The switching occurs between Indonesian to English within a 
sentence boundary. According Poplack and Holmes, the lecturer used the 
inter-sentential switching to emphasize meaning.  
From the second example, the switching appears on the lecturer utterances, 
“Jadi, in the end tadi yang dibilang endingya tidak terlalu happy, tidak 
terlalu tragik dan mungkin agak sedikit  lucu. Itu jalan ceritanya  
memang  seperti itu. Jadi ini sebenarnya ada yang bilang ini sebenernya 
“ one of the most dificult story of Shakespeare  tounderstand sehingga Cuma 
maxim plot atau terlalu banyak ....,  jadi  yang awalnya A jadi apa di 
endingya  
 The switching occurs between English to Indonesian within a sentence 
boundary, also. According to Poplack and Holmes, the lecturer used the type 
of switching inter- sentential to emphasize meaning and also tag switching. 
In the Dramatic Studies class, the lecturer must explain more theories and 
quote someone to explain the lecturer means, for example the lecturer quotes 
of the dialogue from the script drama and explain it to the students. So, the 
lecturer used code switching to explain it to emphasize the meaning of the 
script drama in Dramatic Studies class, the lecturer just little a bit used the 
code switching because most of the chapter are practices and the student must 
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require use the English language in their conversation. Most of code 
switching that lecturer was performed in the Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) class were when the lecturer emphasize the meaning and changing 
the topic.  
Code switching is not only occurring in spoken language, but also in 
written one. In the classroom code switching is very often appears in English 
to Indonesian but, sometimes the lecturer switches in Javanese language. 
Most of the code switching in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
class and Dramatic Studies class are to emphasize the meaning from lecturer 
utterances to the student. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem  
This research focused on the analysis of code switching in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class 
by Mrs F.R.Z. In conducting the analysis, the researcher formulates two 
questions as follows:  
1. What are the types of code switching by the Mrs. F.R.Z of English letters 
hosting both Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class based courses in IAIN Surakarta? 
2. Why does the Mrs. F.R.Z perform the code switching in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class in English 
Letters of IAIN Surakarta? 
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C. Limitation of the Study 
There are many cases of code switching. The research focused only the 
discussion of code switching used by Mrs. F.R.Z of English letters hosting 
both Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies 
class in IAIN Surakarta. The researcher focused on Mrs. F.R.Z‟s code 
switching which has been found during teaching learning process in both of 
the classes and focused on the types and the reasons of code switching in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class 
by Mrs. F.R.Z. After research the code switching in the both of the classes, 
the researcher compare it, to find out more the code switching. Code 
switching which would be analyzed is limited to code switching from English 
language into Indonesian language and Javanese language. The researcher 
applies the theory of Poplack (1980) to analyze the types of code switching 
and the theory of Holmes (2001) and Chowdhury (2012) to analyze the 
reasons of code switching. 
 
D. Formulation of the Study  
In this research, the researcher compared the code switching that appears 
between Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic 
Studies class based on the code switching that Mrs. F.R.Z used. And then, 
calculated it in the table and identify about types of code switching and the 
reasons of code switching used. 
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E. Objective of the Study 
In line with the problem above, this research aimed at answering those 
questions. What the researcher expected from the analysis are: 
1. To elaborate the types of code switching in Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class by the Mrs F.R.Z in 
English letters of IAIN Surakarta. 
2. To explain the reasons of code switching used by the Mrs. F.R.Z in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies and 
compare it.  
 
F. Benefit of the Study  
Code switching in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class 
and Dramatic Studies class, it is very important to research because the 
researcher can knows how many code switching that lecturer used and what 
the reasons why code switching was appear in the classes and the researcher 
can compare based on the both of the classes about the code switching. The 
researcher can survey about the comprehension of students after and before 
code switching used by the lecturer.  
Code switching in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class often comes into either in the lecturer or students 
utterances. Code switching is reputed very important in both of the classes 
because most of the students are non-native speaker or they have Indonesia 
language background knowledge. Classroom instructions are the most 
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important thing for students because they have limitation of English 
proficiency in comprehending the lesson.  
 
G. Definition of Key terms  
In order to minimize misunderstanding in define the meaning of three key 
theories dealing with this research; there are three key terms such as: 
1. Code Switching 
Code switching is the use of more than one language by 
communicants in the execution of a speech act. (Jenda, 2012: 74). Myers-
Scotton (in Wardaugh, 2006:110) code switching one language acts as a 
dominant or matrix language and the other as a subordinate or embedded 
language. It is the basic word structure of the matrix language that 
determines what happens to words in embedded language.  
2. Bilingualism  
Bilingualism is started from monolingualism society. Previously, 
people only use one language in their environment. Then, the other 
language come sand interact with the first language. By that way, people 
use more than one language. Monolingual that is, the ability to use only 
one language is such a widely accepted norm in so many parts of the 
Western world that it is often assumed to be a world-wide phenomenon, to 
the extent that bilingual and multilingual individuals may appear to be 
“unusual”, (Wardhaugh 1992:96).  
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3. English Teaching  Learning Process 
Teaching-learning process is a planned interaction that promotes 
behavioral change that is not a result of maturation or coincidence. To 
support the process of teaching learning run well, English teaching-
learning needs some components. According to Sardiman (1996:68) 
instructional objective or the objective of teaching is the teaching situation 
(the application of approach, method and technique in the classroom) that 
is used to determine the result achieved.  
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
 In this chapter, the researcher discussed the theories that are related 
sociolinguistics, code switching, types of code switching and the reasons why 
Mrs. F.R.Z  use code switching in the teaching learning process.  
 
A. The Nature of Code Switching  
1. Sociolinguistics 
Sociolinguistic is basic of theoretical framework to study code 
switching. Therefore, sociolinguistic is necessary to be explained before 
the researcher learned code switching. Sociolinguistics is a branch of 
linguistics that concerned the study of the effects of social aspects 
including norm, culture, expectations, context, on the way language is 
used and the effects of language use in society.  
Etymologically, a term sociolinguistic is a derivational word. Two 
words that form it are “sociology” and “linguistic”. “Sociology” refers to a 
science of society or the study of the nature and growth of society and 
social behavior (Bull 2008: 421). “Linguistic” refers to a study of language 
(Bull 2008: 257). Then, sociolinguistic is the study of language in any 
aspects of society. While terminologically, there are many definitions by 
linguists:  
According to Wolfram (2002: 12), sociolinguistic is the study of 
language in its social context. It told us quite a bit about how we organize 
10 
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our social relationship within a particular community.  
Sociolinguistics is the branch of linguistics which studies just those 
properties of languages and languages which require reference to social, 
including contextual, factors in their explanation (Downes, 1998: 9). The 
simple meaning of sociolinguistics is a study relationship between 
language and society. Language and society cannot be separated. These 
two are complements each other.  
Fasold (1984: 9) observes that the essence of sociolinguistics 
depends on two facts about language: first, that language varies, which is 
to say that “speakers have more than one way to say more or less the same 
thing” and, second, that language serves a broadly encompassing purpose 
just as critical as the obvious one of transmitting information and thoughts 
from one person to another. The ability of speaker gives big contribution 
for language in use. It can be seen when they give explanation about 
something. The meaning can be same, but the way in giving explanation 
can be different structure and language.  
Sociolinguistics actually does not focus on structure of language, 
but it focused on how language is used. The use of language in society is 
as the way in communication. Communication always happens when 
social aspect used in language. Sociolinguistics here give contribution as 
regulator on how language is used in society. Sociolinguistics also deals 
with why people speak differently in different social contexts and 
identifying the social function of language as well as describing the ways 
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it used to convey social meaning.  
By some explanations, the researcher can conclude that 
sociolinguistic is branch of linguistic that learn about the relation between 
language and society. Code switching on the use of the language, the 
objects are stated, and the aim of it. Sociolinguistics only focused on how 
a language is used, not discuss about the structure of language. As an 
object sociolinguistics, language is not seen as a language, but it is seen as 
a medium to interact or communicate in society. The role of 
sociolinguistics is to manage a language as it functions in society, or in 
other words sociolinguistics deals with a language as means of 
communication in a society.  
2. Bilingualism  
Bilingualism can occur because of the existence of the society. It 
means the bilingualism proceed from language which is used as the 
medium to communicate. Bilingualism is started from monolingualism 
society. Previously, people only use one language in their environment. 
Then, other languages come and interact with the first language. People 
use more than one language. Monolingualism that is, the ability to use 
only one language is such a widely accepted norm in so many parts of the 
Western world that is often assumed to be world-wide phenomenon, to the 
extent that bilingual and multilingual individuals appear to be “unusual” 
(Wardhaugh 1992: 96). 
According to Wardhaugh (1992:96), bilingualism is the ability to 
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use two languages. Such people are likely to be immigrants, visitors, or 
children of „mixed‟ marriages and in that respect „marked‟ in some way, 
and such marking is not always regarded favorably.  
Bilingualism is an ability using two languages. The term of 
bilingualism in the first time introduced by Bloomfield in his book 
Language (1933:22) argue that “bilingualism as native like control of two 
(or more) languages”. Furthermore, the definition gives emphasize that the 
people who master in two languages very well. This is very difficult to be 
a bilingual, because the people should mastery in both languages.  
Masthrie et, al (2004:34) bilingualism is used as a general term for 
the use of two or more languages in a society. Other writers use the term to 
refer to any speaker who has a reasonable degree of competence in some 
language other than their mother tongue. Sociolinguists agreed that 
bilingualism is so widespread in the world that there are probably more 
people in the world who bilingual. Bilingualism also helps to 
communication to other people who different mother tongue.   
People in bilingual do not have exactly same abilities in both 
languages that they mastery. Differences competence in a variety of 
languages might range from orders of lexical items, formula of expressions 
and conversational skills to excellent command of grammar and 
vocabulary and specialized register and style.  
In some explanations above, the researcher can conclude that each 
of people has different mother tongue, and then each of people also 
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learning the other language besides their mother tongue to communicate in 
the other country or in the society. For example, Indonesian people are 
learning about English language, because the English is international 
language. Indonesian people do bilingualism in this concept. People used 
the term bilingualism in different ways. For some people bilingualism 
means an equal ability to communicate in two languages. For the others, it 
means the ability to communicate in two languages, but with greater skills 
in one language.  
Bilingualism gives some effects such code mixing and code 
switching. In this research, the researcher will only discuss and focus 
about code switching.  
3. Code 
Many other people choose a certain code and a variety of 
languages to make communication run smoothly and can understanding to 
each other people, without the code many people cannot communication 
and understand about the other people means. A code is a system that is 
used by people to communicate with each other. When people want to talk 
with other, they choose a particular code to express their feelings 
according to situation and the purpose that people needs. According to 
Stockwell (2002:8-9) a code is a symbol of nationalism used by people to 
communicate in particular language, or dialect, or register, or accent, or 
style on different occasions and for different purposes.  
The codes are used to indicate the changing of language in context. 
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According Wardaugh (2006:88) when people open their mouth, they must 
choose a particular language, dialect, style, register, or variety that is, a 
particular code. Within each code there will also be the possibility of 
choices not all which will have the same import because some will be 
more marked than others or will be more significant. The various choices 
will have different social meanings.  
Another definitions stated by Trudgill (1992:77) code as a neutral 
term used for referring to any kind of language (a dialect, accent, socialect, 
style, or register) that a linguist happens to want to discuss a separate 
entity for some particular purposes. People need language to interact or 
communication and express their attitude, ideas, emotions, and thoughts to 
others. In communication, people often use particular code because of 
some reasons. Kridalaksana (cited in Kartika Sari 2016:14) categoriez 
code into three parts, they are, first, Symbol or system expression used for 
describing a certain meaning, human language is a sort of code. Second is 
language system in a society. Third is certain variation in a language.  
From those opinions of code the code above, the researcher can 
make a conclusion that codes can be said a language. The code is a little 
part of language that used of many people to communication to other 
people that function to understand and know about the other people means.  
The code also is form of the language variation that is used by a society to 
make easy communication to other people. In this era, code not only about 
what the people spoken, the code can be a written or drawing, or the 
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gesture or something to tell about the people wants. In other words, when 
the people were of a bilingual community has the capacity of mastering 
the language used in the community. The people have to be able to set a 
condition and situation, so they can communicate effectively with the code 
in their language.  
4. Code Switching  
In the other word, code is variant of language which is used by 
language society depends on background of speaker and listener and also 
depends on the situation and condition. The code can be fickle. It can be 
code switching and code mixing. When someone used Indonesian, then 
changed it into English to continue his/her speaking, it is called code 
switching. For example, student says,” tulisan ini tidak jelas, I cannot 
read it.” In that sentence, the student used Indonesian “tulisan ini tidak 
jelas”, then he affirmed his statement, “I cannot read it”.  
Code switching is the practice of moving back and forth between 
two languages, or between two dialects or registers of the same language. 
Code switching is the alternation of two languages within a single 
discourse, sentence or constituent (Poplack, 1998).  
Code switching is part of Sociolinguistics. On the other definition, 
code switching is an area of Sociolinguistics behavior which, while 
increasingly evident in public and social life (Nunan 1996: 388). It can 
occur both in conversation and writing. But, it occurs far more often in 
conversation than in writing. On the other word, it can be stated that code 
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switching is the phenomenon of moving the one language variety to 
another language orally or written to adapt the different situation. Code 
switching can be happened because someone has good understanding of 
some languages and these variations. Therefore, people who have no good 
understanding of language absolutely cannot switch the code of language. 
Most of code switching, is spontaneous and goes largely notice.  
In informal situations, the use of two languages in conversation 
gives interactive impression that cannot be avoided. Hudson (1996:53) 
discusses that “code switching as the inevitable consequences of 
bilingualism that people who speaks more than one language chooses 
between them according to circumstances”. In choosing language, it can 
occur in single sentence without changing the purpose. 
Code switching is considered to be a normal and natural product of 
interaction in the bilingual or multilingual society for communication. 
Code switching usually occurs in bilingual or multilingual society in 
communication, even though code switching also occurs in monolingual 
society. In monolingual society, the speaker switches from a variety or 
style to another. As mentioned by Hymes (in Chaer and Agustina, 
2004:107) that code switching not only occurs between languages, but also 
accors among a variety or style in a language.  
Furthermore, code switching occurs in some places including 
school. Simon (2001) code switching is inevitable in the classroom if the 
teachers and students share the same languages and should be regarded as 
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a natural component of bilingual‟s behavior. Code switching happened in 
school because students and lecturer come from different places and 
regions, so they have different languages. The lecturer can use different 
languages alternately if lecturer and students have the same language and 
the students can understand well their utterances. The lecturer and students 
switches their language naturally to get understanding what the 
explanations means.  
From many explanations above, the researcher can conclude that 
code switching on teaching learning theory is appears also, the lecturer 
used the switch language to the students. The lecturer used three languages 
in the classroom. It purposes to make easier about what delivered, because 
the students also has different background knowledge. Code switching is a 
way to help people transfer their feelings by using more than one language 
to communication. Code switching also is a term in linguistics referring to 
using more than one language or variety and style in conversation. Code 
switching is a complete changing from one code to another code.  
5. Types of Code Switching  
Based on Poplack theory (1980) types of Code switching are Intra-
sentential switching, Inter-Sentential Switching, Tag Switching. 
a. Inter-Sentential Switching 
Inter-sentential Switching is used for switches between sentences 
and occurs at sentences boundaries when each sentence is either in one 
language or the other. According to (Romaine, 1995: 123) that Inter-
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sentential Switching is the switch involving movement from one 
language to other language between sentences. Inter-sentential code 
switching happens when there is complete sentence in a foreign 
language uttered between two sentences in a base language. This kind 
of switch requires greater fluency in both languages than tag switching 
since major portions of the utterances must conform to the rules of both 
langauges. 
e.g.:  An Indonesian bilingual switches from English into 
Indonesian, “Ini lagu lama, tahun 60-an, It is oldies but goodies, 
they say. Tapi, masih enak kok didengerin.”  
b. Intra-Sentential Switching 
Intra-sentential Switching concerns language alteration that 
occurs within a sentence or a clause boundary. Sometimes it includes 
switch within word boundaries. Based on Poplack (1980) theory, 
“intra-sentential switching is the most complex type of code switching 
because the speaker has to control two linguistic systems 
simultaneously, and also “intra-sentential switching was practiced by 
the most balanced bilinguals only.”  
Intra-sentential code switching is found when a word, a phrase, 
or a clause, of a foreign language is found within the sentence in a base 
language.  
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e.g.: An Indonesian bilingual switches from English into Indonesian, 
“We are as the parents always pray all of you. Berharap all of you be 
success.” 
c. Tag Switching 
Tag switching involves the insertion of a tag from one language 
into an utterance which is otherwise entirely in another language 
(Poplack in Romaine, 1995:122).Tag code switching, happens when a 
bilingual insert short expression (tag) from different language at the 
end of his/her utterances. Tag switching is subject to minimal syntactic 
restrictions, therefor, tags maybe easy inserted at a number of points in 
a monolingual utterance without violating syntactic rules. Tag 
switching can be an exclamation, a tag or a parenthetical in another 
language than the rest of the sentence.  
e.g.: An Indonesian bilingual switches from English into Indonesian „It 
is ok, no problem, ya nggak?’ 
 Based on Poplack theory (1998) there are three types of code 
switching. The three types of the code switching will be used to analysing 
about the code switching in the classroom. The types from Poplack theory 
are relevant to analysing code switching that lecturer used in the classes. 
Each of types of code switching can desire of every switching that lecturer 
used in the classroom. Each of code switching that appears would analysis 
into the types and categories it.  
 The researcher uses the types of code switching based on Poplack 
theory (1980) to analysis the data of code switching in the classroom. 
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Intra-sentential, Inter-sentential, and tag switching can represent of data 
in the code switching that the lecturer used.  
6. The Reasons of Code Switching  
In this theory of the reasons of code switching, the researcher uses 
two theories from Holmes (2001) and Chowdhury (2012). The reasons 
why code switching is appear in the teaching learning process in 
particular are Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class based on Holmes (2001) theory, there are: 
a. Expression of Solidarity 
The speaker sometimes switches the code when there is a change in the 
social situation such as a new to easier explain the switch. Even the 
switching was only a greeting, but it expressed the solidarity status on 
it. 
b. Ethnic Identity Maker  
Even the speakers are not very expert in the second language; he/she 
used short phrases and words for this purpose to signal the speaker‟s 
ethnic identity and solidarity. Because in the society nowadays, people 
tend to feel closeness while their speaking mates are able to speak the 
same language as did even though probably they are not coming from 
the same country as well.  
c. Changing of the Topic 
This feature also occurs in the changing topic of discussion between 
students and lecturer while they are changing the topic or situation 
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from the informal situation into the formal situation. A switching also 
reflects a change in other dimension such as status relations between 
the people and the formality of their interaction. In a classroom to 
changing about the topic explanation sometimes the lecturer has a 
switch her utterance to give easy explanation to the students to 
understand what about the explanation it. This reason also to give the 
symbol to the students that the topic was changing because not every 
student always understand about the lecturer means.  
d. The Quote Someone 
The switch concerns only on the words that the lecturer claimed is the 
quoted from the other person. The way the switch acts like a set of 
quotation marks. Sometimes the lecturer give some examples from the 
other person and the lecturer quote some utterances from that utterance 
to give easy explanation to the students.  
e. For Affective Functions 
Switching a code can be used to show the feeling of the lecturer. The 
lecturer switches code to express his/her emotional feeling, and the 
hearer does not have to understand the meaning but can receive the 
affective meaning.  
f. To Emphasize Meaning 
Code switching can also be used as reiterative or repetitive to stress the 
meaning which has been said before by the lecturer. The lecturer might 
tell the hearer what she/he means, but the hearer does not understand 
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or get what the lecturer means. To make the students very understand 
about the explanation, the lecturer switches the utterance to get point 
and avoid the miss understanding.  
  Based on the theories above, it can be inferred that code switching 
has so many reasons why code switching appears. The lecturer used the 
reasons of code switching to analyze the data from the lecturer in the 
classroom and to know the reasons of lecturer why used code switching in 
the classroom. Lecturer in the classroom who used code switching is 
certain has the reasons to use it. Based on the Holmes theory (2001) there 
are six reasons for code switching that appear.  
Chowdhury (2012) code switching in regular social context and code 
switching in language teaching and learning process have separate and 
distinct reasons though sometimes some reasons are common in both the 
situations. Therefore Chowdhury defines some reasons that influence the 
classroom code switching. Those reasons are:  
a. Class size and maintaining discipline 
Code switching is play as an effective tool for maintaining discipline in 
a classroom or in large class. In order to manage classroom discipline, 
to give instructions to the students about their setting arrangements, to 
respond to students complaints, some times to draw student‟s attention, 
sometimes to tell off students for their miss behavior, the lecturer 
sometimes used the mother tongue to emphasize the meaning that the 
lecturer means.  
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b. Student‟s background and mixed ability classes 
The students have their own background knowledges, every students 
are different background knowledge, depending on their social 
environment. Their English knowledge is confined in only a few 
contemporary text books which offer a little scope for real life English 
practice, specifically speaking practice. Every students also have 
different their ideas to expression their knowledge about the 
explanations from the lecturer. The lecturer has the switch codes to 
make the lesson easy and can make the students more understanding 
about the explanations.  
c. Ease of communication 
In teaching and learning process in the classroom not only formal 
situation, sometimes the lecturer was making unformal the situation to 
make the students enjoy in their lesson. To communicating more 
effectively with the students, the lecturer often employs code switching. 
To explain new and difficult concepts, the lecturer was often switches 
codes also because this is not only helps for the students but also saves 
the time.  
d. Explaining and translating unknown terms 
The lecturer also give the new explanations to the students, sometimes 
more words that students unknown about the meaning, so the code 
switching very helps in this section. When any new lesson, topic, 
concept or term in introduced before the students, the lecturer needs to 
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explain it in detail. The lecturer used any of the strategies, to make the 
students easy understand about it, the lecturer switch codes from 
English to the first language. Code switching is also effective in 
clarifying any kind of confusion or misunderstanding regarding any 
topics. Sometimes also, there was any words, terms or expressions need 
to be translated before students as a few students may not be familiar 
with the underlying meaning.  
e. Expression of solidarity 
Code switching is a good way to express solidarity with the 
interlocutor. To build interpersonal relationships, to become friendly 
with the students and to impact positively the affective level of the 
students, the lecturer often switches codes.   
The researcher used the theories about the reasons of code switching by 
Holmes (2001) and Chowdhury (2012) to analysis the reasons of code 
switching that the lecturer used in the Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class based on this research. Each 
of the reasons can represents each of the code switching that lecturer used. 
Code switching in the classroom, it is very important to research because 
the researcher can knows how many code switching that lecturer used and 
what the reason why code switching is appears in the class and the 
researcher can compare based on the code switching in each of classroom 
that lecturer used. The researcher can survey about the comprehension of 
students after and before code switching used by the lecturer. Code 
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switching is repute very important in the classroom, because most of the 
students are non-native speaker or they have Indonesia language 
background knowledge. Classroom instructions are the most important 
thing for students because they have limitation of English proficiency in 
comprehending the lesson. 
 
B. Previous Studies  
There are other researchers who have conducted the similar 
research that concern of code switching in the classroom. The first study is 
in the thesis entitled “Factors of Code Switching among Bilingual English 
Students in the University Classroom” written by Sert, O (2005). In his 
research, he focuses on the functions of teacher‟s code switching and the 
functions of student‟s code switching. The result of his research shows the 
preferences of the functions of teacher‟s code switching in the classroom 
to the students and the benefit to the students above teacher‟s code 
switching.  
The study above has the similarity and differences with the 
researcher‟s study. The similarity between the previous study and the 
researcher‟s study is about the method of collecting data. Both researchers 
used the descriptive qualitative method and both of them the object in the 
classroom. The differences are about the types of code switching in the 
researcher‟s study, but in the previous study there are no types of code 
switching. In the previous studies focus in the functions of code switching 
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to the teacher and students, but in the researcher‟s study discussing about 
the types of code switching and the reasons of code switching.  
Secondly, the study thesis entitled “A Pragmatics Analysis of a 
Teacher's Code Code-switching in a Bilingual Classroom” written by 
Yusuf, Y. Q. (2009). In his research, he focuses on the types of code 
switching and social meaning of code switching. The result of his research 
shows the types of code switching and the impact of code switching in the 
classroom and also what the social meaning of code switching that appears 
in the classroom.  
The second previous study above also has the similarity and 
differences with the researcher‟s study. The similarity of the research is 
both the studies of them there is type of code switching and also the object 
in the class, and the research uses the qualitative method. The differences 
are in the researcher‟s study research in the two classes in the skill and 
theory class, and then compare it. The researcher is shows the reasons of 
code switching by the teacher of two classes to collecting the data and 
compare it. In the previous studies research in the one class to collected 
the data and focus on social meaning of code switching.  
Thirdly, the study thesis entitled, “Teacher‟s Code Switching to the 
L1 in EFL Classroom”, written by Liu Jingxia (2010). In his research, he 
focuses on the Revealing the attitudes of teacher and Students toward the 
pattern, the functions of code switching, and factors and influence of code 
switching. The result of his research shows the impact of code switching 
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toward the attitude and the functions, factors of code switching in the 
classroom.  
The third previous study above also has the similarity and 
differences with the researcher study. The similarities are the data code 
switching from classroom, and the method is qualitative. The differences 
are in the researcher‟s study research in the two classes in the skill and 
theory class, and then compare it. The researcher is shows the reasons of 
code switching by the teacher of two classes to collect the data and 
compare it. In the previous study is research in the one class and focuses 
on the impact to the attitude of code switching and the function and also 
the factors of code switching.  
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No. 
Title Focus Object 
The Types of 
Research GAP 
1. Factors of Code Switching 
among Bilingual English 
Students in the University 
Classroom” written by 
Sert, O (2005). 
 The functions of 
code switching to 
the teacher 
 The functions of 
the code switching 
to the students 
Bilingual 
English 
Students in the 
University 
Classroom 
Descriptive 
qualitative 
 Comparing about 
the code switching 
in the Intermediate 
Integrated English 
(Speaking) class 
and Dramatic 
Studies class based 
on the Mrs. F.R.Z. 
 Triple Code 
switchings 
(English,Indonesia, 
Javanese 
languages)  
2. A Pragmatics Analysis of a 
Teacher's Code Code-
switching in a Bilingual 
Classroom” written by 
 The types of code 
switching 
 Social meaning 
about code 
In the bilingual 
classroom  
Descriptive 
qualitative  
 Comparing about 
the code switching 
in the Intermediate 
Integrated English 
2
9
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Yusuf, Y. Q. (2009). switching (Speaking) class 
and Dramatic 
Studies class based 
on the Mrs. F.R.Z. 
 Triple Code 
switchings 
(English,Indonesia, 
Javanese 
languages) 
 
3
0
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3.  Teacher‟s Code Switching 
to the L1 in EFL 
Classroom”, written by Liu 
Jingxia (2010). 
 Revealing the 
attitudes of teacher 
and students 
toward the pattern 
 The functions of 
code switching 
 The factors and 
influence of code 
switching  
 
 
 
 
 
In the ELF 
classroom 
Descriptive 
qualitative  
 Comparing about 
the code switching 
in the Intermediate 
Integrated English 
(Speaking) class 
and Dramatic 
Studies class based 
on the Mrs. F.R.Z. 
 Triple Code 
switchings 
(English,Indonesia, 
Javanese 
languages) 
4. An Analysis of Code 
Switching Used by the 
Lecturer in Teaching 
Learning Process on 
Speaking Class and 
 The types of code 
switching  
 The reasons of 
code switching  
In the speaking 
class and 
introduction to 
drama class  
Descriptive 
qualitative  
 Comparing about 
the code switching 
in the Intermediate 
Integrated English 
(Speaking) class 
3
1
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Introduction to Drama 
Class in English Letters of 
IAIN Surakarta written by 
Dian Pangesti (2019)  
and Dramatic 
Studies class based 
on the Mrs. F.R.Z. 
 Triple Code 
switchings 
(English,Indonesia, 
Javanese 
languages) 
 
3
2
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter, the researcher would like to present the methodology 
employed in this study to answer the research question. This chapter covers 
the research design, the subject of the study, the place and time of the 
research, the source of data, the technique of collecting data, the technique of 
analyzing the data and trustworthiness of the data.  
A. Research Design 
This research is descriptive qualitative research. According to 
Creswell (1998:15) descriptive qualitative research is an investigation 
process of understanding something based on methodological steps that 
discover human problem. The research is conducted in a natural setting. In 
this case, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative design which mainly 
aims to analyze and describe the phenomenon in the using of lecturer‟s 
code switching in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class in IAIN Surakarta. Based on the method, the 
researcher uses some techniques to obtain the goals of her research. The 
techniques that are used in qualitative research are video recording, 
observation, and interview. The researcher records the activity, observes 
the situation and condition of the subject, then hold the interviews to the 
lecturer and some students of the research regarding to the topic. 
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The final result in this research analyzed and compared how many 
the lecturer used the code switching in the Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) class and Dramatic Studies class and make a comparison 
between code switching in the both of the classes. The benefit and the 
impact of code switching to the students in the classroom also the final 
result in this result.  
The researcher used qualitative method since it is the method to 
collect, classify, and analysis the data in the form of words and sentences 
to draw a conclusion. The data will be in the form of sentences which later 
will be analyze descriptively based on the types of the code switching and 
the reasons of the code switching that the lecturer used in the teaching and 
learning process in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class 
and Dramatic Studies class in English letters of IAIN Surakarta.  
 
B. Subject of the Study 
The researcher took English lecturer and the second semester 
students in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) classes and the 
fourth semester in Dramatic Studies class at IAIN Surakarta as the subject 
of the study. The research techniques are collects the data when Mrs. 
F.R.Z taught in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class. The researcher used the camera to record the data 
when the Mrs. F.R.Z taught and used the code switching when she was 
explain about the matery of the study. Both of the classes, used the same 
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lecturer to teaching and learning process, the researcher research about the 
code switching that the Mrs. F.R.Z used in different classes.  
In the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, Mrs. F.R.Z 
who taught four classes in the second semester and the researcher joined in 
the each of classes to collect the data. In the Dramatic Studies class, the 
lecturer taught only one class in the fourth semester, the researcher was 
join also and collects the data from Mrs. F.R.Z  to get the data recordings.  
 
C. Research Setting 
1. Setting of Place 
This research conducted at second semester and fourth 
semester students of English letters. This research conducted at IAIN 
Surakarta. It is located in Jl. Pandawa, Pucangan, Kartasura, 
Sukoharjo, 57168. The reason for choosing this location is because the 
researcher also took her education in this college and the researcher 
knows more about the condition of the campus and the characteristics 
of the students. The research itself is focused on the second semester 
students of English letters that are taking Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) class and fourth semester students of English 
letters that are taking Dramatic Studies class.  
2. Setting of Time 
The time of conducting the research is in the second semester 
in academic year 2017/2018. The schedule of activities had been done 
as follow: 
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Table 2.1. Time of Research for Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class 
Observation semester 2 17
th
 November 2017 07.00-08.40 
Observation semester 2 22
nd
 November 2017 08.40-10.20 
Observation semester 2 24
th
 November 2017 07.00-08.40 
Observation semester 2 29
th
 November 2017 13.00-14.40 
 
Table 2.2. Time of Research for Dramatic Studies Class 
Observation semester 4 17
th
 November 2017 08.40-10.20 
Observation semester 4 22
nd
 November 2017 07.00-08.40 
  
 
 
March 
2019 
April 2019 May 2019 June 2019 
Semprop     
Collecting 
Data 
    
Analysis 
Data 
    
Munaqosah     
 
D. Source of the Data 
The data of this research analyzed use descriptive qualitative 
research. The purpose of qualitative research was to get explanation from 
the subject itself. The object of this research is English lecturer in English 
Month 
Activity 
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letters who teach in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class in IAIN Surakarta. The researcher analyzed the 
types and the reasons of code switching utterances by English lecturer in 
the both of classes and compare it. Lofland (2002:112) reveals source of 
data in qualitative research are words and events, for additional data can be 
documents or others. The researcher collected the data by observing and 
recording lecturer‟s explanations in the both of the classes. The form of 
data is in utterances not numbers. Sutopo (2002:47) states that the source 
of the data constitutes a subject from which all the data of research are 
obtained. The data on this research was obtained from one English lecturer 
who teaching different classes in Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) class of second semester and Dramatic Studies class of fourth 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta.   
Based on the observations, there were many lecturers in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta, but the researcher only observed one lecturer 
who teaching in two classes in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
class and Dramatic Studies class to get the data and compare the data 
itself. The researcher can compare the code switching that lecturer used in 
different classes. In the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, 
there were four classes and in the Dramatic Studies class, there was only 
one class. 
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E. The Techniques of Collecting Data 
According to Santoso (2017), in this research, the researcher used four 
kinds of techniques of collecting the data: 
(1) Observation, (2) Recording video files, (3) Interview 
1. Observation 
Observation is one of primer data collection technique. Tracy 
(2013:25) states that observations are registered through the 
researcher‟s mind and body. In such circumstances, self-reflexivity 
about one‟s goals, interest, proclivities, and biases is espectially 
important. The researcher uses non-participant observe, where the 
researcher is not involved in group activity and only passive monitor, 
attending, monitoring and listen carefully to all activities and take a 
conclusion from the observation results. 
The observation conducted in classroom where the participant the 
lecturer is teaching. The observation conducted by the researcher 6 
times. The researcher joined in the classes and observed the teaching 
learning process passively without doing any involvement in the 
classroom. The researcher made the observation in the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class and in the Dramatic Studies class 
that the lecturer is Mrs. F.R.Z, M.hum. The researcher joined the each 
of classes to collect the data. 
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2. Recording video files  
The important in this research is to collect the data and make the 
proofs of the code switching by the Mrs. F.R.Z used. The researcher 
used the camera to record the data when Mrs. F.R.Z teach or when the 
teaching learning process in the classroom. The researcher recorded the 
lecturer explanation during teaching learning process. The recorder has 
been prepared by the researcher before the class is starting and the 
researcher also seat in front of class to get clear voice and good videos. 
The recordings are saved as videos to make easier to analyze the code 
switching. 
3. Interview 
Interview is aimed to cross check between the data obtained from 
recording and information that the researcher got. In other hand, the 
researcher wants to elicit information about the reasons toward code 
switching and to get more details information from the lecturer. Bungin 
(2009:108) interview is the purpose of obtaining information for 
research purpose by way of question and answer with a face between 
the interviewer and the interviewer or information with or without 
interview guide.  
The final collect the data, the researcher made an interview of the 
lecturer to clarify the reasons the code switching when the lecturer 
teaching in the classroom. The researcher asked about the lecturer 
experiences in teaching the students, what language did the lecturer use 
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during learning process, the lecturer‟s opinion about the used code 
switching in the teaching learning process and the other to supporting 
this thesis. 
F. The Technique of Analyzing Data 
The researcher not only collecting the data, but also analyze the data 
obtain the results of the research. Data analysis is a process of organizing 
the data into pattern, category and basic unit of analysis in order to find a 
theme and to formulate hypothesis as data suggest (Moleong, 2002:248). 
The method of analyzed data that is used in this research is Creswell‟s 
theory by doing following steps (Creswell, 2009:183):  
1. Preparing the data for analysis 
From the data recordings that the researcher got, it just a video that 
must be a final data. This involves transcript the data recordings and 
interviews. The researcher also transcript all about the lecturer said in 
the teaching learning process to get the data that can analyze about the 
code switching that lecturer used. Transcript was in the recording of 
conversation or utterances of English lecturer that contain about “code 
switching” to analysis the data.  
2. Reading  
In this step is to obtain a general sense of the information and to reflect 
on its overall meaning. The researcher also must to reading all about 
the transcript of the data to get the code switching that the lecturer 
used in the teaching learning process.  
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3. Coding and classifying the data (expression)  
Coding is the process of organizing the material into chunks or 
segments of the text before bringing meaning to information. The 
researcher started to classify the data one by one when all the switched 
expression in English teaching and learning process. 
This step is to answer the research problem numbers one and two. The 
researcher classified the data that had been marked base on the three 
types of code switching and eleven reasons of the code switching. 
To make classification of the data analysis, the researcher gives to 
each of data. The code which are used in data coding are as follow:  
a. The numeral 001, 002, 003,... are used for the datum number. For 
example: 001 for datum number one, 002 for datum number two, etc.  
b. The alphabetic capital letters are used to classify the types of code 
switching. The data is written bellow:  
Datum  : Number of datum  
Tag  : Tag switching  
Inter  : Inter-sentential switching  
Intra  : Intra- sentential switching 
c. Other codes were given based on the reasons of code switching. 
These are written bellow:  
The reasons of code switching by Holmes (2001): 
ES  : Expression to solidarity 
EI   : Ethnic identity maker 
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CT  : Changing of the topic 
QS   : The quote someone 
AF  : For affective function 
EM  : To emphasize meaning  
The reasons of code switching by Chowdhury (2012): 
 MD  : Class size and maintaining discipline 
SB : Student‟s background and mixed ability 
classes 
EM  : Ease to communication 
 ET  : Explaining and translating unknown terms 
 ES  : Expression of solidarity 
d. Other codes were given the classyfied of the class. These are written 
bellow:  
Speak.C : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking)    
class 
Dramatic.C : Dramatic Studies class  
 
The table means that the first data is tag switching of types of 
code switching which is expression of solidarity of reason of code 
switching and the data from Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
class. From a code makes easier to be classified.  
4.  The next step in data analysis involves making an interpretation or 
meaning of the data. After the classification was done systematically 
Datum 001/Tag/ES/Speak.C 
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the researcher describing the types and the reasons of code switching 
used by English lecturer in teaching and learning process. 
5. The final steps is Drawing conclusions. 
The researcher was finish analyze the data and make a describing about 
the data, also categorized about the types and the reasons of the data. 
The researcher drawing conclusions to know about how the code 
switching was appear by the lecturer on the both of the classes and 
make a comparison about the reasons code switching used based on 
each of the classes.  
 
G. Trustworthiness of the Data 
The validity of the data is known by doing the triangulation. 
Triangulation is qualitative cross-validation. It assesses the sufficiency to 
the data according to convergence of multiple data source or multiple data 
collection procedure (Warsa in Sugiyono 2010: 372). It means that in 
doing triangulation for getting the credibility there are source 
triangulation, the technique of collecting data and time. Theory 
triangulation is the use of multiple theories when the examining a situation 
or phenomenon. The idea is to look at a situation or phenomenon from 
different perspectives, through different lenses, with different questions in 
mind. The different theories do not have to be similar or compatible, in 
fact the more divergent they are, more likely they are to identify different 
concerns.  
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To ensure the trustworthiness of this study, the researcher decided 
on using the data triangulation as a technique to ensure that and account 
was rich, robust, comprehensive and well-developed. The researcher 
collected the data from multiple sources with the purpose of enhancing the 
validity, the data were taken from observation and interview. The 
researcher collected the data from transcription of the video recorder, the 
data is delivered to the prove investigator triangulation to recheck the data. 
The researcher asked Mr. Bayu Dewa Murti, S.Hum., M.hum as the 
investigator. The researcher also got some suggestions related to the data 
findings.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter is divided into two parts; findings and discussion. The 
findings part presents the results of the data analysis of the types of code 
switching used by lecturer of the second semester in Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) class and fourth semester in Dramatic Studies class based on 
Poplack (1980) theory and the reasons of code switching used by lecturer of the 
second semester in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and fourth 
semester in Dramatic Studies class based on Holmes (2001) and Chowdhury 
(2012) theories. The discussion section provides the deep and detailed description 
of the data findings.  
A. Research Findings 
This part explained the findings with code switching in the teaching 
learning process in the classroom. In explaining the findings, the researcher 
did some steps. Firstly, the researcher presents about the types of code 
switching that lecturer used. Based on Poplack (1980) there are three types of 
code switching, there are Inter-sentential Switching, Intra-sentential 
Switching and Tag Switching. Secondly, the researcher presents about the 
reasons of code switching used in the teaching learning process by the 
lecturer. In the reasons of code switching that lecturer used, the researcher 
used two theories based on Holmes (2001) and Chowdhury (2012) to support 
the data that analyzed. Based on Holmes (2001) there are six reasons, there 
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are Expression of Solidarity, Ethnic Identity Maker, Changing of the Topic, 
The Quote Someone, For Affective Functions, To Emphasize Meaning. 
Based on Chowdhury (2012) there are five reasons, there are Class Size and 
Maintaining Discipline, Student‟s Background and Mixed Ability Classes, 
Ease to Communication, Explaining and Translating Unknown Terms and 
Expression of Solidarity. The data analyzed based on the classification related 
to the types of code switching and the reasons of code switching used in the 
teaching learning process by the lecturer found in the observation. The 
researcher observed in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class. After classification the data, the researcher compared 
it to get the comparison of code switching in the both of the classes.  
The observation conducted six times in second semester of Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class was conduct four times and in fourth 
semester of Dramatic Studies class was conduct two times.  Both of the 
classes were control by one lecturer. The researcher recorded when the 
teaching learning process in the classroom. The recordings are saved as 
videos to make easier to analysis the data. From the recorders which has been 
transcribed by the researcher to get the real data. The researcher did 
observation and recording video in each of classes. From the recorder which 
has been transcribed by the researcher, there are 156 data on lecturer‟s 
utterance. The details of those utterances which contained of code switching 
can be seen in the table. The following explanations are some analysis made 
by researcher related to the types of code switching and the reasons of code 
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switching used by the lecturer in the teaching learning process. The 
researcher compared it to knows the important things that code switching 
used in the classroom and made the students understand about the lecturer‟s 
explanation.  
The researcher found 156 data from four classes in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class and one class in Dramatic Studies class 
based on lecturer‟s utterance. Based on the theory that researcher used, in one 
utterance can found more than one types and reasons of code switching, 
because the utterance by the lecturer so long when the lecturer explained 
about the materials to the students. In one utterance of the lecturer said, it can 
be some clauses or sentences. So, the data can be developed into a lot of the 
types and reasons of code switching and can be more than 156 data.  
1. Types of Code Switching  
The researcher analyzed the types of code switching found in the 
lecturer‟s utterances in teaching learning process. The researcher did 
observation in two classes that controlled by one lecturer to get 
comparison about the code switching used by the lecturer. Previously, in 
chapter II there was a discussion about the types of code switching based 
on Poplack (1980) theory, they are inter-sentential switching, intra-
sentential switching and tag switching. The researcher was transcript the 
data from the video recorder to get the real data to make ease to analysis. 
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Table 3.1 Types of Code Switching in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class 
 
Table 3.2 Types of Code Switching in Dramatic Studies Class 
 
The tables showed the classifications of the type of code switching 
used by lecturer in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and 
Dramatic Studies class. The classifications type of code switching in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester, those 
are: inter-sentential switching were 60 data, intra-sentential switching 
were 88 data and tag switching were 29 data. Total data type of code 
switching in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class were found 
from observation on 17
th 
- 29
th
 November 2017 are 177 data. From the 
observation the researcher got four videos from four classes in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester. The 
classifications type of code switching in Dramatic Studies class of fourth 
semester, those are; inter-sentential switching were 33 data, intra-
sentential switching were 24 data and tag switching were 9 data. Total data 
No. Types of Code Switching Data 
1. Inter-sentential Switching 60 
2. Intra-sentential Switching 88 
3. Tag Switching 29 
TOTAL 177 
No. Types of Code Switching Data 
1. Inter-sentential Switching 33 
2. Intra-sentential Switching 24 
3. Tag Switching 9 
TOTAL 66 
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type of code switching in Dramatic Studies class were found from 
observation on 17
th
 – 22nd November 2017 are 66 data. From the 
observation the researcher got two videos from one class in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester.  The data can be developed a lot of the 
real data because in one utterance can found more than one code switching 
because the lecturer‟s utterances was so long.  
The following data are some examples of analysis on the types of 
code switching.  
a. Inter-sentential Switching 
Inter-sentential switching is used between sentences and occurs at 
sentence boundaries when each either in one language or the other. 
Inter-sentential Switching is the switch involving movement from one 
language to other language between sentences. Inter-sentential code 
switching happens when there is complete sentence in a foreign 
language uttered between two sentences in a base language (Romaine, 
1995: 123). Inter-sentential switching happened to clarifying about the 
explanation before and the lecturer used to ease communication to the 
students what the explanations to make ease to understanding. The 
findings showed that the data of inter-sentential switching was most 
common types of code switching with 96 data. The following are some 
examples of inter-sentential switching:  
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1) Datum 021/Inter/SB/Vid.1/Speak.C/05:08-05:12 
Because it called as “be formed”, ada yang sudah tau be formed 
belum?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the pronouncing of 
the word. After the lecturer gave some examples about the correct 
pronouncing of some words, the lecturer explained about the „be 
formed‟ and asked to the students who knew about it.  
Firstly, the lecturer used English language to emphasize 
meaning that it called “be formed” and continue to asking to the 
students in Indonesian language by saying „ada yang sudah tau be 
formed belum?‟. The lecturer changed her utterance into 
Indonesian language in full sentence. The utterance classified in 
inter-sentential switching since the lecturer started the sentence in 
English language and followed by Indonesian language. 
2) Datum 055/Inter/ET/Vid.1/ Speak.C/14:55-15:05 
Next this one, make an obey, the first meeting I keep saying “then” 
after I saying something, do you notice that? Nyadar engga saya 
sering banget ngomong pakai then dibelakang gitu.  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
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semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the pronouncing of 
the word. The situation was happen when the lecturer explained 
about the material. After the lecturer explained about the materials 
in the power point, the lecturer make a clarification about the style 
of her speaking.  
The utterance was classifying in inter-sentential switching, 
because it involved switch from English language to Indonesian 
language between sentences. Firstly, the lecturer explained about 
her style in speaking English and the lecturer asked to the students 
about her style by saying „Nyadar engga saya sering banget 
ngomong pakai “then” dibelakang gitu. The lecturer switches in 
Indonesian language in full sentence to make the students to get the 
point about the lecturer asking before.  
3) Datum 061/Inter/EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/16:39-16:53 
So “then” is going to be the end of conversation. So, you can say 
like mostly “then” use in informal cases. jadi kalau untuk acara 
formal jangan pakai then dibelakang, aduh jangan, pakailah 
“so”.  
The datum was taking on 24
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the formal and 
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informal invitation. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
explained about the differences between the formal and informal 
materials. After the lecturer explained about the word in informal 
conversation and suggest about the formal word.  
The lecturer gave the differences of the words between 
formal and informal to conversation. Firstly, the lecturer explained 
about the informal word and following about Indonesian language 
to explain and suggest to the students by saying „jadi kalau untuk 
acara formal jangan pakai “then” dibelakang, aduh jangan, 
pakailah “so”‟. The utterance classified in inter-sentential 
switching because the lecturer switches in full sentence. The 
lecturer switched the utterance to make emphasize meaning about 
the differences between formal and informal word that students can 
use.  
4) Datum 147/Inter/EC/Vid.2/Drama.C/17:14-17:23 
But then, what happen then? What is happen with the Angelo‟s 
feeling? Walaupun dia seorang yang pengertian sekalipun, 
ternyata apa? Dia bisa tergoda sama maryana,eh maaf Isabella 
maksutnya.  
The datum was taking on 22
nd
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN 
Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they were 
discussing about the drama. The situation was when the lecturer 
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explained about the plot of the drama. After the lecturer explained 
about the plot of the drama and tried to asking to the students what 
happen next and the lecturer explained again with Indonesian 
language.  
The utterance classified in inter-sentential switching 
because the lecturer used English language to try asking about the 
Angelo‟s feeling and explained it in Indonesian language by saying 
„Walaupun dia seorang yang pengertian sekalipun, ternyata 
apa? Dia bisa tergoda sama Maryana,eh maaf Isabella 
maksutnya‟.The lecturer explained about what happen the next 
story used Indonesian language in full sentence to make ease 
communication to the students and the students can get the point 
about the lecturer means.  
5) Datum 151/Inter/QS+EI/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 18:25-18:38 
Kan nalarnya kalau dunia yang nyata itu kan “rasah lah ben 
aku mati wae”, tapi dia  enggak kan faktanya? Jadi intinya ini 
tu lucu-lucu menyakitkan gitu. Romantic tragedy, sorry is like 
comedy and tragedy is the combination for those two.  
The datum was taking on 22
nd
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN 
Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they were 
discussing about the drama. The situation was happening when the 
lecturer explained about the plot of the drama.  
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The lecturer explained about the main of the drama by 
saying „Kan nalarnya kalau dunia yang nyata itu kan “rasah 
lah ben aku mati wae”, tapi dia  enggak kan faktanya? Jadi 
intinya ini tu lucu-lucu menyakitkan gitu‟. The utterance 
classified into inter-sentential switching because the lecturer 
switches full sentence. After the lecturer explained about the main 
of the drama used Indonesian language and following English 
language. The lecturer used inter-sentential switching to ease 
communication to the students and to get feedback from the 
students.  
b. Intra-sentential Switching  
Intra-sentential switching concerns language alteration that occurs 
within a sentence or a clause boundary. Sometimes it included switch 
within word boundaries. Intra-sentential switching is the most complex 
type of code switching because the speaker has to control two linguistic 
systems simultaneously, and also intra-sentential switching practiced by 
the most balanced bilinguals only (Poplack 1980). Intra-sentential code 
switching is found when a word, a phrase, or a clause, of a foreign 
language is found within the sentence in a base language. The findings 
showed that the data of Intra-sentential Switching is 93 data. The 
following data are some examples of intra-sentential switching: 
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1) Datum 038/Intra/EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/10:05-10:20 
You need to try again, anything of the sounds entah itu mau “a”, 
“e”.“I cannot feel the air this room”, it‟s not “air (er)” but it‟s “air 
(ea)” it‟s without “r”  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about correct 
pronunciation. The situation was when the lecturer explained about 
the invitation materials and the lecturer asked to one of the students 
to read the materials in the power point and the lecturer teach about 
the correct pronunciation and gave some examples to pronounce it 
better.  
The lecturer used English language in the beginning of the 
utterance and in the middle of the utterance the lecturer switched 
Indonesian language by saying „entah itu mau‟. In the end of the 
utterance, the lecturer continued English language. The lecturer 
switched the utterance because to emphasize meaning about the 
explanations that she gave before and make ease to make students 
understanding about the point in the utterance. The utterance 
classified in intra-sentential switching because in the beginning and 
in the end of the utterance was English language and the switching 
was not full sentence.  
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2) Datum 063/Intra/ET/Vid.1/Speak.C/17:05-17:28 
Next, “sounds good”, if you say “sounds (son) good” it‟s not son, 
you can say “sounds good”; “sounds great”; “sounds awesome”; 
“sounds ok”; “sounds eemmm... so so, sounds whatever, ok ini 
kedengarannya bagus, you know what I mean?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about correct 
pronunciation. The situation was when the lecturer explained about 
the example of the invitation materials, it was like a dialogue. In 
the dialogue, there was someone who said “sounds good”, and then 
the lecturer teach about the correct pronounce the words and gave 
some examples based on the words. 
The utterance classified in intra-sentential switching 
because the lecturer switches into Indonesian language in the 
middle of the utterance that the beginning and the end of the 
utterance was English language. The lecturer was explaining and 
translating the sentence in the middle of the utterance by saying 
„ini kedengarannya bagus‟. The lecturer switched the utterance 
because to emphasize meaning about the point that to discuss. So, 
to make understand to the students the lecturer was explaining and 
translating about the sentence.  
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3) Datum 081/Intra/EM/Vid.3/Speak.C/16:00-16:17  
So this one is a deal, I will never changes even though you good, 
even though you beautiful, even though you sweet and nice, this 
score is done. So in the end I want to calculate and aku akan 
memperlihatkan skornya sebelum UAS. 
The datum was taking on 24
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about last examination. 
The situation was happen when the lecturer explained about the 
rule of the last examination to the students. In the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class before last examination there 
were some practices in front of the class based on the materials that 
has been discussed. So, in the end of the meeting the lecturer was 
explaining about the rule to last examination and gave 
announcement when the all of the score to announced.  
The lecturer used English language in the beginning of the 
utterance to explain about the rule of to get the score before and in 
the end of the utterance the lecturer switches the utterance in 
Indonesian language by saying „aku akan memperlihatkan 
skornya sebelum UAS‟. The utterance classified in intra-sentential 
switching because the switching not full sentence in the end of the 
utterance. The lecturer switched the utterance in the end of the 
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utterance to emphasize meaning about the main of the utterance 
and make a clarification when the lecturer to announce calculate of 
the score.  
4) Datum 089/Intra/EM/Vid.3/Speak.C/ 20:00-20:14 
Make it better than in the drama, hari selasa depan I will inform 
you the best result for your drama, drama for your test and saw you 
the best video. 
The datum was taking on 24
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about drama test. The 
situation was when the lecturer explained about the test of the 
drama. In the Speaking class, there were some practices and one of 
the practices was drama. The drama was performing in the video 
recorder and the lecturer will gave the score to be score test.  
The utterance classified in intra-sentential switching 
because the lecturer used English language in the beginning in the 
utterance and in the middle of the utterance the lecturer switched to 
the Indonesian language by saying „hari selasa depan‟. In the end 
of the utterance, the lecturer come back used English language to 
continue the utterance. The switching was showing because the 
lecturer want to emphasize meaning when the lecturer to 
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announcement the best result of the drama test and make a 
clarification about the drama to be a test.  
5) Datum 118/Intra/EC/Vid.1/Drama.C/03:13-03:23 
Kalau semisal sekilas dilihat sebenarnya lebih condong 
romancenya, I mean that it‟s romance tragedy. Romeo and Juliet 
it‟s to be romance tragedy.  
The datum was taking on 22
nd
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN 
Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they were 
discussing about style of the drama. The situation was happening 
when the lecturer explained about the style of the drama that has 
been discussed and the lecturer gave the opinion that it was a 
romance tragedy to the students.  
The lecturer used Indonesian language in the beginning of 
the utterance by saying „Kalau semisal sekilas dilihat sebenarnya 
lebih condong romancenya‟. The lecturer was continued the 
utterance with the English language. The switching showed 
because to ease communication to the students about the drama 
style. The utterance classified in intra-sentential switching because 
the lecturer was switches the utterance not full sentence and 
continue with English language again the end of the utterance.  
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c. Tag Switching  
Tag switching involved the insertion of a tag in one language into 
an utterance which is otherwise entirely in the other language (Poplack 
in Romaine, 1995:122). Tag code switching, happens when a bilingual 
insert short expression (tag) from different language at the end of the 
utterances. Tag switching can be an exclamation, a tag or a 
parenthetical in another language than the rest of the sentence. The 
findings showed that the data of tag switching was the least common 
type of code switching with 36 data. The following are some examples 
of tag switching:  
1) Datum 031/Tag/Em/Vid.1/Speak.C/08:23-08:40 
“Should” like “hey what should I do?”; “oh you should hang out” 
gitu ya. 
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester 
in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the 
classroom and they were discussing about the function of the modal. 
The situation was when the lecturer explained about one of the 
modal to the students and gave some examples to make it easy to 
understand. The lecturer was also quotes someone to make the 
dialogue of the example. When the lecturer has been explained about 
the material the lecturer always make an example by quote someone 
or make a short dialogue to make it easy to understand  
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The lecturer used English language in the beginning of the 
utterance and after make some examples in the end of the utterance 
the lecturer switches in Indonesian language by saying „gitu ya‟. The 
utterance classified in tag switching because the lecturer just used 
code switching in the end of the utterance as short expression to 
emphasize meaning about the example itself.  
2) Datum 042/Tag/EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/10:59-11:07 
“You want to help me, sure?” not “suer” there is no “er” in the word 
of “sure”, Paham?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester 
in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the 
classroom and they were discussing about the correct pronunciation 
of the word. The situation was when the lecturer was explaining 
about one of the examples in the power point and teaching about the 
correct to pronounce the word in the example. The lecturer was 
making simple explanation about the false pronunciation based on 
the word.  
In the utterance, classified in tag switching because the 
lecturer just used code switching in the end of the utterance to short 
expression and that was end of the utterance. In the beginning of the 
utterance the lecturer was reading example from power point and 
explained about the correct to pronounce the word and in the end of 
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the utterance, the lecturer used Indonesian language by saying 
„Paham? ‟. The code switching was showed because the lecturer 
clarified understanding to the students about the explanation before.  
3) Datum 046/Tag/EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/12:05-12:16 
We can say “anyway” when the response was actually not based on 
the expectation, ya kan?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester 
in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the 
classroom and they were discussing about the giving response to 
invitation. The situation was happening when the lecturer explained 
about the giving response if get the invitation. In the power point, 
there was some dialogue and showed the response that can be 
chosen. The lecturer suggests to saying “anyway” in that utterance. 
The beginning of the utterance, the lecturer used English 
language to give suggestion to the students about the response that 
can be said. In the end of the utterance, the lecturer switches in 
Indonesian language by saying „ya kan?‟. The utterance classified in 
tag switching because the lecturer just used Indonesian language in 
the end of the utterance that was short expression to get feedback 
from the students.  
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4) Datum 062/Tag/EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/16:54-17:04 
Jadi “so” is going to be for formal like meeting like academic in the 
classes use “so”, but when you speak with me you can use “then” all 
the time, ok?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester 
in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the 
classroom and they were discussing about the formal and informal 
utterance. The situation was happen when the lecturer explained 
about the utterance or word that can used formal and informal 
situation. The lecturer also explained about the differences about the 
words that can be used in formal and informal situation to the 
students.  
The utterance classified in tag switching because the lecturer 
used Indonesian language in the beginning of the utterance by saying 
„Jadi‟ as short expression to emphasize meaning before gave the 
explanation to the students. The end of the utterance, the lecturer 
completed used English language to continue the tag switching 
before. The lecturer before this utterance was explaining about the 
dialogue that there were formal and informal sentences. So, in this 
utterance the lecturer make a conclusion based on the dialogue 
before. Tag switching also can be an exclamation, a tag or a 
parenthetical in another language than the rest of the sentence. 
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5) Datum 115/Tag/ET/Vid.4/Speak.C/08:36-08:39 
This one, ini, what‟s day wants to do?”  
The datum was taking on 29
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester 
in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the 
classroom and they were discussing about the example of the 
dialogue in the power point. The situation was happening when the 
lecturer explained about the example in the power point, there was a 
dialogue that about invitation. In the utterance, the lecturer asked to 
the students about the days that invitation to do.  
 The utterance classified in tag switching because the lecturer used 
short expression of the utterance. The lecturer used English language 
in the beginning and the end of the utterance. In the middle of the 
utterance, the lecturer used Indonesian language by saying „ini‟. The 
lecturer was explained and translating the utterance in the beginning 
of the utterance to emphasize meaning and give an exclamation to 
the students about the points of the example.  
d. Combination 
Combination is one of the types of code switching that found the 
researcher in the lecturer‟s utterances. The researcher analyzed all of 
the utterances of the lecturer in the teaching learning process in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies 
classes. The utterance of the lecturer was so long because the lecturer 
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explained about the materials to the students and make it easy to 
understand. The lecturer used some code switching in her utterances to 
make it easy to understand and saved the time. In one utterance can be 
some clauses and sentences. So, there are many opportunity that in one 
of the utterance there found many code switching. In the both of the 
classes, the lecturer was very talk active to explain the materials than 
students. So, in the transcript that the researcher has, it was so long 
utterance in one conversation. The following data are some examples of 
combination from the code switching: 
1) Intra-sentential Switching + Intersentential Switching 
a) Datum 009/ Intra+Inter/EC+ET/Vid.1/Speak.C/01:37-01:45 
No.., dari mana taunya? This one “Wow I love to, but I‟m so 
busy in Saturday”. Kalau Sabtu ini engga bisa, tapi sebenernya 
dia mau sih pergi gitu 
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the example of 
invitation. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
explained about the example in the power point, there was a 
dialogue that about invitation. In the utterance, the lecturer asked 
to the students about the reason why the people cannot coming to 
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the invitation. The lecturer was also making it easy to understand 
that she was translating about the means of the dialogue.  
In this utterance, the lecturer used two code switchings in 
the beginning of the utterance by saying „dari mana taunya?‟. 
The lecturer was asked question to the students about the 
materials in the power point. The lecturer need a feedback from 
the students about the materials that was to be discussed. The 
lecturer used English language to read the dialogue and showed to 
the students and continuing used Indonesian language in the end 
of the utterance by saying „Kalau Sabtu ini engga bisa, tapi 
sebenernya dia mau sih pergi gitu‟. The lecturer used inter-
sentential in the end of the utterance to make it easy understand 
that the lecturer was translating and explaining about the means of 
the utterance in the dialogue. In this utterance, there were two 
types of code switching also called combination.  
b) Datum 065/Intra+Inter/CT+AF/Vid.1/Speak.C/17:51-18:16 
This one the example and also the information about how to 
pronounce a word expectialy the word formed and the sound 
formed when you learn in the pronunciation classes but, agak 
ngeganjel kalau misalnya you keep wrong pronunciation in this 
class. Jadi, kaya gatel mau benerin, gimana ya biar bener 
mulai dari sekarang walaupun belum sampe be formed, but 
it‟s ok  
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The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the example of 
invitation. The situation was happen when the lecturer explained 
about the example in the power point. The lecturer also explained 
about the correct of pronunciation to the students. The lecturer 
was discussing about the dialogue of the materials that was 
reading by one of the students.  
The utterance was classified in combination in particular 
intra-sentential switching + inter-sentential switching. The 
lecturer was using English language in the beginning of the 
utterance and in the middle of the utterance the lecturer switches 
in Indonesian language by saying „agak ngeganjel kalau 
misalnya‟. That code switching classified in intra-sentential 
switching. In the end of the utterance, the lecturer used 
Indonesian language in full sentence that classified in inter-
sentential switching by saying „Jadi, kaya gatel mau benerin, 
gimana ya biar bener mulai dari sekarang walaupun belum 
sampe‟, because after explained about the correct pronunciation 
the lecturer make a conclusion in full sentence that used 
Indonesian language.  
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c) Datum 095/Inter+Intra/ES+EC/Vid.4/Speak.C/00:20-00:27 
Ngumumin rame-rame di depan orang itu pernah enggak sih? 
For anthing about the informations and in the locations, misalnya 
apa?  
The datum was taking on 29
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the invitation. The 
situation was happening when the lecturer explained about the 
method to make an announcement to the public about the 
invitation. In this utterance the lecturer asked question and need a 
feedback from the students. So, the lecturer used some code 
switching to ease communication to the students.  
In this utterance, the lecturer used inter-sentential 
switching in the beginning of the utterance that lecturer asking 
question to the students by saying „Ngumumin rame-rame di 
depan orang itu pernah enggak sih?‟. The lecturer was 
continuing in English language again after asked question to the 
students in full sentence. In the end of the utterance, the lecturer 
used Indonesian language again to get feedback from the students 
by saying „misalnya apa?‟. So, in this utterance there were two 
codes switching that differents types.  
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2) Tag Switching and Inter-sentential Switching 
a) Datum 011/ Tag+Inter/EM+ES/Vid.1/Speak.C/02:04-02:18 
This say thank you atleast for being inovation and the reviews, 
it‟s ok. Jangan “would you like some coffee?”; “No”. Itu kalau 
cowok atau ceweknya baper bunuh diri lho bisa lho  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the answering of 
the offering. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
explained about the one of the example from the power point 
about the answering of the offering from someone. The lecturer 
also gave example when she was explaining about the material. In 
this utterance, there were two codes switching in one utterance by 
the lecturer.  
The lecturer used English language in the beginning of the 
utterance. But, in the middle of the utterance, the lecturer has 
parenthetical that classified in tag switching by saying „jangan‟. 
The lecturer was also continuing by used English language again 
after has tag switching. In the end of the utterance, the lecturer 
used Indonesian language in full sentence after explained about 
the main point of the material by saying „Itu kalau cowok atau 
ceweknya baper bunuh diri lho bisa lho‟. The code switching 
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classified in inter-sentential switching that used because the 
lecturer just make a joke to the students to make expression of 
solidarity.  
b) Datum 127/Inter+Tag/EC+EM/Vid.1/Drama.C/07:19-07:55 
It‟s like ini tu cerita kekinian banget sebenarnya, perebutan 
kekuasaan, menggangu yang kaya apa segala macem. Tapi 
kan Enteni menikah dengan Cleo patra Kan. He live luvia 
because it can see that Cleo Patra itu engga Cuma cantik 
sebenarnya, dia itu represent perempuan yang yang it‟s wow. 
Cantik iya, pinter iya, licik, iya, bodynya bagus iya, you know 
it‟s like the presentation of  perfect woman gitu.  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Dramatic Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of 
IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they were 
discussing about the retell about the drama. The situation was 
happening when the lecturer explained about what the content of 
the drama. The lecturer retold to the students what the about the 
drama and make some opinions based on the drama. 
In the utterance, the lecturer used some code switching to 
explain about the drama. The lecturer used some code switching 
to ease communication to the students also saves the time to 
explain and make it easy to understand. In the beginning, the 
lecturer used inter-sentential switching to explain the drama and 
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continue in English language. In the end of the utterance, the 
lecturer used tag switching in the end of the utterance that makes 
a short expression to emphasize meaning about what her 
explained before by saying „gitu‟. The utterance of the lecturer 
was so long, so, the researcher found some code switchings from 
the utterance that lecturer used.  
3) Tag Switching + Intra-sentential Switching  
a) Datum 003/Tag+Intra/EM+EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/00:32-00:43 
As you can see ya, this one is one of the example of the 
menanyakan yang ingin ditelfon ya 
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the one of the 
examples of invitation. The situation was happening when the 
lecturer explained about the example of the invitation from the 
power point. The lecturer was making a little communication to 
the students about the means of the example. The lecturer was 
also making a clarification to the students about the example 
means.  
 In the utterance, there classified in tag switching and intra-
sentential switching from the lecturer‟s utterance. In the 
beginning of the utterance, the lecturer used English language and 
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making a parenthetical in Indonesian language by saying „ya‟, it 
was classified in tag switching. After used tag switching the 
lecturer continue her utterance in English language again and 
switches in Indonesian language in the end of the utterance by 
saying „menanyakan yang ingin ditelfon ya‟. The lecturer 
explained to the students about what the example means and 
make it easy to understanding. The code switching in the end of 
the utterance classified in intra-sentential switching. 
b) Datum 109/Intra+Tag/EM+EM/Vid.4/Speak.C/06:15-06:27 
Kalau misalnya engga bisa “oh..congratulations for your 
graduation, but I cannot come I have work that I do” misalnya.  
The datum was taking on 29
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the invitation in the 
graduation. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
explained about the example of the invitation in graduation. The 
lecturer was making an example to make the students to easy 
understand about the material of the invitation. The lecturer was 
also quoting someone to make an utterance to explain the 
example.  
The beginning of the utterance, the lecturer used 
Indonesian language to emphasize meaning about the means of 
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the material by saying „Kalau misalnya engga bisa‟. It classified 
in intra-sentential switching to emphasize meaning about the 
material that the lecturer explained. After used intra-sentential 
switching the lecturer continued in English language again to 
make an example and the lecturer was quote someone to make an 
easy example to understand. In the end of the utterance, the 
lecturer used Indonesian language in short expression to 
exclamation the materials that her explained before by saying 
„misalnya‟. It was classified in tag switching in the end of the 
utterance. 
e. Triple Code Switchings (English, Indonesian, Javanese languages)  
 
Triple code switchings is one of the types of code switching that 
found the researcher in the lecturer‟s utterances. The researcher 
analyzed all of the utterances of the lecturer in the teaching learning 
process in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic 
Studies classes. The utterance of the lecturer was so long because the 
lecturer explained about the materials to the students and make it easy 
to understand. The lecturer used some code switching in her utterances 
to make it easy to understand and save the time. In some utterances by 
the lecturer, the researcher found triple code switching from English 
language to Indonesia language and then to Javanese language. 
Sometimes, the lecturer used code switching in Javanese language 
because be sides has control over in Indonesian langauge the lecturer 
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also has control over in Javanese language. So, there is a possibility the 
lecturer switches in three langauges in one utterance. The following 
data are some examples of triple code switching from the code 
switching: 
1) Datum 015/Intra/EI/Vid.1/Speak.C/03:35-03:47 
Like misalnya, “nengendi” bukan “nenghendi” kan? We have 
the first is “e” the second is “e”.  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the correct of 
pronunciation. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
explained about the example of the pronunciation. The lecturer 
was making a little communication to the students about the 
means of the example.  
The beginning of the utterance, the lecturer used English 
language and the continue in Indonesian language. After that, 
after used Indonesian langauge the lecturer gave the example of 
pronunciation a word by saying “nengendi” in Javanese 
langauge. So, in this utterance the lecturer used three language in 
code switching.  
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2) Datum 
036/Intra+Intra+Inter/EM+EC+QS/Vid.1/Speak.C/09:37-09:50 
“Snow” itu bukan “Snow” it could be “Snow” you need to try, 
cara yang paling gampang look at yourself in front of the mirror 
and then see if you got it, kalau egga ada bedanya “aduh enek 
opo yo?”  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in 
the classroom and they were discussing about the correct of 
pronunciation. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
explained about the example of the pronunciation. And then, the 
lecturer gave differences between correct and uncorrect 
pronunciation to the students.  
The beginning of the utterance, the lecturer used English 
language and the continue in Indonesian language to gave an 
example and explain about the way to pronounce the word. In the 
end of the utterance, the lecturer switched her utterance in Javanese 
language to make an expression to the students by saying “aduh 
enek opo yo?”  
3) Datum 151/Inter+tag/QS+EI/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 18:25-18:38 
Kan nalarnya kalau dunia yang nyata itu kan “rasah lah ben 
aku mati wae”,  tapi dia  enggak kan faktanya? Jadi intinya ini 
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tu lucu-lucu menyakitkan gitu  Romantic  tragedy, eh sorry,  Is 
like comedy and tragedy is the combination for  those two.  
The datum was taking on 22
nd
 November 2017 in 
Dramatic Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of 
IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they were 
discussing about the drama. The lecturer explained about the main 
of the drama to the students. The lecturer also gave her opinion 
about the style of the drama.  
The beginning of the utterance, the lecturer used Indonesian 
language and the continue in Javanese language to gave an 
example and explain about the drama by saying “rasah lah ben 
aku mati wae”. In the end of the utterance, the lecturer switched 
her utterance in English language to gave her opinion about the 
style of the drama. So, in one utterance the lecturer used three 
langauges.  
2. Reasons of Code Switching 
The researcher analyzed the reasons of the code switching found 
from the lecturer‟s utterance in the teaching learning process in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes. 
In reasons of the code switching, the lecturer used two theories from 
Holmes (2001) and Chowdhury (2012). There are six reasons of code 
switching proposed by Holmes (2001). They are; expression of solidarity, 
ethnic of identity maker, changing of the topic, quote someone, affective 
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function, and emphasize meaning. Based on the Chowdhury (2012) there 
are five reasons of code switching. They are; class size and maintaining 
discipline, student‟s background and mixed ability classes, ease to 
communication, explaining and translating unknown terms and expression 
of solidarity.  
Table 3.3 Reasons of Code Switching In Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
Class by Holmes (2001) 
No. Reasons of Code Switching Data 
1. Expression of solidarity 1 
2. Ethnic identity maker 4 
3. Changing of the topic 4 
4. Quote someone 5 
5. Affective function 2 
6. Emphasize meaning  76 
Total 92 
 
Table 3.4 Reasons of Code Switching In Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
Class by Chowdhury (2012) 
No. Reasons of Code Switching Data 
1. Class size and maintaining discipline 3 
2. Student‟s background and mixed ability classes 4 
3. Ease to communication 75 
4. Explaining and translating unknown terms 3 
5. Expression of solidarity 1 
Total 85 
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Table 3.5 Reasons of Code Switching In Dramatic Studies Class by Holmes (2001) 
No. Reasons of Code Switching Data 
1. Expression of solidarity - 
2. Ethnic identity maker 1 
3. Changing of the topic 1 
4. Quote someone 2 
5. Affective function - 
6. Emphasize meaning  21 
Total 25 
 
Table 3.4 Reasons of Code Switching In Dramatic Studies Class by Chowdhury 
(2012) 
No. Reasons of Code Switching Data 
1. Class size and maintaining discipline - 
2. Student‟s background and mixed ability classes - 
3. Ease to communication 40 
4. Explaining and translating unknown terms 1 
5. Expression of solidarity - 
Total 41 
 
The tables above showed the reason of code switching used by 
lecturer in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic 
Studies classes. The researcher did the observation in second semester of 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class and fourth semester of 
Dramatic Studies class in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The 
classifications of reason of code switching in Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) class by Holmes (2001) there are; expression of 
solidarity 1 datum, ethnic identity maker 4 data, changing of the topic 4 
data, quote someone 5 data, affective function 2 data, emphasize meaning 
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76 data. The classifications of reasons of code switching in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class by Chowdhury (2012) there are; class 
size and maintaining discipline 3 data, student‟s background and mixed 
ability classes 4 data, ease to communication 75 data, explaining and 
translating unknown terms 3 data, expression of solidarity 1 datum. It can 
be seen that the most common reason of code switching which has been 
found in lecturer‟s utterances during learning process was emphasize 
meaning. It means that the lecturer often emphasized meaning about what 
have been said to make the students get the main point of what the lecturer 
tried to convey and make it easy to understand. The least common reason 
of code switching was expression of solidarity.  
The classifications of reason of code switching in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class by Holmes (2001) there are; 
expression of solidarity 0 data, ethnic identity maker 1 data, changing of 
the topic 1 datum, quote someone 2 data, affective function 0 data, 
emphasize meaning 21 data. The classifications of reasons of code 
switching in Dramatic Studies class by Chowdhury (2012) there are; class 
size and maintaining discipline 0 data, student‟s background and mixed 
ability classes 0 data, ease to communication 41 data, explaining and 
translating unknown terms 2 datum, expression of solidarity 0 data. It can 
be seen that the most common reasons of code switching which has been 
found in lecturer‟s utterances during learning process was ease to 
communication. It means that the lecturer often used code switching to 
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make easy to understand about what have been said to make the students 
get the main point of what the lecturer tried to convey. The least common 
reasons of code switching was ethnic identity maker, affective function, 
class size and maintaining discipline, student‟s background and mixed 
ability classes and expression of solidarity, because there were no data that 
found in the video of teaching learning process in the Dramatic Studies 
class. 
The following data are some examples of analysis on the reasons 
of code switching by Holmes (2001): 
a. Expression of Solidarity 
The lecturer sometimes switched the code when there is a change 
in the social situation such as a new to easier explain the switch. Even 
the switching was only a greeting, but it expressed the solidarity status 
on it. The lecturer also used expression of solidarity of reasons of code 
switching to get feedback from the students and make a neutral 
situation when teaching learning process. The findings showed that the 
data of expression of solidarity of reasons of code switching are 16 
data. The following data are analysis of expression of solidarity of 
reasons of code switching:  
1) Datum 135/Inter/ES/Vid.1/Drama.C/11:04-11:15 
Ada yang menemukan quote yang menarik? It‟s not about you 
enjoy about the quote but represent about you love it.  
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The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The 
setting was in the classroom and they were discussing about the 
drama. The situation was happening when the lecturer explained 
about the main point of the drama. The lecturer also asked to the 
students about the quote. The lecturer also was making a short 
explanation about the quote itself.  
The datum classified in reasons of code switching in expression 
of solidarity, because in the utterance the lecturer was needs a 
feedback from the students. The lecturer was saying „Ada yang 
menemukan quote yang menarik?‟. It means that the lecturer 
wanted to make an active of teaching learning process with ask to 
the students to be active in the classroom. 
b. Ethnic Identity Maker 
Even the lecturer not very expert in the second language; she used 
short phrases and words for this purpose to signal the speaker‟s ethnic 
identity and solidarity. Because in the society nowadays, people tend to 
feel closeness while their speaking mates are able to speak the same 
language as did even though probably they are not coming from the 
same country as well. Some times, in the teaching learning process the 
lecturer also used Javanese language to explain about the materials. The 
findings showed that the data of ethnic identity maker are 3 data. The 
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following are some analysis of ethnic identity maker as the reasons of 
code switching: 
1) Datum 076/Inter/EI/Vid.2/Speak.C/10:34-11:02 
Jadi, silahkan dikira-kira sendiri, aku ngomong ping piro, koe 
ngomong ping piro. Minimal tiga tiga, jangan sampai Cuma 
sekali aja terus “opo meneh, opo meneh”. Jotak-jotakan gitu.  
Mungkin cubit-cubitan siapa yang mulai. “koe sik to, koe sik 
to” then “ok thank you, thank you, wes yo mundur”  
The datum was taking on 22
nd
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about the example to practice in front of the class. 
The situation was happening when the lecturer explained about the 
example to do practice in front of the class. In the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class were so many practices to make 
a progress to speak in English language. So, the lecturer explained 
about what that must be saying in practice class.  
The datum classified of reasons of code switching in ethnic 
identity maker. In the utterance, the lecturer used Javanese language 
to make an example to the students about doing practice in front of 
the class. It showed in utterace „aku ngomong ping piro, koe 
ngomong ping piro. Minimal tiga tiga, jangan sampai Cuma 
sekali aja terus “opo meneh, opo meneh”. Jotak-jotakan gitu.  
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Mungkin cubit-cubitan siapa yang mulai. “koe sik to, koe sik 
to”‟. In the utterance, the lecturer was making a dialogue example to 
explain about the practice in front of the class used Javanese 
language.  
2) Datum 151/Inter/QS+EI/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 18:25-18:38 
Kan nalarnya kalau dunia yang nyata itu kan “rasah lah ben 
aku mati wae”,  tapi dia  enggak kan faktanya? Jadi intinya ini 
tu lucu-lucu menyakitkan gitu  Romantic  tragedy, eh sorry,  Is 
like comedy and tragedy is the combination for  those two.  
The datum was taking on 22
nd
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. 
The setting was in the classroom and they were discussing about 
drama. The situation was happening when the lecturer explained 
about the style of the drama. The lecturer was making a code 
switching of Javanese language. The lecturer used to quote someone 
in the dialogue based on the drama. 
In the utterance classified of reasons of code switching in ethnic 
identity maker. The lecturer was uses Javanese language in the 
middle of the utterance to quote someone. It showed from the 
utterance „rasah lah ben aku mati wae‟. The lecturer was making a 
switching in ethnic identity maker to make easy communication and 
saves the time to explain about the drama.  
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c. Changing of the Topic  
Changing topic of discussion between students and lecturer while 
they are changing the topic or situation from the informal situation into 
the formal situation. A switching also reflects a change in other 
dimension such as status relations between the people and the formality 
of their interaction. In a classroom to changing about the topic 
explanation sometimes the lecturer has a switch her utterance to give 
easy explanation to the students to understand what about the 
explanation it. This reason also to give the symbol to the students that 
the topic was changing because not every student always understand 
about the lecturer means. The findings showed that the data of changing 
of the topic are 11 data. The following are some analysis of changing of 
the topic as the reasons of code switching: 
1) Datum 069/Inter/CT/Vid.1/Speak.C/21:20-21:45 
So, this is “answer”; “can you answer my question?”. So, penanda 
yang jelas invitation apa?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about invitation. The situation was happening when 
the lecturer explained about the materials of the invitation. The 
lecturer was making an example before switches the utterance. In 
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this utterance, the lecturer also makes active students to join in the 
discussion. 
The utterance classified of reasons of code switching in 
changing of the topic. Firstly, the lecturer explained about the 
materials of the invitation. After the explained about it the lecturer 
changing about the topic of the materials with asked to the students 
about the characteristics of the invitation. In this teaching learning 
process, the lecturer always make a question to the students about 
the materials explained to test to the students‟ understanding so far.  
2) Datum 079/Intrer/CT/Vid.3/ Speak.C/14:26-15:02  
No one? That‟s it, ok that‟s it. So, today you only make one, two, 
three, four,five, six, there is six persons perfom  today, so I will only, 
eh tadi siapa yang terakhir? Malfin, oh Malfin belum, seven, one 
two three, four, six, seven, Malvin to be seven 
The datum was taking on 24
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about practice in the Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) class. The situation was happening when the lecturer 
asked to the students who want to do practice in front of the class. 
The lecturer was making a clarification to the students how many 
that the students were doing practice.  
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In the utterance, that classified of reasons of code switching in 
changing of the topic. The lecturer asked to the students to do 
practice in the front of the class. In the middle of the utterance, the 
lecturer was changing of the topic with asked to the students about 
the last student that doing practice by saying „eh tadi siapa yang 
terakhir? Malfin, oh Malfin belum‟. After asked to the students 
the lecturer continued about make a clarification how many students 
were doing the practice.  
d. Quote Someone  
The switch concerns only on the words that the lecturer claimed is 
the quoted from the other person. The way the switch acts like a set of 
quotation marks. Sometimes the lecturer give some examples from the 
other person and the lecturer quote some utterances from that utterance 
to give easy explanation to the students. The lecturer also make some 
example with make a dialogue and quote someone conversation. The 
findings showed that the data of quote someone are 11 data. The 
following are some analysis of quote someone as the reasons of code 
switching: 
1) Datum 124/Inter/QS/Vid.1/Drama.C/06:12-06:47 
Jadi sebenarnya gini, kalau misalnya orang jawa bilang 
“seorang sastrawan yang bagus itu adalah ketika karyanya bisa 
long last think sampai kapanpun” jadi you can see like Cleo Patra 
we love story that similar to this one  
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The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. 
The setting was in the classroom and they were discussing about the 
drama. The situation was happening when the lecturer explained to 
the students about the good to be man of letters. The lecturer used 
code switching to easy communication to the students about the 
main point of the utterance.  
In this utterance, the lecturer was quote someone by saying 
„seorang sastrawan yang bagus itu adalah ketik karyanya bisa 
long last think sampai kapanpun‟. It showed that the lecturer was 
quote from Javanese people about the utterance to explain to the 
students about to be good man of letters.  
2) Datum 134/Inter/QS/Vid.1/Drama.C/10:55-11:02 
What is a name?” kaya misalnya itu quote dari Shakespear 
“apalah arti dari sebuah nama” gitu  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. 
The setting was in the classroom and they were discussing about the 
quote of the drama. The situation was when the lecturer explained 
about the quote of the drama has been discussed. The lecturer was 
asking to the students about the quote that there was in the drama to 
make active students. The lecturer also gave an example quote from 
the Shakespear to make it easy to understand about the quote itself. 
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The lecturer was quote from Shakespear by saying „apalah arti 
dari sebuah nama‟. In that utterance classified in quote someone as 
reasons of code switching. The lecturer asked to the students about 
the quote of the drama that has been discussed. But, to make it easy 
to understand about the lecturer means, the lecturer gave example 
quote by Shakespear first.  
e. Affective Function  
Switching a code can be used to show the feeling of the lecturer. 
The lecturer switches code to express her emotional feeling, and the 
hearer does not have to understand the meaning but can receive the 
affective meaning. The findings showed that the data of affective 
function is 1 data. The following is analysis of affective function as the 
reasons of code switching: 
1) Datum 065/Intra/AF/Vid.1/Speak.C/17:51-18:16 
This one the example and also the information about how to 
pronounce a word specifically the word formed and the sound 
formed when you learn in the pronunciation classes but, agak 
ngeganjel kalau misalnya you keep wrong pronunciation in this 
class. Jadi, kaya gatel mau benerin, gimana ya biar bener mulai 
dari sekarang walaupun belum sampe be formed, but it‟s ok  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
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were discussing about the correct pronunciation. The situation was 
happening when the lecturer explained about the correct to 
pronounce the word to the students. The lecturer explained about the 
how to make correct to pronounce the word.  
The lecturer explained about what the feeling, if there were any 
students that read something used false pronunciation. It showed in 
the utterance „agak ngeganjel kalau misalnya you keep wrong 
pronunciation in this class. Jadi, kaya gatel mau benerin, gimana 
ya biar bener mulai dari sekarang walaupun belum sampe be 
formed, but it‟s ok ‟. The utterance classified in affective function as 
reasons of code switching.  
f. Emphasize Meaning  
Code switching can also be used as reiterative or repetitive to stress 
the meaning which has been said before by the lecturer. The lecturer 
might tell the hearer what she means, but the hearer does not understand 
or get what the lecturer means. To make the students very understand 
about the explanation, the lecturer switches the utterance to get point 
and avoid the miss understanding. The lecturer always emphasize 
meaning about the explanation has been explained to the students to 
make the students to get main point of the utterance. The findings 
showed that the data of emphasize meaning are 108 data. The following 
is analysis of emphasize meaning as the reasons of code switching: 
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1) Datum 056/Inter/EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/15:05-15:13 
“ok  fine then”; “see you then”; “ok go a had then”. Itu sering banget, 
jadi masalah gaya doang sih  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about the style of the speaking. The situation was 
happening when the lecturer explained about the style of the speaking 
in English language. The lecturer was telling about her style when 
speaking in English language with used “then” in the end of her 
utterance. 
In this utterance classified in emphasize meaning as reasons of 
code switching. It showed in utterance „Itu sering banget, jadi 
masalah gaya doang sih ‟. The lecturer explained about her style in 
speaking English language that often used “then” in the end of her 
utterance. After explained about the style the lecturer also gave some 
examples of her styles and emphasize meaning that it was just about the 
style to the students.  
2) Datum 080/Intra/EM/Vid.3/Speak.C/15:05-15:58 
So, I will only announce the best perform today and I going to Milla. 
Congratulations Milla and to the others, next week I‟m going to 
announce you, siapa yang terbaik dan siapa yang terendah, it means 
you can prepare yourself, your mental, your pysical thinks to come back 
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to the last, you know, challenge, because maybe it‟s going to be the 
only way to fix the score, if you already to needs the UAS there is no 
way to be turn back, there is no way  to be material, the fixing point and 
the anything, there is nothing.  
  The datum was taking on 24
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing result of the practice in front of the class. The situation 
was happening when the lecturer announced about the best peformed in 
that day. The lecturer also explained about the next meeting wants to 
do.  
  In that utterance classified in emphasize meaning as reason of code 
switching. The lecturer was announcing about the best performed and 
explained about the next meeting wants to do. In the middle of the 
utterance, the lecturer was emphasize meaning about the main point of 
the utterance by saying „siapa yang terbaik dan siapa yang 
terendah‟. siapa yang terbaik dan siapa yang terendah‟. The 
lecturer was emphasize meaning to the students to make it very 
understanding. After make an emphasize meaning the lecturer continue 
about the rules of the practice and give some suggestions to the students 
about the nest performed.  
The following data are some examples of analysis on the reasons 
of code switching by Chowdhury (2012): 
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a. Class Size and Maintaining Discipline 
Code switching is play as an effective tool for maintaining 
discipline in a classroom or in large class. In order to manage classroom 
discipline, to give instructions to the students about their setting 
arrangements, to respond to students complaints, some times to draw 
student‟s attention, sometimes to tell off students for their miss 
behavior, the lecturer sometimes used the mother tongue to emphasize 
the meaning that the lecturer means. The findings showed that the data 
of class size and maintaining discipline are 108 data. The following 
some analysis class size and maintaining discipline as the reasons of 
code switching: 
1) Datum 039/Tag/MD/Vid.1/Speak.C/10:21-10:30 
“I love you” the sounds to be like “I” like “a”, em “I” one else, apa 
lagi?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing pronunciation. The situation was happening when 
the lecturer explained about the similar pronounce the word in 
English language. The lecturer also gave an example that showed 
about the similar pronunciation in English language itself.  
The utterance classified in class size and maintaining discipline 
as reason code switching. It showed in utterance „apa lagi?‟. The 
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lecturer was asking question to the students about the one else 
examples from the similar pronunciation. So, the lecturer did 
maintaining discipline to the students to make some similar example 
again.  
2) Datum 040/Tag/MD/Vid.1/Speak.C/10:38-10:48 
What‟s a? What‟s a? apa lagi? Give me another example why you 
watch to me?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about similar pronunciation. The situation was 
happening when the lecturer explained about the similar pronounce 
the word in English language. The lecturer asked to the students to 
give another example after the lecturer was give one example about 
the similar pronunciation.  
The lecturer was saying „apa lagi?‟, it‟s means that the lecturer 
was ask attention to the students and maintaining discipline to focus 
in the discipline. The utterance classified in class size and 
maintaining discipline as reason of code switching. After switched 
her utterance the lecturer also asked to the students that was looks so 
confused to make another example by saying „why you watch to m
 me?‟.  
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b. Student‟s Background and Mixed Ability Classes 
The students have their own backgrounds knowledges, every 
students are different background knowledge, depending on their social 
environment. Their English knowledge is confined in only a few 
contemporary text books which offer a little scope for real life English 
practice, specifically speaking practice. Every students also have 
different their ideas to expression their knowledge about the 
explanations from the lecturer. The lecturer has the switch codes to 
make the lesson easy and can make the students more understanding 
about the explanations. The findings showed that the data of student‟s 
background and mixed ability classes are 3 data. The following are 
some analysis of student‟s background and mixed ability classes as the 
reasons of code switching: 
1) Datum 021/Inter/SB/Vid.1/Speak.C/05:08-05:12 
Because it called as “be formed”, ada yang sudah tau be formed 
belum?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about be formed. The situation was happening when 
the lecturer explained about the correct pronunciation of some words 
and also the lecturer explained about the “be formed”.  
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In this utterance classified in student‟s background and ability 
classes as reasons of code switching. It showed in the utterance „ada 
yang sudah tau be formed belum?‟. The lecturer was asking to the 
students about the “be formed” means. It means that not all of the 
students know about the “be formed”. In this utterance, clarified 
about the student‟s background knowledge were different between 
each other.  
2) Datum 035/Inter/SB/Vid.1/Speak.C/09:21-09:35 
Kerasa engga? Jadi nadanya turun gitu lho, kalian tau bedanya 
engga? “you wanna go with me”; “you wanna go with me”  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about differences between pronounce the utterances. 
The situation was happen when the lecturer was show about the 
differences between two utterances to the students. The lecturer also 
was pronouncing it to emphasize meaning about the differences.  
Firstly, the lecturer was asking to the students about the 
differences between two utterances by saying „Kerasa engga? Jadi 
nadanya turun gitu lho, kalian tau bedanya engga?‟. It classified 
in student‟s background and mixed ability classes as reason of code 
switching. In that utterance, showed about the student‟s background 
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knowledge that was different. There was who notice about the 
differences and also there unnoticed about the differences each other.  
c. Ease to Communication 
In teaching and learning process in the classroom not only formal 
situation, sometimes the lecturer was making unformal the situation to 
make the students enjoy in their lesson. To communicating more 
effectively with the students, the lecturer often employs code switching. 
To explain new and difficult concepts, the lecturer was often switches 
codes also because this is not only helps for the students but also saves 
the time. The findings showed that the data of ease to communication  
are 59 data. The following are some analysis of ease to communication  
as the reasons of code switching: 
1) Datum 050/Inter/EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/13:09-13:26 
If in Indonesia language, misalnya “Amar mencalonkan diri 
menjadi ketua HMJ tapi dia tidak punya rekan sama sekali” 
engga punya peluang,  kalau di bahasa Indonesia kadang 
bilangnya chance “peluang”, pernah denger? Ok bye  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about the example of correct pronunciation. The 
situation was happening when the lecturer was explain about the 
differences to pronounce between „chance‟ and „change‟. In that 
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utterance, the lecturer also was making an example to easy to 
understand about the differences.  
The utterance classified in ease to communication as reason of 
code switching. The lecturer explained about the differences 
pronunciation between „chance‟ and „change‟. To make easy 
understand to the students and saves the time the lecturer was make 
an example used „change‟ in the utterance by saying „misalnya 
“Amar mencalonkan diri menjadi ketua HMJ tapi dia tidak 
punya rekan sama sekali” engga punya peluang,  kalau di 
bahasa Indonesia kadang bilangnya chance “peluang”, pernah 
denger?‟. 
2) Datum 120/Inter/EC/Vid.1/Drama.C/03:30-03:59 
I think ceritanya lebih complicated ya, dia selingkuh and then 
ninggalin istrinya buat yang lebih perfect, apa segala macem, 
nanti selingkuh lagi sama yang sono, ini gagal nanti selingkuh 
lagi sama yang ini, jadi kayanya ini cinta beneran atau engga 
kan kita engga tau ya? Because I think the point is the both stay 
their wants each other  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Dramatic 
Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. 
The setting was in the classroom and they were discussing about the 
drama. The situation was when the lecturer retold about the drama to 
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the students. The lecturer was also making an opinion in the end of 
the utterance.  
Firstly, the lecturer explained based on her opinion about the 
story of drama by saying „I think ceritanya lebih complicated ya, 
dia selingkuh and then ninggalin istrinya buat yang lebih perfect, 
apa segala macem, nanti selingkuh lagi sama yang sono, ini gagal 
nanti selingkuh lagi sama yang ini, jadi kayanya ini cinta 
beneran atau engga kan kita engga tau ya?‟. The lecturer used 
code switching to make ease communication to the students and 
make it very understanding.  
d. Explaining and Translating Unknown Terms  
The lecturer also gives the new explanations to the students, 
sometimes more words that student unknown about the meaning, so the 
code switching very helps in this section. When any new lesson, topic, 
concept or term in introduced before the students, the lecturer needs to 
explain it in detail. The lecturer used any of the strategies, to make the 
students easy understand about it, the lecturer switch codes from 
English to the first language. Code switching is also effective in 
clarifying any kind of confusion or misunderstanding regarding any 
topics. Sometimes also, there was any words, terms or expressions need 
to be translated before students as a few students may not be familiar 
with the underlying meaning. The findings showed that the data of 
explaining and translating unknown terms are 11 data. The following 
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are some analysis of explaining and translating unknown terms as the 
reasons of code switching: 
1) Datum 055/Inter/ET/Vid.1/Speak.C/14:55-15:05 
Next this one, make an obey, the first meeting I keep saying then 
after I saying something, do you notice that? Nyadar engga saya 
sering banget ngomong pakai then dibelakang gitu.  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing style of speaking. The situation was happening 
when the lecturer explained about her style speaking in English 
language to the students.  
In this utterance, the lecturer explained about her utterance that 
used „then‟ in the end of her utterance by saying „Nyadar engga 
saya sering banget ngomong pakai then dibelakang gitu.‟. The 
lecturer was asking to the students by saying „do you notice that?‟, 
after explained in English language the lecturer repeated the 
utterance in Indonesian language to explain to the students and make 
it easy to understanding.  
2) Datum 073/Inter/ET/Vid.1/Speak.C/23:26-23:34 
Ada yang punya facebook? Do you have any facebook account?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class of second semester in English 
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letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting was in the classroom and they 
were discussing about facebook. The situation was happening when 
the lecturer was asking to the students who have facebook account.  
In this utterance, the lecturer firstly used Indonesia language to 
explain about her means by saying „Ada yang punya facebook?‟. 
After explained in Indonesian language the lecturer switches used in 
English language by saying same utterances. The lecturer explained 
about the invitation. When the lecturer asked about the facebook 
because in the facebook there is a tool about the invitation, the 
lecturer wants to make it to be example.  
e. Expression of Solidarity  
Code switching is a good way to express solidarity with the 
interlocutor. To build interpersonal relationships, to become friendly 
with the students and to impact positively the affective level of the 
students, the lecturer often switches codes. In this reasons of code 
switching by Chowdhury (2012), it is same with reasons of code 
switching by Holmes (2001). So, the researcher just make it same in the 
analysis of the data. But, in the example of expression of solidarity by 
Chowdhury (2012) the researcher will showed different examples from 
the examples by Holmes (2001). The findings showed that the data of 
expression of solidarity are 16 data. The following are some analysis of 
expression of solidarity as the reasons of code switching: 
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1) Datum 133/Inter/ES/Vid.1/Drama.C/10:45-10:54 
Do you kind any quote that represented something? Karena 
biasanya ada yang bisa di quote kan?  
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 Dramatic Studies 
of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting 
was in the classroom and they were discussing about drama. The 
situation was happening when the lecturer explained about the quote 
of the drama to the students. The lecturer also asked to the students 
who kind any quote from the drama has been discussed.  
In the utterance classified in expression of solidarity as reason of 
code switching. The lecturer was need feedback from the students 
and asked to the students to give their opinion by saying „Karena 
biasanya ada yang bisa di quote kan?‟. The lecturer was also ask 
to the students who kind any quote from the drama that has been 
discussed.  
2) Datum 153/Intra/ES/Vid.2/Drama.C/19:25-19:36 
Jadi, it‟s not to be happy ending. If in general we can say that 
“unhappy ending can be sad as tragedy forever. Jadi  jangan 
berpikir, kan hanang bilang tadi diawal  bahwa “ini is not be 
tragedy karena tokoh utamanya masih hidup, kan?. 
The datum was taking on 17
th
 November 2017 Dramatic Studies 
of fourth semester in English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The setting 
was in the classroom and they were discussing about drama. The 
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situation was happening when the lecturer explained about the point 
of view from the drama that has been discussed in the classroom.  
In this utterance classified in expression of solidarity as reason 
of code switching. In the beginning of the utterance, the lecturer 
explained about the point of view, in the drama that has been to 
discuss and continue make an utterance to need feedback from the 
students that attention about the materials of the drama. It showed in 
utterance „Jadi  jangan berpikir, kan hanang bilang tadi diawal  
bahwa “ini is not be tragedy karena tokoh utamanya masih hidup, 
kan?‟.  
 
B. Discussion  
This section is about the findings of code switching used by lecturer 
during teaching learning process in the Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes. The findings were based on the 
problem statements that were present by the researcher in the chapter II. 
Firstly, the researcher tried to find the type of code switching used by the 
lecturer in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of second 
semester and Dramatic Studies class of fourth semester in English letters of 
IAIN Surakarta. Secondly, the researcher tried to find the reason of code 
switching used by lecturer in the teaching learning process in the both of the 
classes. Thirdly, the lecturer tried to compare about the data that found in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes.  
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Based on the data findings about the types of code switching that found 
in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies 
classes, the researcher classified the data based on the Poplack theory. The 
classification of the type of code switching by Poplack was based on scope of 
switch. Poplack (1980) proposed the type of code switching. These are; inter-
sentential switching, intra-sentential switching and tag switching. Based on 
the observations on 17
th
 – 29th November 2017 in the Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes, the researcher found three 
types of code switching based on Poplack theory.  
The researcher found that most common types of code switching used 
by lecturer in the teaching learning process in Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) class is intra-sentential switching which occur 88 times. As stated 
before at Chapter II, Intra-sentential code switching is found when a word, a 
phrase, or a clause, of a foreign language is found within the sentence in a 
base language (Poplack 1980). It is show with the findings that intra-
sentential switching occurs at word, phrase, clause of utterance of the 
lecturer. In the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, the lecturer 
not always used full sentence of code switching because in the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class the lecturer must teach about the speaking 
in English theory. So, the lecturer most used English language to 
communication to the students.  
The second type of code switching that lecturer used in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class is inter-sentential switching 
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which occurs 60 times. Based on the theory of Poplack, inter-sentential 
switching is switching between sentences. In the teaching learning process in 
the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, the lecturer seldom used 
inter-sentential switching because the lecturer must to speak up in English 
language.  
The last type of code switching that lecturer used in the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class is tag switching. As stated before at 
Chapter II, tag switching can be an exclamation, a tag or a parenthetical in 
another language than the rest of the sentence. Tag switching involved the 
insertion of a tag from one language into an utterance which is otherwise 
entirely in another language (Poplack in Romaine, 1995:122). In the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, the lecturer used tag 
switching which occur 29 times. The lecturer used tag switching just in the 
end of her utterance or to make an exclamation, parenthetical or short 
expression of the utterance.  
The researcher found that most common types of code switching in 
the Dramatic Studies class is inter-sentential switching which occur 33 times. 
As stated before at Chapter II, Inter-sentential Switching is the switch 
involving movement from one language to other language between sentences. 
Inter-sentential code switching happened when there is complete sentence in 
a foreign language uttered between two sentences in a base language 
(Romaine, 1995: 123). It showed with the findings that intra-sentential 
switching occurs at switching in full of sentence by used lecturer. In the 
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Dramatic Studies class, the lecturer most used inter-sentential switching to 
explain about the materials to the students because in this class the materials 
of the drama very difficult. So, if the lecturer used full of English language to 
explain the materials, the students to be confuse about the unknown terms. 
So, to ease communication and make it easy to understand and saves the time 
the lecturer most used Indonesian language to explain the materials in the 
classroom.  
The second type of code switching that lecturer used in Dramatic 
Studies class is intra-sentential switching which occurs 24 data. As stated 
before at Chapter II, Intra-sentential code switching is found when a word, a 
phrase, or a clause, of a foreign language is found within the sentence in a 
base language (Poplack 1980). In the Dramatic Studies class, the lecturer 
most used inter-sentential witching to explain the materials. But, sometimes 
the lecturer also used intra-sentential switching to complementary her 
utterance. 
The last type of code switching that lecturer used in the Dramatic Studies 
class is tag switching which occurs 9 data. As stated before at Chapter II, tag 
switching Tag switching can be an exclamation, a tag or a parenthetical in 
another language than the rest of the sentence. Tag switching involves the 
insertion of a tag from one language into an utterance which is otherwise 
entirely in another language (Poplack in Romaine, 1995:122). The lecturer 
used tag switching just in the end of her utterance or to make an exclamation, 
parenthetical or short expression of the utterance.  
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The second discussion is the reason of code switching used by lecturer in 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes in 
English letters of IAIN Surakarta. The researcher classified the reason of code 
switching based on Holmes theory (2001) and Chowdury (2012). The lecturer 
used two theories to analyze the data of reason of code switching to support 
the data that researcher found in the observation both of the class. Based on 
the Holmes (2001) reason of code switching these are; expression of 
solidarity, ethnic identity maker, changing of the topic, quote someone, 
affective function and emphasize meaning. Based on the Chowdhury (2012) 
reason of code switching those are; class size and maintaining discipline, 
student‟s background and mixed ability classes, ease to communication, 
explaining and translating unknown terms and expression of solidarity. In the 
both of the theories, there is one reason of code switching that is emphasize 
meaning. So, the researcher just used to complementary the data that was 
found in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies 
classes.  
In the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, the most common 
reason of code switching used by the lecturer is emphasize meaning which 
occur 76 data. The lecturer used the code switching most of to emphasize 
meaning about the main of her utterance to make it easy to get the main point 
of the utterance. The second reason of code switching in the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class is eace to communication which occur 75 
data. The third reason of code switching in the Intermediate Integrated 
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English (Speaking) class is quote someone which occur 5 data. The fourth 
reason of code switching in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
class are ethnic identity maker 4 data, changing of the topic 4 data, student‟s 
background and mixed ability classes 4 data. The five reason of code 
switching in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class are class 
size and maintaining discipline 3 data and explaining and translating 
unknown terms 3 data. The six reason of code switching in the Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) class is affective function 2 data. The last 
reason of code switching in the Speaking class is emphasize meaning which 
occur 1 datum.  
In the Dramatic Studies class, the most common reason of code switching 
used by the lecturer is ease to communication which occur 41 data. The 
lecturer used the code switching most of to ease to communication about the 
main of her utterance to make it easy to get the main point of the utterance. 
The second reason of code switching in the Dramatic Studies class is 
emphasize meaning which occur 21 data. The third reason of code switching 
in the Dramatic Studies class are quote someone 2 data and explaining and 
translating unknown terms 2 data. The fourth reasons of code switching in the 
Dramatic Studies class are ethnic identity maker 1 datum, changing of the 
topic 1 datum. The last are expression of solidarity, affective function, 
student‟s background and mixed ability classes because there was not found 
in the data.  
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Based on the data type of code switching between Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes can be concluded that in the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class the most common is intra-
sentential switching, because the lecturer has been teach to speak up in 
English language. So, the lecturer not used many code switching when she 
was teaching in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class. The 
most common reason of code switching in the Speaking class is emphasize 
meaning, because the lecturer used code switching just used to give 
clarification about the main point of her utterance. In the Dramatic Studies 
class, the most common type of code switching is inter-sentential switching, 
because the lecturer always used code switching in full sentence to explain to 
the students. The lecturer always used code switching in full sentence because 
in Dramatic Studies class there were many word, terms that reputed very 
difficult. So, the lecturer was using inter-sentential switching to ease 
communication to the students and easy to explain about the materials. The 
most common reason of code switching in Dramatic Studies class is ease 
communication, because the lecturer was use many code switching when she 
was explain to the students. Also to saving time and make it easy to 
understanding.  
Based on the research, the researcher found unique code switching used 
by the lecturer. The lecturer used triple code switchings in some her 
utterances when she was teaching in both of the classes. Triple code 
switchings is when the lecturer switches her utterance in English, Indonesian 
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and Javanese languages. The researcher found some data that represent the 
triple code switchings used by the lecturer. Besides, master of Indonesian and 
also English languages, the lecturer also master of Javanese language, 
because the lecturer live in Java island that dominant conversation all of the 
day is Javanese language. So, it is possible that the lecturer used Javanese 
language when she was teaching in the classroom. Triple code switching is 
one of the GAP in this thesis be sides comparing data in Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes.  
From the discussion above, the researcher believes that code switching is 
unavoidable phenomena that was serves many functions in English 
classroom. Therefore, the use of code switching may be useful for the sake of 
students learning process as long as the teacher has enough consideration to 
use it properly. The researcher also believes that code switching can help to 
teaching learning process in the classroom because it was help to make it easy 
to understanding about the materials that has been explained by the lecturer.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
In this chapter dealing with the conclusion to answer the problem 
statement formulated in Chapter I and the suggestion related to the 
implementation and findings of the research. The conclusion summarizes and 
answers the formulated problem while the suggestion proposes the further 
research that may be carried out for the practical and any purposes.  
A. Conclusion  
Dealing with the objective of this study, which is to identify the types and 
reasons of code switching used by lecturer in Intermediate Integrated English 
(Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes of English letters of IAIN Surakarta, 
there are three types of code switching that lecturer used and there are eleven 
reasons of code switching performed by the lecturer. The summary based on 
the problem formulation as follow; 
1. The types of code switching used by lecturer in Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies  classes of English letters of IAIN 
Surakarta in the academic year of 2016/2017 
There are three types of code switching, there are; inter-sentential 
switching, intra-sentential switching and tag switching. Based on the 
findings, in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class of four 
videos, the most common type of code switching is intra-sentential 
which occurs 88 data. The lecturer often used intra-sentential switching to 
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make clarify about the main point of her utterance. The second type of 
code switching is inter-sentential switching which occurs 60 data. The 
last type of code switching is tag switching which occurs 29 data. In the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, the lecturer not often used 
inter-sentential and tag switching. The lecturer used tag and inter-sentential 
switching just to emphasize meaning, clarify the meaning and make a 
parenthetical in her utterance.  
Based on the findings, in the Dramatic Studies class of one video the 
most common type of code switching is inter-sentential switching which 
occurs 33 data. The lecturer often used inter-sentential switching in her 
utterance because in this materials were many difficult terms. So, to save the 
time and make it easy to understanding the lecturer used inter-sentential in 
full sentence. The second type of code switching is intra-sentential 
switching which occurs 24 data. The last type of code switching is tag 
switching which occurs 9 data.  
2. The reasons of code switching used by lecturer in Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) and Dramatic Studies classes of English letters of IAIN 
Surakarta in the academic year 2016/2017. 
The researcher was using two theories to analyze the data in both of the 
classes. The lecturer was analysis the data based on Holmes theory (2001) 
and Chowdhury theory (2012). Based on the Holmes (2001) theory, there 
are; expression of solidarity, ethnic identity maker, changing of the topic, 
quote someone, affective function and emphasize meaning. Based on the 
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Chowdhury theory, there are; class and maintaining discipline, student‟s 
background and mixed ability classes, ease to communication, explaining 
and translating unknown terms and expression of solidarity.  
Based on the findings in Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
class, the most common of reason of code switching is emphasize 
meaning which occurs 76 data. The second reason of code switching is 
ease to communication which occurs 75 data. The third reason of code 
switching is quote someone which occurs 5 data. The fourth reason of 
codes switching are ethnic identity maker which occurs 4 data, changing 
of the topic which occurs 4 data. The five reason of code switching is 
changing of the topic which occurs 7 data. The six reason of code 
switching are class size and maintaining discipline which occurs 3 data, 
explaining and translating unknown terms which occurs 3 data, The six 
reason of code switching is affective function which occurs 2 data. The 
seven reason of code switching is expression of solidarity 1 datum. In the 
Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) class, there was all of the reason 
of code switching were found in the lecturer‟s utterances.  
Based on the findings, in the Dramatic Studies class, the most 
common reason of code switching is eace to communication which 
occurs 41 data. The second reason of code switching is emphasize 
meaning which occurs 21 data. The third reason of code switching is 
quote someone 2 data. The fourth reasons of code switching are ethnic 
identity maker which occur 1 datum and changing of the topic which 
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occur 1 datum. In the Dramatic Studies class, there was not found 
expression of solidarity, affective function, class size and maintaining 
discipline, student‟s background and mixed ability classes as reason of code 
switching.  
 
B. Suggestion  
Based on the conclusions of implications, some suggestions are proposed 
to somebody as follows: 
1. To Student 
The results of the research can give the student knowledge about the 
type and reason of code switching that the lecturer often used in the 
teaching learning process. The code switching used to make easy to 
understand to the students about the explanation and students can avoid 
misunderstanding and miscommunication in learning process. So, to the 
students do not be afraid in learning used other language specifically for 
English language.  
2. To Lecturer 
This research expected to give lecturer an insight about types and the 
reason of code switching should be used when they are teaching English in 
the class. The lecturer also can help to the students to make easy to 
understand about the materials that has been discussed, if the lecturer used 
some code switching in his or her explanation. The researcher give a 
suggestion to used a little a bit code switching just to make ease to 
understand about the material that has been discussed. The researcher 
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suggest to not using many code switching because it can not help the 
student to get many new vocabulary.  
3. To other Researchers 
Based on the limitation, it is suggest to the next researchers who 
interesting in sociolinguistics to conduct another research with a broader 
scope of sociolinguistics expecially code switching. Besides, the researcher 
hopes that other researchers are interest to analyzing sociolinguistics in 
other classification to make this study better and perfect. The researcher 
also hopes other researchers are interest to make a research with 
observation.  
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FIELD-NOTE 
 
Date  : November 17
th
, 2017 
Topic  : Invitation 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Secomd 
Semester 
Time/Place : 07.00 a.m – 08.40 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
 
The researcher was join in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
Class of second semester in English Letters of IAIN Surakarta on November 17
th
, 
2017. The researcher was observation in teaching learning process of Intermediate 
Integrated English (Speaking) Class. The researcher was making an observation 
after get permission o the lecturer. The lecturer who was teaching in this class is 
Mrs. Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.. Before starting the teaching learning 
process the lecturer was arranged the materials.  
In opening activiy, firstly the lecturer saying Assallamuallaikum wr.wb to 
the students and also greeted by saying Good Morning and asked the students‟ 
condition. The students answer the lecturer‟s question. After that the lecturer 
asked about the last materials that has been discussed last meeting to the students. 
After the students answer the lecturer‟s question, the lecturer make a little 
discussion to remind the materials before.  
In main activity, the lecturer started explaining about the invitation to the 
students. The lecturer was asking to the students understanding about the material 
which they will learn. After getting some answers from the students, the lecturer 
started to explain about the invitation. The lecturer also showed the material in 
power point that the lecturer prepared before. In the power point there were some 
explanations about the invitation and some example about the invitation. The 
lecturer also asked some students to reading about the material or the example in 
the power point. The lecturer watching over the students‟ activities and giving 
understanding about whom who still did‟nt understand.  
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Several minute later, the teaching learning process was done. The lecturer 
giving some task to the students about the invitation. The task will discussed in 
the next week. In closing activity, the lecturer asked the students‟ understanding 
about the material did they learn. The lecturer gave the students conclusion of the 
material to make the students got the main point of the material. After that the 
lecturer closed the discussion by saying Wassallamuallaikum wr.wb, see you and 
bye.  
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FIELD-NOTE 
 
Date  : November 22
nd
, 2017 
Topic  : Invitation 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Second 
Semester 
Time/Place : 08.40 a.m – 10.20 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
The researcher was observation to joined in the Intermediate Integrated 
English (Speaking) Class of second semester in English Letter after get the 
permission from the lecturer. In this class the lecturer is Mrs. Fatkhuna‟imah 
Rhina Z., M.Hum.. Before started the teaching learning process the lecturer 
arranged the material. The researcher also prepared about the video recording to 
record the teaching learning process and prepared some peace of paper to make 
some notes. 
In the beginning of activity, the lecturer was making greeting to the 
students by saying Assallamuallaikum wr.wb and saying Good Morning and asked 
the condition to the students. The lecturer also asked about the attendance to the 
students. After that the lecturer asked about the homework last meeting. The 
homework about the invitation, the lecturer was asking to the students to make a 
dialogue about the invitation. After discussed about the homework the lecturer 
continue to gave some another examples to the students about the invitation to 
make very understanding about the material. 
In the closing activity, the lecturer make a conclusion about the material 
that has been discussed. The lecturer also told about the next material after the 
Inviation. The lecturer asked to the students to prepared about the next material. 
After that, the lecturer closing the discussion by saying Wassallamuallaikum 
wr.wb, see you and bye. 
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FIELD-NOTE 
 
Date  : November 24
th
, 2017 
Topic  : Practice of Inviation 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Secomd 
Semester 
Time/Place : 07.00 a.m – 08.40 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
 
The researcher was join in the Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) 
Class of second semester in English letters to get the data. The lecturer was 
making observation after get permission from the lecturer. The lecturer who 
teaching is Mrs. Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.. The researcher also seat in 
front to making video recording about the teaching learning process. 
The beginning of the activity, the lecturer was greeting by saying 
Assallamuallaikum wr.wb and saying Good Morning to the students. The lecturer 
also asked about the students‟ condition and attandance to did practice in that 
meeting. After gave the greeting the lecturer also asked about the all of the 
material in last week that has been discussed.  
The main activity, in that meeting the lecturer making a quiz about the 
invitation. The lecturer was calling the students‟ name one by one to do the 
practice in front of the class. The lecturer was put the score from the students‟ 
peformed. The lecturer also making some jokes to make the netral situation in the 
class. Almost the students did the quiz in that meeting, the students was preparing 
about the material before the quiz. After the time almost up, the lecturer asked to 
the students to continue the quiz in next meeting. After that the lecturer saying 
Wassallamuallaikum wr.wb to closimg the discussion.  
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FIELD-NOTE 
 
Date  : November 29
th
, 2017 
Topic  : Introduction to final test 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Secomd 
Semester 
Time/Place : 13.00 p.m – 14.40 p.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
In this class of Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class the 
lecturer was making observation to get the data. The researcher did observation 
after get the permission from the lecturer. In this class was teach by Mrs. 
Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.. The researcher also preparing the recording to 
get the situation of teaching learning process in Speaking Class of second 
semester.  
In the beginning of activity, the lecturer gave greeting by saying 
“Assallamuallaikum wr.wb and saying Good Morning to the students”. The 
lecturer also asked about the condition of the students. After that, the lecturer was 
explained that meeting was not explain about the material. But, the lecturer wants 
to explain about the rules of the final test. The lecturer was explain about the 
material to be the final test about the batle. The lecturer also explained about the 
score that the students will get after doing the batle. The lecturer also gave 
example about the rules of the batle itself.  
In the end of activity, the lecturer was giving suggestions to the students to 
prepare about the material. The lecturer was emphasize meaning about the main 
point and the rules of the final test.  The lecturer also asking about the students‟ 
understanding about the material of the final test. After that the lecturer closing 
the meeting by saying “Wassallamuallaikum wr. Wb, see you the final test and 
good bye. 
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FIELD-NOTE 
 
Date  : November 17
th
, 2017 
Topic  : Discussion about the drama 
Class  : Dramatic Studies class of fourth semester 
Time/Place : 08.40 a.m – 10.20 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
 
The researcher was joined in the Dramatic Studies Class to get the data of 
code switching in the teaching learning process. The researcher was get the 
permission from the lecturer before doing observation. The lecturer who teach in 
this class is also Mrs. Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.. The lecturer did 
observation from same lecturer to compare about the code switching that lecturer 
used.  
In the beginning of the activity, the lecturer did greeting by saying 
Assallamuallaikum wr.wb and Good Morning to the students. The lecturer also 
asked about the students‟ condition. The lecturer was continue to ask about the 
last drama that has been discussed last meeting. The lecturer wants to continue 
about the drama that there was has been discussed. Firstly, the lecturer asked to 
the students about the main point of the drama. After that, the lecturer also giving 
her opinions about the drama and making discussion with the students.  
In the end of activity, the lecturer making a conclusion about the drama 
that has been discussed. The lecturer also giving some example to helps the 
students to get the main point of the drama. After that the lecturer asked the 
students‟ understanding. There was all of the students got the point, so, the 
lecturer continue to closing the class by saying Wassallamuallaikum wr.wb, see 
you and bye to the students. 
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FIELD-NOTE 
 
Date  : November 22
nd
, 2017 
Topic  : Discussion about the drama 
Class  : Dramatic Studies Class of Fourth Semester 
Time/Place : 07.00 a.m – 08.40 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
 
The lecturer was preparing about the teaching learning process before 
greeting to the students. The researcher also preparing about the video recorder. 
The researcher did observation after get permission from the lecturer. The lecturer 
who teaching in this class is Mrs. Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.. The lecturer 
was teaching in two classes in different courses.  
In the beginning of the activity, the lecturer always did greeting to the 
students by saying Assallamuallaikum wr.wb and Good Morning. The lecturer 
also asked about the students‟ condition. After that the lecturer said that she wants 
to continue about the drama that has been discussion last meeting. Firstly, the 
lecturer asked to the students who was reading about the end of the drama. The 
lecturer wants to compare about the opinion and the students‟ opinions. The 
lecturer explained about the drama and making some jokes in the class. The 
lecturer also asked about students understanding about the explaination of the 
drama so far.  
In the end of the activity, the lecturer was asking again about the students 
understanding. After that the lecturer making conclusion about the drama that has 
been discussed. The lecturer hopes that the students can get the point about the 
drama. Before closing the class the lecturer giving a quote about the marriage. 
After that the lecturer closing the class by saying Wassallamuallaikum wr.wb and 
see you to the studnets. 
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(Transcription of The 
Data Recordings) 
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LECTURER‟S UTTERANCES TRANSCRIPT 
 
Day/Date :  Friday/ 17
th 
November 2017 
Time/Place : 07.00 a.m – 08.40 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Second 
Semester 
Lecturer : Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.  
 
L : Ok, good morning guys. Today we can learn about the material of 
melanjutkan kemarin ya, about the invitation (00:01-00:15) 
L : Ok, this is about the materials lanjutan kemarin ya (00:20-00:29) 
L : As you can see ya, this one is one of the example of the menanyakan 
yang ingin ditelfon ya (00:32-00:43) 
L : Contohnya ini yang menerima ibunya kan, tapi kalau semisal yang 
menerima kamu you can say “yes it‟s me” or “yeah.. it‟s me alone” ya 
ini saya sendiri (00:45-00:58) 
L : Misalnya, “Hallo, can I speak to Amar?”; “Speaking”, oh jadi ini 
Amarmya sendiri bukan bapaknya gitu ya maksutnya (01:00-01:07) 
L : And then the introduction belum tau yang ngomong apa ya?(01:09-
01:15) 
L : This one is the..the...the one of the way to ask the someone to go, you 
have to say “I would like to invite you” it‟s going to be formal but this 
one contoh yang  informal “hey.. it‟s to be wondering if would like to 
go bla bla bla” (01:17-01:26) 
L : And then, bisa engga Catty nya? (01:26-01:30) 
S : Engga bisa  
L : Can see  
S : No... 
L : No.., dari mana taunya? This one “Wow I love to, but I‟m so busy in 
Saturday”. Kalau Sabtu ini engga bisa, tapi sebenernya dia mau sih 
pergi gitu (01:37-01:45) 
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L : So, this is one of the way to reviews anything it‟s stating pleasure of 
being invite it and tO tell or reviews if you have to, like misalnya “hallo 
would you like something?”; “oh you so nice, but thanks, I not drink 
coffee” misalnya (01:47-02:03) 
L : This say thank you atleast for being inovation and the reviews, it‟s ok. 
Jangan “would you like some coffee?”; “No”. Itu kalau cowok atau 
ceweknya baper bunuh diri lho bisa lho (02:04-02:18) 
L : Just say thank you to being the inovation and making a reason if you 
saying no. Entah itu alasan yang jujur atau memang dibuat-buat 
atleast say something. (02:19-02:31) 
L : Ok, so eeemmm.. tadi mana tadi, ini Amar ulang mar ini. (02:33-
02:38) 
L : “Try” so you say “tried”  if the middle of the sentence you can say “ed” 
e terbalik ini e taling tarung opo jenenge kui. (02:40-03-17) 
L : Gini “e” kalau dalam bahasa Jawa kan? Yang ada ininya (menunjuk 
titik diatas huruf “e”) yang suara “e” sama suara “e” biasa, yes 
English is similar with Javanese that we have “e”. (03:18-03:33)  
L : Like misalnya, “nengendi” bukan “nenghendi” kan? We have the 
first is “e” the second is “e”. (03:35-03:47) 
L : So, pada ngerti semua kan ya? In English the voice of “e” is going to 
be use more than another voice more than another voice. (03:49-04:02) 
L : Why? Because when spoken in other we will say “e” more like you and 
me you and I , It‟s one of the point of view “eeenemi”, like when you 
say  
“and” it‟s like, misalnya you say this one (menulis dipapan tulis). 
(04:03-04:23)  
L : You can pronounce “and” by using “e”, mudeng kan ya? (04:25-04:30)   
L : Another example misalnya “aple” you say using “e”. Ini nanti bakal 
penting kalau misalnya mulai masuk reading comprehansion, jangan 
bingung.  ( 04-35-04-53) 
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L : Sometimes, maybe you realize the sounds of english maybe in the 
movie or the song, kok beda ya suaranya ya (04:55-05:07) 
L : Because it called as “be formed”, ada yang sudah tau be formed 
belum? (05:08-05:12) 
L : Be formed is conform, this one is conform, when I say “and” pakai “e” 
itu be formed (05:13-05:20) 
L : So, no wonder that letter when you make paragraphs maybe when 
you‟re watching movie, “lot of time” “many times” suara “e” jadi 
terbiasa ya? Terutama kalau kita sudah masuk konteksnya speaking 
comprehansion mungkin kita engga tau bedanya, but if become to the 
speaking or maybe reading it‟s one to be beda, maksutnya orang 
keliatan influence itu kalau sudah bisa pakai sound formed be 
formed, karena apa suaranya engga kaku  
(05:22-06:00) 
L : Misalnya masih masih yang lugu banget ya “you and me go to the 
movie” it‟s sounds like “wah keren banget ya”, padahal biasa aja 
cuma dikasih be formed aja jadi keren (06:01-06:14) 
L : But if you using the writting on the dictionary, itu akan banyak yang 
menggunakan “strong” terutama kalau misalnya kamusmu  tidak 
ada penandanya, itu akan sama (06:15-06:27) 
L : Ada yang tulisannya “C-A-N-T” like “cant” itu pakai “K-A-N-T” ada 
yang pakai “can” (ken), kalau misalnya “hey can you help me?” 
;“sorry I can not help you” bukan “I can (kan) not help you” engga 
gitu. (06:28-06:45) 
L : Kalau misalnya ya “can you help me?” pakai yang ini pakai yang “a” 
itu yang strong formed, if you answer you say “sorry I can not help 
you” suaranya “e” kan? So you not say “I can (kan) not help you” 
right? Biar sekalian karena basicnya dari sekarang inter atau 
fluencenya kalian iitu dari mulai masih orok, katakanlah masih orok 
lah ya (06:47-07:42) 
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L : And the other one when we say “to” in the middle of the sentence it‟s 
sounds to be “te”; “do you want to (te) go with me?” agak pelan ya “do 
you want to go with me?”, bisa engga? (07:43-08:00) 
L : “Do you want to go with me?” kalian dengernya “tu go” apa “te go”? 
(08:01-08:06) 
S : te go 
L : That‟s ok, nomor dua “could” temennya could ada apa? Ada should, 
ada would, like “ hey would you like to marry me?” ; “oh yes I will 
marry with you”; itu “would” (08:10-08:22) 
L : “Should” like “hey what should I do?”; “oh you should hang out” gitu 
ya?   
 (08:23-08:40) 
L : Ok another words ini juga, if you still pronounce “o” it‟s very “bold”, 
aku bilang suaranya yang jelas banget itu bold ya, bold “o” (08:42-
08:53) 
L : It has to be “ I wanna go with you”; “I wanna go” bahasa inggris itu 
engga punya suara bulet ya, there is no “o” in english like “who, 
know, go” itu engga ada (08:54-09:08) 
L : So, we use be formed, so you get it pronounce it well, kalau suara 
bulet biasa mungkin “go with you” selesai, padahal seharusnya “go” 
are you feel it? (09:10-09:20)   
L : Kerasa engga? Jadi nadanya turun gitu lho, kalian tau bedanya 
engga? “you wanna go with me”; “you wanna go with me” (09:21-
09:35) 
L : “Snow” itu bukan “Snow” it could be “Snow” you need to try, cara 
yang paling gampang look at yourself in front of the mirror and then 
see if you got it, kalau egga ada bedanya “aduh enek opo yo?” (09:37-
09:50) 
L : You have hold your mouth to know, “go” ok wes bener, karna ini 
bergerak kalau ini engga bergerak, you still miss pronounce, (09:51-
10:04) 
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L : You need to try again, anything of the sounds entah itu mau “a”, “e”.  
“I can not feel the air this room”, it‟s not “air (er)” but it‟s “air (ea)” it‟s 
without “r” (10:05-10:20)    
L : “I love you” the sounds to be like “I” like “a”, em “I” one else, apa 
lagi? (10:21-10:30) 
S : a 
L : a? What‟s a? What‟s a? apa lagi? Give me another example why you 
watch to me? (10:38-10:48) 
S : (laughing) 
L : Emmm... “ue” like “Pure” jadi bukan bukan “pure” atau “puer”, P-U-
R-E itu lho, but it‟s “pue”, “my love is you, it‟s that pure” (10:50-
10:58) 
L : “you want to help me, sure?” not “suer” there is no “er” in the word of 
“sure”, Paham? (10:59-11:07) 
L : Next, eemm... ini sudah dibahas, “cant”, you can say “I cant” or you 
can say “I can not” whatever (11:08-11:21) 
L : This one the other example of  “I have low talks to do” you can say “I 
have low talks to do” in the middle sentence become “of”, “do you have 
money”;  
“oh I have a lot of money”; “do you have time?”; “I have a lot of time”; 
“do you have friend?”; “I have a lot of friends”, not  
“lot of”, jadi begitu. ( 11:22-11:52) 
L : Kecuali kalau didepan ya, “hey, can you help me?”; “ofcourse”, ya 
engga bisa ofcourse (digabung) (11:53-11:59) 
S : (laughing) 
L : we can say “anyway” when the respon was actually not based on the 
expectation, ya kan? (12:05-12:16) 
L : Next, ini tadi sudah, even “r” in the miror in the sentences, you can 
pronounce it,” if you free” not “if you are free” jadi suaranya engga 
Cuma “e” tapi ada “r” (12:17-12:36) 
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L : Next, “but anytimes” apa sih artinya “ but anytimes”, kalik, mungkin, 
kalau kalau gitu (12:37-12:45) 
L : Ini tadi bener bilangnya “chance” but some of you say “changes”, “I 
changes myself in front of the mirror”; “sometimes I have chance to be 
with you”, itu chance, “change”, “chance” paham ya? Perubahan 
“changeces”, kesempatan “chances” (12:47-13:07) 
L : If in Indonesia language, misalnya “Amar mencalonkan diri menjadi 
ketua HMJ tapi dia tidak punya rekan sama sekali” engga punya 
peluang,  kalau di bahasa Indonesia kadang bilangnya chance 
“peluang”, pernah denger? Ok bye (13:09-13:26)  
L : Next, “sundaynight” ini sering saya nemu beberapa temen-temen 
kalau misalnya ketemu huruf yang seperti ini ada 3 consonant 
bareng-bareng, mereka bilangnya “night (naeg)” ; naeg kemana bro? 
“night” you can pronounce the last first, “night”, you know?” bukan 
n”naeg” “hey, ok see you to naeg”, to naeg what? (13:28-13:58) 
S : (laughing) 
L : You just pronounce the “t” not the “g” not the “h”, ok? Jadi jangan ada 
lagi yang bilang “ok see you to naeg” ya, whatever ( 13:59-14:06)  
L : Next, if you want to say dijemput bilang “pick me up”; “pick you up” 
bukan “pick up me” atau “pick up you” or if you want to say yang 
lain, you can say “fetch me up” as so far to be same with pick, tapi 
kalau pick tempatnya pasti kalau fetch misalnya “hey where are you?; 
“I can lost, fetch me up” aku nyasar susulin gitu (14:07-14:40) 
L : Jadi “fetch” F-E-T-C-H itu buat yang nyusul gitu, misalnya “sir, I 
late, I must to go”; “fetch me up”, tunggu sebentar ya gitu, kalau pick 
kan sudah pasti “Amar pick me up ibu yustin” misalnya ; “ok”, kamu 
langsung kerumahnya kan ( 14:41-14:54) 
L : Next this one, make an obey, the first meeting I keep saying then after I 
saying something, do you notice that? Nyadar engga saya sering 
banget ngomong pakai then dibelakang gitu. (14:55-15:05) 
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L : “ok fine then”; “see you then”; “ok go a head then”. Itu sering banget, 
jadi masalah gaya doang sih (15:05-15:13) 
L : So some of you can say “so”, “so” is going to be more formal than next. 
So emmm... say like “ok, so I‟m going to see you next week”, for me 
very awkward “I‟m going to see you next week, then”, sama 
sebenernya. (15:14-15:37)  
L : Bedanya “then” ini bisa berbagai versi misalnya, “ok I will to tell you 
about making juice, first pill the manggos then cut it up, itu adverb 
untuk menerangkan urutan, kalau ini engga ada hubungan sama 
urutan babarblas , it‟s like the end of conversation (15:39-16:09) 
L : Misalnya ini aku rame nih sama pacar, huh pacar orang misalnya, 
“bla bla bla bla bla, ok fine then”, selesai jadi kalau aku udah bilang 
“fine then” kamu engga usah buka omongan lagi, aku kelar, I‟m done 
with that, paham? (16:10-16:27) 
L : So, when every single time you need “then” in the end of the sentence, 
it‟s means done, berarti itu akhir dari pembicaraan, jangan awal-awal 
kamu ngomong itu tadi keluar gitu, why you have it to do? (16:28-
16:38) 
L : So “then” is going to be the end of conversation. So, can you said like 
mostly then use  in informal cases,  jadi kalau untuk acara formal 
jangan pakai then dibelakang, aduh jangan, pakailah “so”. (16:39-
16:53) 
L : Jadi “so” is going to be for formal like meeting like academic in the 
classes use “so”, but when you speak with me you can use “then” all the 
time, ok? (16:54-17:04) 
L : Next, “sounds good”, if you say “sounds (sound) good” it‟s not son, you 
can say “sounds good”; “sounds great”; “sounds awesome”; “sounds 
ok”; “sounds eemmm... so so, sounds whatever, ok ini kedengarannya 
bagus, you know what I mean (17:05-17:28) 
L : Next, for asking me anyway, last time I said that “we can say “anyway” 
when the respon actually not based on the expectation, ya kan? Kok ini 
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ngomongnya iya, kan awalnya engga dulu, jadi bilangnya tetep for 
asking me anyway walaupun dengan perubahan jawab, tapi tetep 
gunakan anyway, “see you then, ok see you”(17:29-17:50) 
L: pronounce a word expectialy the word form and the sound formed when 
you learn in the pronounciation classes but, agak ngeganjel kalau 
misalnya you keep wrong pronounciation in this class. Jadi, kaya gatel 
mau benerin, gimana ya biar bener mulai dari sekarang walaupun 
belum sampe be formed, but it‟s ok (17:51-18:16) 
L : Sampai sini, do you have any question before we jump to the next?  
(18:17-18:24) 
L : Ok. Let‟s see about the invitation itself, ini engga usah dibahas tau 
kan ya, how the reaction, how the revolution bla bla bla bla ( 18:25-
18:33) 
L : Who‟s next the Amar?  
S : Iqbal  
L : Ok, Iqbal read the first sentenece bal 
L : Ok thank you 
L : Ini sering banget ya kalian bilangnya “such as” bilang aja “such as 
(es)” gitu, and then written no pronounce the “w”; “written”; “I‟m 
Writting” ok? Jangan “oh I‟m writting (wraiting) (20:37-21:04) 
L : So, this is “answer”; “can you answer my question?”. So, penanda yang 
jelas invitation apa? (21:20-21:45)  
L : What is the different about the invitation and non invitation? Yang 
haruse jelas apanya? What is even, where, when, what‟s you bring. Itu 
invitation, kalau cuman kadang-kadang maybe is not invitation, so 
let‟s focus to do invitation ( 21:50-22:20) 
L : besok dateng ya aku ulang tahun” gitu misalnya it‟s spoken invitation 
(22:21-22:27) 
L : Some others use writting, nikahan misalnya nikahan kadang orang 
males dateng ya, atau mungkin wisuda, wisuda kadang pakek kok, 
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tapi kadang enggak pake undangan sih cuman biasanya dateng 
(22:28-22:49) 
L : wisuda engga mungkin kan kalian pakai towak keliling kampung “hey 
aku wisuda IAIN bla bla bla gitu”,  
L : Then, to be answer the invitation, ini kadang kalau buat kita orang 
awam enggak wear, bener enggak? That‟s I mean when you got 
invitation itu bukan mata pelajaran itu mah di buku ada cuy, tapi 
yang kamu dapet gitu ( 22:55-23:25) 
L : Ada yang punya facebook? Do you have any facebook account? 
(23:26-23:34) 
S : Yes 
L : Ok, have you ever got a take on an even from your friends? Misalnya 
ini ada drama bla bla bla bla, itu kan formnya beda sama post biasa 
kan, then you can see in the corner of your page is going to be “will 
you come to the even” kalau engga salah sih gitu, ada 2 pilihannya 
yes no, InshaAllah engga ada pilihannya, pernah liat engga? (23:40-
24:07) 
L : Mungkin pernah liat tapi “apaan sih ini ganggu aja” itu salah jadi ini 
buat belajar letter if you become I don‟t know, maybe something even 
organizer atau mungkin kamu diundang yang paling engga diajak 
kesana lah, then make sure that letter maybe to be people smater, orang 
jadi pinter (24:10-24:48) 
L : Misalnya aku married nih and I have 100  or 1000 invitations because 
I‟m so famous, then I‟m not going to prepare like 2000 seats, 2000 
porsions of food but So I‟m goping to be make the seats about the 
RSVP comes to me not based on the invitations. (24:50-25:20) 
L : Tapi kalau oramg sekarang kan undangane piro 1000 bahkan siapnya 
menunya buat 2000 orang, bakal bawa neneknya tau anaknya, apa 
segala macem, bener engga? Kalau dikampung kan gitu, di kota juga 
iya sih, maksutnya  kalau nanti di pasin banget nanti kasian kalau yang 
engga makan kan banyak dan pasti ,membengkak dan dengan RSVP ini 
the whole thing is to be easy  
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LECTURER‟S UTTERANCES TRANSCRIPT 
 
Day/Date :  Wednesday/ 22
nd  
November 2017 
Time/Place : 08.40 a.m – 10.20 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking)  Class of Second 
Semester 
Lecturer : Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.  
 
S : Eee... on Saturday at 6 p.m 
L : 6 p.m?oh my god... I don‟t agree with you at 6, can you make 
other time,              maybe?  
S : Eeemm.... ok, at 10 a.m  
L : Eemm.... 10 a.m sounds good, that‟s it? 
S : Ok thank you, eee.... see you then  
L  : See you then, good bye  
L : Go (mempersilahkan duduk) enough. Gitu lah minimal. (10:27-
10:31) 
L : Jadi, silahkan dikira-kira sendiri, aku ngomong ping piro, koe 
ngomong ping piro. Minimal tiga tiga, jangan sampai Cuma 
sekali aja terus “opo meneh, opo meneh”. Jotak-jotakan gitu.  
Mungkin cubit-cubitan siapa yang mulai. “koe sik to, koe sik 
to” then “ok thank you, thank you, wes yo mundur” (10:34-
11:02) 
L : Itu sudah di fix.in.  
Minggu depan hari Selasa we gonna be the batle and if you 
already to absent today and he or she not make it the group, tidak 
masuk misalnya karna sakit, you can contact me. (13:38-14:13) 
L : Ok, thank you see you next week, bye.  
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LECTURER‟S UTTERANCES TRANSCRIPT 
 
Day/Date :  Friday/ 24
th 
November 2017 
Time/Place : 07.00 a.m – 08.40 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Second 
Semester 
Lecturer : Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.  
 
L : Come on, what time is it? Come come come come, almost twelve. Kalau   
tidak ada, ndak pa pa lho ya, I know and I can move from  this class. 
14:15-14:24 
L :  No one? That‟s it, ok that‟s it. So, today yo only make one, two, three, 
four, five, six, there is six persons perfom today, so I will only, eh tadi 
siapa yang terakhir? Malfin, oh Malfin belum, seven, one two three, 
four, six,  seven, Malvin to be seven.  14:26-15:02 
L : So, I will only announce the best perform today and I goes to Milla. 
Congratulations Milla and to the others, next week I‟m going to 
announce you, siapa yang terbaik dan siapa yang terendah, it means 
you can prepare yourself, your mental, your fisical thinks to come back 
to the last, you know, challenge, because maybe it‟s going to be the only 
way to fix the score, if you already to needs the UAS there is no way to 
be turn back, there is no way  to be material, the fixing point and the 
anything, there is nothing. 15:05-15:58 
L : So this one is a deal, I will never changes even though you good, even   
though you beautiful, even though you sweet and nice, this score is done. 
So  in the end I want to calculate and  aku akan memperlihatkan 
skornya sebelum UAS. 16:00-16:17 
L :  Jadi, nanti sebelum UAS aku sudah share nilainya supaya you know or 
maybe like mungkin kalau perlu aku post di group and then you can 
saw your  friends, right? 16:05-16:37 
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L : I will send to the Malvin and Malvin can send in the group, so, everyone 
knows in which range are you, near the bottom or near the top.  Jadi biar 
nanti ketika UAS, kalian hampir UAS. I believe you or ready to prepare 
to   the UAS and we still have two or three the materials that could be 
inculding  to the drama. 16:39-17:08 
L : I thing I need to inform you that the project UAS is going to be drama, so 
the group is up to you, you can choose by yourself maximum five, 
minimum four, Jadi, empat lima per grup, but this same I choose the 
materials to be  put on your the drama, materi yang harus masuk it is 
from me, the team you can prepare yourself, yang pasti materi dari 
minggu pertama kita ketemu dari  mulai introduction and the quises 
quises harus  masuk semuanya17:09-17:59 
L : Jadi, semoga masih inget kita belajar “how to tell direction,  how to 
make something, how to invite someone, one else, apa lagi kemarin? 
18:00-18:13 
L :So, you can put any material to your drama, you must to be insecuence 
dalam artian gini , pertama- tama apa ya, oh pertama introduction 
taruh diawal,   nggak perlu jadi bisa di mets up, mau tau-tau ada 
percakapan muncul di tengah boleh, jadi tidak harus percakapan 
pertama intro dimasukin di awal  drama, itu tidak perlu. Jadi intinya 
materinya silahkan pilih sendiri. 18:13-18:54 
L : But I say to previews the project, silahkan dibuat drama yang senatural 
mungkin.   18:57-19:07 
L : I want to see drama about princess or princesses or maybe you became to 
be president Jokowi or apa yang kalian inginkan. just you and your 
friend doing something like daily activity you make a in the story. Okee? 
19:09-19:58 
L : Make it better than in the drama. Hari selasa depan I will inform you the     
best result for your drama, drama for your test and saw you the best 
video. 20:00-20:14 
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L : It is going to be so many size like mungkin ceritanya, 
pronounciationnya, everything, okey? Any questions? 20:16-20:28 
L : Buat minggu depan tidak ada kuis jadi minggu depan I going to saw 
you about the video. 20:30-20:38 
L :You must prepare the LCD to next week, oke? Only the best for you 
know exactly, oh standar bagus saya itu kaya gini, gitu ya?  
L : Jadi, atleast ini nanti buat videonya yang ke dua kita buat yang standar 
buat contoh “oh ini bagus”, jika ini sempurna you can said it‟s the best 
video ever. Semuanya bagus tapi paling enggak pasti ada yang 
terbagus dari semu video, semuanya bagus dri yang terbagus dari 
semuanya.  
L : So, prepare yourself atleast mulai hari ini harus sudah ngumpulin 
jumlah grupnya. Siapa setiap grupnya ysng nanti akan dipilih dan  
kira-kira mau bikin cerita apa? 21:02-21:27 
L : Nanti minggu depan sekaligus I want to share what are the three 
materials  yang belum kita bahas jadi harus wajib ain masuk 
divideomu. 21:30-21:41     
L : Jadi, mulai rabu depan sudah bisa bikin script walaupun kita belum 
sampai  praktek, ok? Karena yang sisa dua itu performnya individual 
bukan grup, paham ya?  
L : You can got it? Paham? Do you understand? Thank you very    much 
today, we will see you next week, wassallamualaikum, bye. 21:43-21:54 
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LECTURER‟S UTTERANCES TRANSCRIPT 
 
Day/Date :  Wednesday/ 29
th 
November 2017 
Time/Place : 13.00 p.m – 14.40 p.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
Class : Intermediate Integrated English (Speaking) Class of Second 
Semester 
Lecturer : Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.  
 
L : Have you ever make an invitation in front of the public , have you?  
S : Ya 
L : Ngumumin rame-rame di depan orang itu pernah enggak sih? For 
anthing about the informations and in the locations. Misalnya apa? 
(00:20-0027) 
S : School even 
L : School even? Ok, it‟s good. Then one else? (00:30-00:35)  
L : Yang rame-rame itu in general maksutnya (00:38-00:40) 
S : Donor darah  
L : Donor darah, oh boleh, itu menjelaskan pendonoran. (00:41-00:43) 
L : Kalau misalnya ini acaranuya lebih private, like birthday it‟s gonna be 
private right? I‟m not going to be invite the whole people in the world to 
comes to my birthday. (00:44-00:51) 
L : I‟m gonna make a private. Kenapa harus dibikin private? Kenapa tidak 
pakai towak masjid gitu biar lebih irit kan? Why? (00:52-00:59) 
L :. Maksutnya “eh teman-teman besok aku ulang tahun ya. Nadia, Shee, 
Amri, Iqbal, Amar, eemmm.... Ridwan, Yoga, eeeemmm....., Zainal, 
Siti, Aminah dateng ya, yang lain apa kabar? Baper tidak kira-kira?  
So to prefence it‟s can of thinks, It could be invite it in private. (01:00-
01:26) 
L : Lewat telfon kek, lewat sms kek, atau mungkin lewat dm. Jangan pake 
postingan ig, nanti kan kasian, maksutnya kalau engga di mention kan 
kasian “aduh kok gini banget sih jadi orang” (01:27-01:40) 
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L : Next, eh ini tadi bener sih bacanya, ini bacanya “Comfortable” not 
“comfort-table”. It is table. (01:47-02:00) 
L : “Comfortable”  
S : “Comfortable” 
L : “Oh my god, keep Solo comfort by Solo Radio”, “this seat it‟s 
comfortable”  
 “Comfortable” . susah ya kalian ngucapinnya. (02:01-02:17) 
L : It is quotizing, the person that invite bla bla bla, tadi yang aku bilang 
you have to say thank you at first, and even though you can not comes 
you have give your reason (03:33-03:43) 
L : And then, kalau misalnya kalian itu mengundang tidak menjelaskan 
hari tanggalnya. “hey yuk datang ulang tahunku ya”, “ok I will”. Lah 
kapan, misalnya. Yang ngundang pergi terus kamu bertanya-tanya 
dalam hati kan? (03:44-03:57) 
L : Jadi mending, asking about the details. Jadi misalnya punya kerja, 
mending “ngundang ke perkawinan ya guys tanggal sekian, di gedung 
ini. Tapi kalau misalnya engga, we can asking, “when?”, “where?”, 
“What‟s I bring?”, “what the dresscode?” anything, biar tidak salah 
kostum. (03:59-04:29) 
L : You have asking anything if you invited from someone (04:29-02:37) 
L : And then, inviting informal, ini Cuma buat formal you may ask buat 
basa-basi doang nanya “mau dibawain apa?” (04:40-04:43) 
L : Kalau misalnya ini undangan yang formal banget, misalnya. Eeemm.... 
formal would be wedding, eemmm..... maybe wisuda misalnya. (04:44-
04:55) 
L : “hey you can comes in my graduation next week”, “ oh really, what must 
I bring?” terserahkan ini kan you can ask before, ini formal misalnya 
jadi kalau kamu jadi pendamping wisuda kamu engga usah bawa 
rantangan kamu Cuma bawa badan gitu. Jadi pendamping wisuda 
bawa rantangan kan engga lucu (04:56-05:12) 
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L : Tapi, kalau misalnya diundang temen buat kerja kelompok “hey, going 
to my house to learn about the speaking test”. “ ok what‟s time?” “at 7 
p.m.”, misalnya nawarin apa, “ have I bring something?”, “you have not 
to”. Misalnya basa-basi. Tapi sebenernya dibawain juga seneng sih, 
semisal ngga usah bawa tapi pas datangnya “engga bawa apa- apa 
loe?”. (05:16-05:36) 
L : Ini basa-basi, not trust human if he say “engga usah sih loe datang aja 
cukup kok” hahaa I know (05:38-05:53) 
L : If an invitation can‟t comes. You must be give reason like “just give me a 
raeson...“ itu lagu. (05:58-06:04) 
L : Jika itu reason yang dibuat- buat karna kamu beneran engga bisa at 
least jangan menolak dg saklek I mean to the point like “hey, do you 
want to come my party?”; “no”; “ oh ok, thank you” (06:05-06:13) 
L : Kalau misalnya engga bisa “ oh.. congratulation for your graduation, but 
I can not comes I have work that I do” misalnya. (06:15-06:27) 
L : At least just make some reasons, maksutnya kalau sebenarnya kamu 
“duh males banget sih dateng ke acaranya” misalnya. Make a reason, 
it‟s just your feeling but don‟t told him, misalnya (06:27-06:36) 
L : If  impossible, you can suggest another time, ini kalau mungkin, once 
again ini kalau informal. Kalau kamu diundang ke kawinan kamu 
engga bisa jangan suggest anothe time, it‟s not your ready. (06:39-
06:51) 
L : “aku besok nikah dateng ya”; “aduh kalau lain waktu gimana?”, 
kamu kira-kira dulu nanti dapatnya apa kalau formal don‟t suggest 
another time (06:53-07:03) 
L : Ok, now the other types of invitation, eeemm siapa namaya deketnya 
Siti, emmm... iya Alvi sama Nadya, you can raed this the example of the 
dialogue (07:05-07:21) 
S : I have two ticket to the music  
L : Music (membenarkan pronounciation) 
S : I have two tickets to the music concer in the Saturday,  
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L : Saturday (membenarkan pronounciation) 
S : Would you like to go? 
S : Ok, What”s time? 
S : At 7 p.m. do you want to prepare at 6 p. m? 
S : Oh ok see you then  
S : See you  
L : Ok, thank you. This one is invitation by phone, you can invite by calling 
“hello may I speak to Mia?”, misalnya itu boleh. (08:26-08:35) 
L : This one, ini, what‟s day wants to do?” (08:36-08:39) 
S : Saturday  
L : Banyak banget yang bilangnya Saterday ya, It‟s not difficult pronunciate 
as  
 Eemmm... Kids jaman now, Monday, Sunday, Wednesday, Tuesday, 
Friday, Saturday, udh segampang itu kok  
L : Ok. Sudah bisa ya, thanks I love you, you can learn about the types of 
invitation, thank you.  
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LECTURER‟S UTTERANCES TRANSCRIPT 
 
Day/Date :  Friday/ 17
th 
November 2017 
Time/Place : 08.40 a.m – 10.20 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
Class  : Dramatic Studies Class of Fourth Semester 
Lecturer : Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.  
 
L : If you compare that, this issues this political problems, economics or the 
other thinks, if you compare the political side, what‟s the most different 
between this two love stories. Do you think that romeo and juliet really 
care about the political think? Or you think that political is some can to 
born or no? ini cinta beneran atau engga kita engga tau ya? (01:00-
01:55) 
L : Ok, I think it‟s same, yang kemarin di bahas pertama apa? Yang 
kemarin dibahas yang ada masalah ekonomi apa tadi? Apa yang 
kemarin di bahas sama Hida ya? Hampir sama ya, yang ini itu lebih 
couplelegic kalau yang kemarin itu lebih ke, apa namanya, lebih ke 
economy point of view (02:00- 03:11) 
L : Kalau semisal sekilas dilihat sebenarnya lebih condong romancenya, 
I mean that it‟s romance tragedy. Romeo and Juliet it‟s to be romance 
tragedy. (03:13-03:23) 
L : Lebih romantic yang mana, sebenarnya we have to choose the movie 
yang lain, mungkin lebih ke cinta banget.  (03:25-03:29) 
L : I think ceritanya lebih complicated ya, dia selingkuh and then 
ninggalin istrinya buat yang lebih perfect, apa segala macem, nanti 
selingkuh lagi sama yang sono, ini gagal nanti selingkuh lagi sama 
yang ini, jadi kayanya ini cinta beneran atau engga kan kita engga 
tau ya? Because I think the point is the both stay their wants each other. 
(03:30-03:59) 
L : Itu sama-sama gila kekuasaan engga sih? Like ini sebenarnya 
cintannya dewasa banget, engga seperti cintanya Romeo and Juliet 
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yang cinta monyet, gua bodo amat yang penting sama elo selesai. 
Tapi, kalau yang ini masih mikir banyak like it‟s like I love someone, 
I will to be a king and I will give you a kingdom. (04:00-04:59) 
L : Ini cintanya dewasa banget sebenernya, bukan kaya cintanya Romeo 
and Juliet yang cinta monyet, kalau cintanya orang dewasa kan 
mikirnya banyak, engga loe sama gue selesai, mikir politik, ekonomi, 
sandang, papan,pangan, selingkuhan, apa segala macem, jadi cinta 
yang dewasa itu seperti ini sebenernya. Atleast the moral value is that 
quite interesting that we have to be eeemmm you know? (05:00-05:59) 
L : Lebih relate yang mana kalau dengan.. dengan kisah cinta yang 
sekarang. If will look at 2017 like pasangan jaman now, lebih relate 
Romeo and Juliet atau shakesper cleo patra? (06:00-06:10) 
L : Jadi sebenarnya gini, kalau misalnya orang jawa bilang “seorang 
sastrawan yang bagus itu adalah ketika karyanya bisa long last think 
sampai kapanpun” jadi you can see no like cleo patra we love story 
that similar to this one (06:12-06:47) 
L : I think this is simple to the example, walaupun endingnya tidak harus 
menikah kan? (06:47-06:54) 
L : I think it‟s almost same example, ada yang punya cerita engga? Kalau 
ini gampang banget dicerna sebenarnya (06:55-07:18) 
L : It‟s like ini tu cerita kekinian banget sebenarnya, perebutan 
kekuasaan, menggangu yang kaya apa segala macem. Tapi kan 
Enteni menikah dengan Cleo patra Kan. He live luvia because it can 
see that Cleo Patra itu engga Cuma cantik sebenarnya, dia itu 
represent perempuan yang yang it‟s wow. Cantik iya, pinter iya, licik, 
iya, bodynya bagus iya, you know it‟s like the presentation of  perfect 
woman gitu. ((07:19-07:55) 
L : Kalau versi jawanya, aku pernah denger, kalau versi jawanya itu 
Srikandi. Srikandi itu walaupun sudah punya suami, suaminya 
siapa? Arjuna bukan sih? Oh kendedes. Jadi hanya karena dia 
membuka betisnya laki-laki manapun itu bakal termehek-mehek gitu, 
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jadi she is Cleo Patra versi jawa.  Yang dia bisa pilih any men entah 
itu married or unmarried. (08:00-08:40) 
L : Emang dia cantik iya, powerful iya yang cantik engga Cuma cantik 
doang because cantik itu banci juga bisa. Tapi ini bener-bener 
perempuan yang I think ever man juga terkagum-kagum , jujur deh. 
Perempuan yang beginian bikin mupen engga? (08:43-09:00) 
L : It‟s that any queastions? Ada pertanyaan engga? (09:01-09:13) 
L : I think kenapa ini di bilang romance, tragic love story, karna 
endingnya kalau bunuh diri itu endingnya bakal tragis ya engga 
(09:15-10:00) 
L : Is there any have quote? Oh bukan penikmat quote (10:01-10:15) 
L : Ada yang mau tanya lagi engga, it‟s not to be presentation, yang mau 
tanya silahkan atau mungkin bisa baca pappernya, aku engga baca 
pappernya, apa mungkin nanti bisa menemukan beberapa quotes 
(10:17-10:44) 
L : Do you kind any quote that represented something? Karena biasanya 
ada yang bisa di quote kan? (10:45-10:54) 
L : “What is a name?” kaya misalnya itu quote dari shakespear apalah arti 
dari sebuah nama gitu (10:55-11:02) 
L : Ada yang menemukan quote yang menarik? It‟s not about you enjoy 
about the quote but the represent about you love it. (11:04-11:15) 
L : Like, you know what it‟s nice quote about the wedding thinks, emmm... 
ada quote tentang pernikahan yang menurut aku tu itu menarik 
banget that it‟s related about pernikahan jaman now, yang bilang 
bahwa “ the weight of marriage it‟s really heavy, sometimes it takes 3, 
to hold it.” (11:17-11:32) 
L : Paham maksutnya ya? Because you not marriage, I am a wife, exactly 
oh iya ya, jadi beban pernikahan itu berat banget sampai-sampai 
kadang kita butuh 3 orang, So, kalian akan mengerti suatu saat 
nanti(11:33-11:45) 
L : Ok, I think that‟s all for today, thank you. 
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LECTURER‟S UTTERANCES TRANSCRIPT 
 
Day/Date :  Wednesday/ 22
nd  
November 2017 
Time/Place : 07.00 a.m – 08.40 a.m/ English Letters of IAIN Surakarta 
Class  : Dramatic Studies Class of Fourth Semester 
Lecturer : Fatkhuna‟imah Rhina Z., M.Hum.  
 
L  : So, What is it? It is a comedy or tragedy. Actually. Tragedi itu ngak 
harus bunuh-bunuhan  dan komedi ngak selalu lucu. I mean like the 
plot which is quite, I know it is the tragedy the plot, sebenernya.  
L  : Kalau semisal itu dibandingkan dengan punyanya fadhil tadi akan 
banyak bertentangan, I mean you know there is no loyalty based on the 
story. Maka, akan beda banget dengan punyanya hanang eh sorry, 
punyanya fadhil yang  porpose banget bla bla bla.  
L  : Ini tadi like secara singkat aja yang ini belum tau awal- awalnya jadi 
tadi  sama dengan keteranganya hanang, eh sorry, iya hanang sama 
restu soalnya dari satu tokoh the due of tennis, ya? Yang dia itu 
mengangkat dan  memerintah Claudio, right? Eh sorry Angelo, yang 
dipilih karena Angelio salah satu tokoh, salah satu anak muda  yang 
main pepuritan sebenernya. Tau pepuritan ya?   
L : So, pepuritan it‟s means totaly communicate to religious thing dan 
dengan seseorang  yang beragama macam itu jule kopenes ini 
percaya bahwa he can rule the.. teotery well. Biasanya kan gitu kan 
kalau orang yang agamis itu  
L : Makanya dibilang si Claudio ini eh sorry si Angelo ini diminta untuk 
memerintah di  daerahnya untuk berkuasa. Lha salah satu... si 
Angelo ini, menutup beberapa rumah Bordyl yang like closing, you 
know like prostitute   place or things dan juga menjerat orang-orang 
yang  comited dalam hal seperti ini.  
L :  Like, kita membandingkan jaman...jaman era muncul kata “fuck” 
you now F-U-C- K, itu sebenernya singkatan dari Fornication Under 
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Consent of the King, apa sih intinya, ya intinya  gitu surat ijin 
bercinta gitu lho.    
L : Jadi, if a door has design of labels, itu nanti sudah sah kalau ada yang 
berhubungan  sex in that place, kalau ngak  ada jadi itu illegal dan 
kalau tidak ada  you have to be exsecute it. Entah itu di right sentence 
atau mungkin you  know left sentence.   
L :Iya, itu sebenernya penanda, jadi kalau misalnya ada f-u-c-k itu ada 
refersnya memang ke you know sexual thing, tapi kalau semisal 
bilangnya “fuck you” itu another term itu perkembangan bahasa.  
L : Tapi, awalnya f-u-c-k itu memang seperti itu. You can say “fuck you” 
easly  right now, right? even for a joking, iya kan Tapi kita 
ngomonginsekarang kids jama  now, misalnya kembali yang..yang 
kemarin itu juga penting banget 
L : Lha yang terkenal salah satunya itu Claudio, iya kan?. Karena 
Claudio ini menghamili  dan you know he live, kita bilangnya 
prohibited, kumpul kebo sama  sire, ya pada akhirnya si Claudio ini 
mendpatkan hukuman mati rencananya. And  then si claudio ini 
memutus Rusio untuk menemui adiknya yang namanya? Ya untuk 
apa? What from?   
L : But then,  what happen then?, what happen with the the Angelo 
fellings?,  walaupun dia seorang yang pengertian sekalipun, ternyata 
apa? Dia bisa tergoda sama maryana,eh sorry isabella. 
L  : And then intinya ada dua cara, satunya adalah dengan... dan satunya 
lagi  apa? Kan ada dua pilihan, satu kakaknya dihukum mati atau dia 
dapat membebaskan kakaknya dengan cara” giving me a sex atau 
giving me a love”.  
L : Sebenernya kita disini tidak ada kata having sex ya, jadi,  do not think 
that in this  script you can find sex or having sex or maybe making a 
love. Disini Cuma ada kata “ make give me a love”, ya kan?  
L : Jadi kata yang dipakai hanya dengan give me a love tapi referensinya 
bukan   hanya  “oh ya say I love you selesai, tapi lebih ke sex world , 
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you know like, you know you know what‟s I mean, ya Nggak usah 
diterangin kali ya  
L : And then what happen then?, akhirnya keputusannya apa? Yang lucu 
sebenernya adalah si..sii Claudio ketika di peradui oleh si isabel itu 
reaksinya gimana?” Lho aku  bilang ni mas koe bebas, aku gelem 
ngene mbek kae” gitu reaksinya Claudio sendiri  gimana sebagai 
seorang kakak? Previous apa menerima? Ya maksutny dia  malah  
bilang “kenapa sih kamu nggak mau berbaik hati menyelamatkanku? 
Toh ini juga Cuma berhubungan...berhubungan intim”  gitu kan? 
L : Kan nalarnya kalau dunia yang nyata itu kan “rasah lah ben aku 
mati wae”,  tapi dia  enggak kan faktanya? Jadi intinya ini tu lucu-
lucu menyakitkan gitu  Romantic  tragedy, eh sorry,  Is like comedy 
and tragedy is the combination for  those two.  
L : Jadi, in the end tadi yang dibilang endingya tidak terlalu happy, tidak 
terlalu tragik dan mungkin agak sedikit  lucu. Itu jalan ceritanya  
memang  seperti itu. Jadi ini sebenarnya ada yang bilang ini 
sebenernya “ one of the most dificult story of Shakespeare  to  
understand sehingga Cuma maxim plot atau terlalu banyak ....,  jadi  
yang  awalnya A jadi apa di endingya.  
L  : Nggak ada pertanyaan nih?  
S  : what the definition of tragedy?  
L : Well, I think there are a lot of definition of tragedy, it‟s just a mean the 
tragedy it‟s  mean the action is going to be daily end, i mean from the 
plot itself and because of sadness not beacuse of killing, itu juga salah 
satu  tragedi.  
L : Jadi, it‟s not to be happy ending. If in general we can say that “unhappy 
ending can be sad as tragedy forever. Jadi  jangan berpikir, kan 
hanang bilang tadi diawal  bahwa “ini is not be tragedy karena tokoh 
utamanya masih hidup, kan?. 
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L : Jadi penanda tragedy itu bukan tokoh utamanya meninggal, bukan, 
jadi  the story it self, the plot it self yang akan menujukkan bahwa itu  
adalah tragedy.   
L  : Biasanya pilihannya Cuma tragedy and you know, satuya tadi apa 
tadi? Emm commedy, ya comedy. Pilihannya Cuma tragedi, komedi, 
and then one else, what exactly? Romantic, apa lagi? Ironi, bisa, jadi 
kalau misalnya, jadi  misalnya gini sometimes ada yang lucu tapi 
digunakan kata-kata yang sebenernya lebih  menggunakan kata-kata 
yang kasar atau sorry, kata-kata yang tidak lucu.  
L : Istilahnya komedi yang garing, jadi ada banyak banget misalnya we 
saw a play dan itu sebenernya dia menyindir, tapi dalam bentuk yang 
lucu, itu juga ironi sebenernya. Ataupun kebalikkannya, dia 
menggunakan kata-kata yang  sebenernya sense, tapi itu lucu 
sebenernya. Jadi tidak selalu yang lucu itu haha hihi  tidak selalu.   
L : Sometimes kita memang selalu harus indep stock jadi tenaga dulu 
baru oh ini komedi, kenapa yang tidak lucu ini bisa disebut 
commonly? Because plot  itself, dengan banyaknya something iconic 
itu sebenarnya jadi lucu.      
L : Karena diabndingkan dengan kisah yang ada bunuh-bunuhan juga, 
ada sentence  juga, kalau misal hanya dilihat dari segi sentencenya 
mungkin ini  bisa masukkanya  ke tragedy. Cuma kan intinya bukan 
ke sentencenya gitu lho .  
L : jadi,  one again tadi ukuran bahwa itu  tragedy atau you know tragic 
story itu bukan  berarti harus mati, karena  misalnya, contoh 
misalnya yang lebih kekinian misalnya  mungkin “....” itu  
sebenernya juga tragis walaupun sebenernya tidak meninggal  
diendinya. Sudah pernah membac abelum? Itu kan juga tragis kan? 
Walaupun     endingya tidak penuh blood like kill like endinya 
meninggal semuanya, kan enggak selalu, karena memangjalan 
ceritanya itu yang menyedihkan kita  bisa bilang itu aalah tragedy. 
Enggak selalu melulu pembunuhan.  
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L : Tragedy is an even causing ...... the distruction or distress, misalnya 
sebuah cerita itu film hafalan surat delisa itu juga tragedy karena you 
know dI beginning hidupnya engak mudah. Tinggal di Aceh 
bapaknya pergi melaut  apa segala macem dan dia juga kena 
tsunami, itu juga part of tragedy walaupun dia enggak meninggal.  
L :  Jadi, I think kita harus menyimpulkan lagi what is the tragedy? Pokoe 
yang kisahnya menyedihkan secara garis besarnya seperti itu. 
Penyebabnya bisa macem- macem ya, I think you can browsing 
yourself untuk mendapatkan  hasil yang lebih.  
L : Tapi kisah cintanya is it the happy story? Do you, when yo read this 
story “heheh lucu banget? Or really happy story. Apa mungkin hanang 
baca ini bahagia banget like such as lovely love story gitu? Enggak 
kan? Penuh   dengan konflik yang...yang you know angelonya 
yang seorang puritan  
L :  Tapi kembali lagi ketika. Ini puritan tapi denga dengan puritan yang 
dibuat  dari zaman yang dulu-dulu,  puritan itu adalah misalnya kaya 
netenel horcord yang buat letter A, itu juga jaman puritan tapi juga 
ternyata  sepuritan-puritannya orang,  dia yang namanya manusia 
juga puya rasa birahi punya rasa dengan lawan jenis, misalnya dia 
menghamili wester.  
L : Jadi, ini sebenernya juga sebuah sindiran juga. You know puritan itu 
adalah semua  orang yang memuja gereja, jadi semua yang tidak 
berbau dengan gereja dibumi hanguskan. Human is human. Kalau 
misalnya kita melihat, kaya misalnya kadang yang paham agama 
sekalipun kadang kejeglong juga, jadi hampir sam sebenernya  cerita 
ini.  
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
1. 
Ok, good morning guys. Today we 
can learn about the material of 
melanjutkan kemarin ya, about the 
invitation. 
 
Explanation: when the lecturer used 
English language as the beginning of 
the utterance and switch to the 
Indonesian language, to emphasize 
meaning to make understand the 
students and come back used English 
language to continue the utterance. 
Datum 
001/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/ 00:01-00:15 
 
 √      √ 
      
2. 
Ok, this is about the materials 
lanjutan kemarin ya 
 
Explanation: when the lecturer used 
English language in the beginning of 
the utterance and switch to the 
Indonesian  language to make 
clarification from  about the before 
utterance to emphasize meaning to 
the students that it “melanjutkan 
materi sebelumnya”. 
 
Datum 
002/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/00:20-00:29 
  
√      √ 
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3. 
As you can  see ya, this one is one of 
the example of the menanyakan 
yang ingin ditelfon ya 
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used two code switchings, 
first “ya” to emphasize meaning that 
the lecturer ask the agreement from 
the students. Second, the lecturer 
continued her utterance with the 
English language and the last 
utterance used the Indonesia 
language again (menanyakan yang 
ingin ditelfon ya) to emphasize 
meaning again from the matery in 
the power point.  
Datum 
003/Tag+Intra/EM+ 
EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
00:32-00:43 
√  √      √ 
      
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
4. 
Contohnya ini yang menerima 
ibunya kan, tapi kalau semisal yang 
menerima kamu you can say “yes 
it‟s me” or “yeah.. it‟s me alone” ya 
ini saya sendiri 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used  
Indonesian language in the beginning 
and  the end of  her utterance and  
used the English language in the 
middle utterance. “Contohnya ini 
Datum 004/ 
Intra+Intra/EC/ 
Vid.1/Speak.C/00:45-
00:58 
 
√ √         √  
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yang menerima ibunya kan, tapi 
kalau semisal yang menerima 
kamu” classified in intersentential 
,lecturer just made an example, and 
the “ya ini saya sendiri”classified in 
intra-sentential . Both of  the code 
switching classified in eace to 
communication. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
5. 
Misalnya, “Hallo, can I speak to 
Amar?”; “Speaking”, oh jadi ini 
Amarmya sendiri bukan bapaknya 
gitu ya maksutnya 
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used two code switchings in 
the beginning and the end of her 
utterance. First, “Misalnya”, 
classified in the tag switching and 
just to eace to communication that 
the lecturer just made an example. 
Second, “oh jadi ini Amarmya 
sendiri bukan bapaknya gitu ya 
maksutnya”, classified  in the intra-
sentential and to eace communication 
 
 
Datum 
005/Tag+Intra/EC+ 
EC /Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
01:00-01:07 
√  √         √  
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6. 
And then the introduction belum tau 
yang ngomong apa ya? 
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used Indonesia language in 
the end utterance and classified in the 
intra sentential because just a clause 
and to eace communication  to ask 
agreement from the students. 
Datum 006/Intra/EC/ 
Vid. 1/Speak.C/01:09-
01:15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
√        √ 
   
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
7. 
This one is the..the...the one of  the 
way to ask the someone to go, you 
have to say “I would like to invite 
you” it‟s going to be formal but this 
one contoh yang  informal “hey.. it‟s 
to be wondering if would like to go 
bla bla bla”  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer almost used English 
language, but in the middle of the 
utterance the lecturer used intra 
sentensial that to eace 
communication to students to 
explained the example. 
Datum 
007/Intra/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/01:17-01:26 
  √       
  
√ 
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8. 
And then, bisa engga Catty nya? 
 
Explanation: The lecturer asked the 
opinion from the students based on 
the example in power point and this 
code switching classified in inter 
sentential because full sentence and 
to ease to communication to got 
student‟s opinion. 
Datum 
008/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/01:26-01:30 
 
√          √ 
   
9. 
No.., dari mana taunya? This one 
“Wow I love to, but I‟m so busy in 
Saturday”. Kalau Sabtu ini engga 
bisa, tapi sebenernya dia mau sih 
pergi gitu 
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switchings in this utterance. 
First, classified in the intra sentential 
to ease to communication to got the 
opinion from the students. Second, in 
the end utterance the lecturer full 
used code switching and classified in 
inter sentential and to eace 
communication 
Datum 009/ 
Intra+Inter/EC+EC/ 
Vid.1/Speak.C/01:37-
01:45 
 √ √         √  
  
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
10. 
So, this is one of the way to reviews 
anything it‟s stating pleasure of 
being invite it and to tell or reviews 
Datum 
010/Tag+Tag/EC+ 
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
√           √   
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if you have to, like misalnya “hallo 
would you like something?”; “oh you 
so nice, but thanks, I not drink 
coffee” misalnya  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used two tag switchings in 
the middle and the end  of the 
utterance to eace communication that 
it‟s just an example. 
01:47-02:03 
11. 
This say thank you atleast for being 
inovation and the reviews, it‟s ok. 
Jangan “would you like some 
coffee?”; “No”. Itu kalau cowok 
atau ceweknya baper bunuh diri lho 
bisa lho  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switchings in the middle and 
full in the end of the utterance. First, 
classified in tag switching to 
emphasize meaning and the second 
classified in inter sentential because 
full sentence and to eace 
communication and just to made a  
joke in the class. 
 
 
 
Datum 011/ 
Tag+Inter/EM+EC/ 
Vid.1/Speak.C/02:04-
02:18 
√ √       √   √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
12. 
Just say thank you to being the 
inovation and making a reason if you 
saying no. Entah itu alasan yang 
jujur atau memang dibuat-buat 
atleast say something.  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer explain about the matery and 
used the intersentential because full 
sentence and to eace communication 
of the her explanation to make 
students understanding what the 
point in this matery. 
Datum 
012/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/02:19-02:31 
 √          √   
 
13. 
Ok, so eeemmm.. tadi mana tadi, ini 
Amar ulang mar ini.  
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer just changing of the topic 
from explained the matery and then 
ask one of the students to read the 
matery in the power point, classified 
in intrasentential  
 
 
 
 
 
Datum 
013/Intra/CT/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/02:33-02:38 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  √   √         
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
14. 
Gini “e” kalau dalam bahasa Jawa 
kan? Yang ada ininya (menunjuk 
titik diatas huruf “e”) yang suara 
“e” sama suara “e” biasa, yes 
English is similar with Javanese that 
we have “e”. 
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer was explained  the matery 
about the pronounciation of word, 
and the lecturer used intersentential 
switching to ease communication her 
explanantion to made students 
understanding.  
Datum 
014/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/03:18-03:33 
 √          √   
 
15. 
Like misalnya, “nengendi” bukan 
“nenghendi” kan? We have the first 
is “e” the second is “e”.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer just make 
an example to make students 
understanding and used 
intrasentential switching and also 
classified in ethnic identity maker 
because also used Javanese language 
to mak e an example.  
Datum 
015/Intra/EI/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/03:35-03:47 
  √  √          
 
16. So, pada ngerti semua kan ya? In Datum   √      √       
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English the voice of “e” is going to 
be use more than another voice more 
than another voice.  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer just used the code switching 
to emphasize meaning to ask a 
question about the understanding and 
classified into intrasentential 
switching. 
016/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/03:49-04:02 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
17. 
Why? Because when spoken in other 
we will say “e” more like you and 
me you and I , It‟s one of the point of 
view “anddd me”, like when you say  
“and” it‟s like, misalnya you say this 
one (menulis dipapan tulis).  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer just explain about the 
pronounciation and used tag 
switching to eace communication 
that it‟s just an example.  
Datum 
017/Tag/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/04:03-04:23 
√           √   
 
18. 
You can pronounce “and” by using 
“e”, mudeng kan ya?  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
Datum 
018/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/04:25-04:30 
  √      √      
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lecturer used the code switching in 
the end utterance to emphasize the 
meaning about so far the students 
understand about the matery and 
classified in intra sentential 
switching. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
19. 
Another example misalnya “aple” 
you say using “e”, ini nanti bakal 
penting kalau misalnya mulai 
masuk reading comprehension, 
jangan bingung. 
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used two code switching in 
the middle is tag switching to 
emphasize the meaning that it‟s just 
an axample and the end of the 
utterance is intersentential switching. 
Datum 
019/Tag+Inter/EM+ 
CT/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
04-35-04-53 
√ √       √      
 
20. 
Sometimes, maybe you realize the 
sounds of english maybe in the 
movie or the song, kok beda ya 
suaranya ya 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used code 
switching in the end of the utterance 
and classified into intrasentential to 
Datum 
020/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/04:55-05:07 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
√      √      
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emphasize meaning to make 
clarification about the 
pronounciation that the student‟s 
hear.  
 
 
 
 
21. 
Because it called as “be formed”, 
ada yang sudah tau be formed 
belum?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used code 
switching in the end of the utterance 
and classified into intersentential 
because full of sentence and  
classified in student‟s background 
and mixed ability classes. 
Datum 
021/Inter/SB/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/05:08-05:12 
 √         √    
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
22. 
Be formed  is conform, this one is 
conform, when I say “and” pakai “e” 
itu be formed  
 
Explanation: The lecturer was make 
an example to explain about be 
formed and to emphasize meaning 
about the example the lecturer used 
intrasentential switching to make 
students understanding.  
Datum 
022/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/05:13-05:20 
  √      √      
 
23. 
So, no wonder that letter when you 
make paragraphs maybe when you‟re 
Datum 
023/Inter+Intra/EC/ 
 √ √         √   
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watching movie, “lot of time” “many 
times” suara “e” jadi terbiasa ya? 
Terutama kalau kita sudah masuk 
konteksnya speaking comprehansion 
mungkin kita engga tau bedanya, 
but if become to the speaking or 
maybe reading it‟s one to be beda, 
maksutnya orang keliatan influence 
itu kalau sudah bisa pakai sound 
formed be formed, karena apa 
suaranya engga kaku  
Explanation: The lecturer explained 
about the beformed to ease 
communication, the lecturer used 
code switching to make understand 
about the lecturer means. Code 
switching classified in intersentential 
switching because full in the end 
utterance.  
Vid.1/Speak.C/05:22-
06:00 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
24. 
Misalnya masih masih yang lugu 
banget ya “you and me go to the 
movie” it‟s sounds like “wah keren 
banget ya”, padahal biasa aja cuma 
dikasih be formed aja jadi keren  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used two code switchings in 
Datum 
024/Intra+Inter/EM+
QS/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
06:01-06:14 
 √ √    √  √      
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the beginning and the end of the 
utterance to make an example about 
be formed. First, the lecturer used 
intrasentential switching to 
emphasize meaning that it‟s just an 
example. Second, the lecturer used 
intersentential because the lecturer 
full used code switching to explain 
the example and quote someone‟s 
utterance to make respond of 
example. 
25. 
But if you using the writting on the 
dictionary, itu akan banyak yang 
menggunakan “strong” terutama 
kalau misalnya kamusmu  tidak ada 
penandanya, itu akan sama  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used full 
of code switching classified in 
intersentential in the end of her 
explanantion to ease communication 
to the students and make it ease to 
understand.  
Datum 
025/Inter+Intra/EC/ 
Vid.1/Speak.C/06:15-
06:27 
 √ √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
26. 
Ada yang tulisannya “C-A-N-T” 
like “cant” itu pakai “K-A-N-T” ada 
yang pakai “can” (ken), kalau 
Datum 
026/Intra+Intra+Intra+
Intra+Tag+Tag/EC+ 
√  √         √   
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misalnya “hey can you help me?” 
;“sorry I can not help you” bukan “I 
can (kan) not help you” engga gitu.  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used some code switching to 
explain the example. First, the 
lecturer used intrasentential to eace 
communication in beginning 
uterance. Second, the lecuter also 
used intrasentential to eace 
communication to make differences 
about the word. Third, the lecturer 
also the lecuter also used 
intrasentential to eace 
communication to make differences 
about the example. Fourth, the 
lecturer used the lecuter also used 
intrasentential to eace 
communication to make differences. 
Five and six the lecturer used tag 
switching to eace communication 
EC+EC+EC+EC+ 
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
06:28-06:45 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
27. 
Kalau misalnya ya “can you help 
me?” pakai yang ini pakai yang “a” 
itu yang strong formed, if you 
answer you say “sorry I can not help 
you” suaranya “e” kan? So you not 
Datum 
027/Intra+Intra+Intra+
Inter/EM+EC+EM+ 
/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
06:47-07:42 
 √ √      √   √   
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say “I can (kan) not help you” right? 
Biar sekalian karena basicnya dari 
sekarang inter atau fluencenya 
kalian iitu dari mulai masih orok, 
katakanlah masih orok lah ya  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used some code switching to 
explain the example. First, in the 
beginning the lecturer used.Second, 
the lecturer also used intrasentential 
to ease communication to the 
students to explain the example. 
Third, the lecturer used intra-
sentential to Fourth, the lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
28. 
And the other one when we say “to” 
in the middle of the sentence it‟s 
sounds to be “te”; “do you want to 
(te) go with me?” agak pelan ya “do 
you want to go with me?”, bisa 
engga?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used code 
switching in the middle and the end 
of the utterance. agak pelan ya 
Datum 
028/Intra+Tag/EM+ 
EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
07:43-08:00 
√ √       √      
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classified in intrasentential switching 
to emphasize meaning of the 
example. bisa engga? It‟s classified 
in tag switching to emphasize 
meaning. 
 
29. 
“Do you want to go with me?” 
kalian dengernya “tu go” apa “te 
go”?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential switching to ease 
communication to the students to get 
their opinions.  
Datum 
029/Intra/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/08:01-08:06 
  √         √   
 
30. 
That‟s ok, nomor dua “could” 
temennya could ada apa? Ada 
should, ada would, like “ hey would 
you like to marry me?” ; “oh yes I 
will marry with you”; itu “would”  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
some code switchings. First, the 
lecturer used intrasentential .Second, 
the lecturer used intersentential to 
ease communication to the students. 
Third, the lecturer used tag switching 
to emphasize meaning of the matery. 
 
 
 
Datum 
030/Intra+Inter+Tag/+
EC+EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/08:10-08:22 
√ √ √      √   √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
31. 
“Should” like “hey what should I 
do?”; “oh you should hang out” gitu 
ya. 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used tag 
switching in the end of the utterance 
to emphasize meaning about the 
example that her means. 
Datum 
031/Tag/Em/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/08:23-08:40 
√        √      
 
32. 
Ok another words ini juga, if you 
still pronounce “o” it‟s very “bold”, 
aku bilang suaranya yang jelas 
banget itu bold ya, bold “o”  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code sitching. First, the lecturer used 
intra-sentential to emphasize 
meaning that what the lecturer 
means. Second, lecturer used 
intersentential to ease to 
communication to explain the 
matery.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Datum 
032/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
08:42-08:53 
 √ √      √   √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
33. 
It has to be “ I wanna go with you”; 
“I wanna go” bahasa inggris itu 
engga punya suara bulet ya, there is 
no “o” in english like “who, know, 
go” itu engga ada  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switchings. First, the lecturer 
intersentential to .Second, the 
lecturer used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning based on her 
explanation.  
Datum 
033/Inter+Intra/ 
EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
08:54-09:08 
 √ √      √      
 
34. 
So, we use be formed, so you get it 
pronounce it well, kalau suara bulet 
biasa mungkin “go with you” 
selesai, padahal seharusnya “go” 
are you feel it?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasenrtential to ease 
communication to the students based 
on the matery and also intrasentential 
to emphasize meaning to make 
clarification about the true 
pronounciation.  
 
Datum 
034/Intra+Intra/EC+ 
EM/Vid.1/Speak.C 
/09:10-09:20 
  √      √   √   
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35. 
Kerasa engga? Jadi nadanya turun 
gitu lho, kalian tau bedanya engga? 
“you wanna go with me”; “you 
wanna go with me”  
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer ask the opinion from the 
students based on the example, 
classified in intersentential switching 
and student‟s background and mixed 
ability classes, because the 
knowledge each of the students are 
different.  
Datum 
035/Inter/SB/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/09:21-09:35 
 √         √    
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
36. 
“Snow” itu bukan “Snow” it could 
be “Snow” you need to try, cara 
yang paling gampang look at 
yourself in front of the mirror and 
then see if you got it, kalau egga ada 
bedanya “aduh enek opo yo?”  
Explanation: The lecturer used three 
code switching. First, used Tag 
switching to emphasize meaning 
based on the example. Second, used 
intrasentential to ease to 
communication. Third, used 
intersentential to ethnic identity 
maker because there was Javanese 
language.  
Datum 
036/Intra+Intra+Inter/ 
EM+EC+QS/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/09:37-09:50 
 √ √  √    √   √   
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37. 
You have hold your mouth to know, 
“go” ok wes bener, karna ini 
bergerak kalau ini engga bergerak, 
you still miss pronounce  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the middle of the 
utterance that classified in ethnic 
identity maker because there is 
Javanese langauge.  
Datum 
037/Inter/EI/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/09:51-10:04 
 √   √          
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
38. 
You need to try again, anything of 
the sounds entah itu mau “a”, “e”.  
“I can not feel the air this room”, it‟s 
not “air (er)” but it‟s “air (ea)” it‟s 
without “r”  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer just used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning based on the 
matery. 
Datum 
038/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/10:05-10:20 
  √      √      
 
39. 
“I love you” the sounds to be like “I” 
like “a”, em “I” one else, apa lagi?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer just used 
Intra-sentential in the end of the 
utterance classified in class size and 
Datum 
039/Intra/MD/Vid.1/S
peak.C/10:21-10:30 
  √       √     
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maintaining discipline to get opinion 
from the students.  
40. 
What‟s a? What‟s a? apa lagi? Give 
me another example why you watch 
to me?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer just used 
intra-sentential  in the middle of the 
sentence and to class size and 
maintaining disciplineto the students. 
Datum 
040/Tag/MD/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/10:38-10:48 
  √       √     
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
41. 
Emmm... “ue” like “Pure” jadi 
bukan bukan “pure” atau “puer”, 
P-U-R-E itu lho, but it‟s “pue”, “my 
love is you, it‟s that pure”  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching inher 
utterance to ease communication to 
give the example to the students. 
Datum 
041/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/10:50-10:58 
 √          √   
 
42. 
“you want to help me, sure?” not 
“suer” there is no “er” in the word of 
“sure”, Paham? 
Explanation: The lecturer just used 
tag switching in the end of her 
utterance and classified in emphasize 
meaning.  
Datum 
042/Tag/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/10:59-11:07 
√        √      
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43. 
Next, eemm... ini sudah dibahas, 
“cant”, you can say “I cant” or you 
can say “I can not” whatever  
 
Explanation: The lecturer just used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
that the matery in power point was 
already to explained.  
Datum 
043/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/11:08-11:21 
  √      √      
 
44. 
This one the other example of  “I 
have low talks to do” you can say “I 
have low talks to do” in the middle 
sentence become “of”, “do you have 
money”;  
“oh I have a lot of money”; “do you 
have time?”; “I have a lot of time”; 
“do you have friend?”; “I have a lot 
of friends”, not  
“lot of”, jadi begitu  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer gave some examples and in 
the end of the utterance the lecturer 
used tag switching to emphasize 
meaning of the explanation about the 
example before. 
 
 
 
 
Datum 
044/Tag/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/11:22-11:52 
√        
√ 
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
45. 
Kecuali kalau didepan ya, “hey, can 
you help me?”; “of course”, ya 
engga bisa ofcourse (digabung)  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switching in the beginning and 
the end of her utterance. First, used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
that true example. Second, also used 
intrasentential. 
Datum 
045/Intra+Intra/ES/ 
Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
11:53-11:59 
  √      √      
 
46. 
we can say “anyway” when the 
respon was actually not based on the 
expectation, ya kan?  
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer just used tag switching in the 
end of her utterance to emphasize 
meaning to get agreement from the 
students. 
Datum 
046/Tag/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/12:05-12:16 
√        √      
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
47. 
Next, ini tadi sudah, even “r” in the 
miror in the sentences, you can 
pronounce it,” if you free” not “if 
you are free” jadi suaranya engga 
Cuma “e” tapi ada “r”  
 
Datum 
047/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
12:17-12:36 
 √ √      √   √   
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Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switchings. First, in the 
beginning of her utterance used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
that the matery was wrong. Second, 
in the end of her utterance used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to explain the correct 
pronounciation. 
48. 
Next, “but anytimes” apa sih artinya 
“ but anytimes”, kalik, mungkin, 
kalau kalau gitu  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used code 
switching in the middle of her 
utterance that classified in 
intrasentential and class size and 
maintaining discipline to get 
feedback from the students. The end 
of her utterance the lecturer used 
intrasentential to ease 
communication to gave some 
example.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Datum 
048/Intra+Intra/MD+
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
12:37-12:45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  √       √  √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
49. 
Ini tadi bener bilangnya “chance” 
but some of you say “changes”, “I 
changes myself in front of the 
mirror”; “sometimes I have chance to 
be with you”, itu chance, “change”, 
“chance” paham ya? Perubahan 
“changeces”, kesempatan 
“chances”  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used three 
code switchings. First, in the 
beginning used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning to clarification 
the correct pronounciation. Second. 
In the middle used tag switching to 
emphasize meaning. Third, in the 
end used intersentential to explaining 
and translaiting unkwon terms. 
Datum 
049/Intra+Tag+Inter/ 
EM+EM+ET/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/12:47-13:07 
√ √ √      √    √  
 
50. 
If in Indonesia language, misalnya 
“Amar mencalonkan diri menjadi 
ketua HMJ tapi dia tidak punya 
rekan sama sekali” engga punya 
peluang,  kalau di bahasa Indonesia 
kadang bilangnya chance 
“peluang”, pernah denger? Ok bye  
 
 
Datum 
050/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/13:09-13:26 
 √          √   
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Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intersentential because 
full in theend of her utterance used 
Indonesian language to ease 
communication to the students to 
ease explain about the matery. 
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
51. 
Next, “sundaynight” ini sering saya 
nemu beberapa temen-temen kalau 
misalnya ketemu huruf yang seperti 
ini ada 3 consonant bareng-bareng, 
mereka bilangnya “night (naeg)” ; 
naeg kemana bro? “night” you can 
pronounce the last first, “night”, you 
know?” bukan n”naeg” “hey, ok see 
you to naeg”, to naeg what?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersenteial in the middle of her 
utterance to ease communication to 
the students that the lecturer explain 
about the matery.  
Datum 
051/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/13:28-13:58 
 √          √   
 
52. 
You just pronounce the “t” not the 
“g” not the “h”, ok? Jadi jangan ada 
lagi yang bilang “ok see you to 
naeg” ya, whatever  
Datum 
052/Intra+Tag/EM+ 
EM/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
13:59-14:06 
√  √      √      
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Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used code switching to 
emphasize meaning what she said, 
classified in intrasentential and the 
end of the utterance the lecturer used 
tag switching also to emphasize 
meaning.  
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
53. 
Next, if you want to say dijemput 
bilang “pick me up”; “pick you up” 
bukan “pick up me” atau “pick up 
you” or if you want to say yang lain, 
you can say “fetch me up” as so far 
to be same with pick, tapi kalau pick 
tempatnya pasti kalau fetch 
misalnya “hey where are you?; “I 
can lost, fetch me up” aku nyasar 
susulin gitu  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used some code switching. 
First, dijemput bilang classified in 
intrasentential to emphasize 
meaning. Second, bukan used tag 
switching to emphasize  meaning. 
Third , atau and yang lain also used 
tag switching to emphasize meaning. 
Datum 
053/Intra+Tag+Tag+ 
Inter+Tag/EM+EM+ 
EM+EC+EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/14:07-14:40 
√ √ √      √   √   
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Fourth, the lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to explain the 
differences of the matery. Five , the 
lecturer also used tag switching to 
emphasize meaning.   
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
54. 
Jadi “fetch” F-E-T-C-H itu buat 
yang nyusul gitu, misalnya “sir, I 
late, I must to go”; “fetch me up”, 
tunggu sebentar ya gitu, kalau pick 
kan sudah pasti “Amar pick me up 
ibu yustin” misalnya ; “ok”, kamu 
langsung kerumahnya kan  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switchings. First, used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
to make clearly to the students. 
Second, used intersentential to quote 
someone to make an easy example.  
Datum 
054/Intra+Inter/EM+
QS/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
14:41-14:54 
 √ √    √  √      
 
55. 
Next this one, make an obey, the first 
meeting I keep saying then after I 
saying something, do you notice 
that? Nyadar engga saya sering 
banget ngomong pakai then 
dibelakang gitu.  
Datum 
055/Inter/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/14:55-15:05 
 √       √      
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Explanation: The lecturer just used 
intersentential in the end of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning to 
the students. 
56. 
“ok fine then”; “see you then”; “ok 
go a head then”. Itu sering banget, 
jadi masalah gaya doang sih  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication that what she often 
sain in English language.  
Datum 
056/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/15:05-15:13 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
57. 
So some of you can say “so”, “so” is 
going to be more formal than next. 
So emmm... say like “ok, so I‟m 
going to see you next week”, for me 
very awkward “I‟m going to see you 
next week, then”, sama sebenernya  
 
Explanation: The lecturer just used 
intra-sentential in the end of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning 
based on the matery that she 
explained. 
 
Datum 
057/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/15:14-15:37 
  √      √      
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58. 
Bedanya “then” ini bisa berbagai 
versi misalnya, “ok I will to tell you 
about making juice, first pill the 
manggos then cut it up, itu adverb 
untuk menerangkan urutan, kalau 
ini engga ada hubungan sama 
urutan babarblas , it‟s like the end 
of conversation  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning 
about the differences of the matery. 
In the end of her utterance, the 
lecturer used intersentential to ease 
communication to the students.  
Datum 
058/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
15:39-16:09 
 √ √      √   √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
59. 
Misalnya ini aku rame nih sama 
pacar, huh pacar orang misalnya, 
“bla bla bla bla bla, ok fine then”, 
selesai jadi kalau aku udah bilang 
“fine then” kamu engga usah buka 
omongan lagi, aku kelar, I‟m done 
with that, paham?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used three 
code switchings. First, used 
intersentential to eace 
communication to make an example. 
Datum 
059/Inter+Inter+Tag/ 
EC+EM+EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/16:10-16:27 
√ √       √   √   
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Second, used intersentential to 
emphasize meaning about the 
matery. Third, used tag switching to 
emphasize meaning.  
60. 
So, when every single time you need 
“then” in the end of the sentence, it‟s 
means done, berarti itu akhir dari 
pembicaraan, jangan awal-awal 
kamu ngomong itu tadi keluar gitu, 
why you have it to do?  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intersentential to eace 
communication  
Datum 
060/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/16:28-16:38 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
61. 
So “then” is going to be the end of 
conversation. So, can you said like 
mostly then use  in informal cases,  
jadi kalau untuk acara formal 
jangan pakai then dibelakang, aduh 
jangan, pakailah “so”.  
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intersentential 
switching to emphasize meaning 
what she said and make a 
clarification to the students.  
Datum 
061/Inter/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/16:39-16:53 
 √       √      
 
62. Jadi “so” is going to be for formal Datum √        √       
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like meeting like academic in the 
classes use “so”, but when you speak 
with me you can use “then” all the 
time, ok?  
 
Explanation: In this lecturer the 
lecturer just used tag switching in the 
beginning of her utterance to 
emphasize meaning.  
062/Tag/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/16:54-17:04 
63. 
Next, “sounds good”, if you say 
“sounds (sound) good” it‟s not son, 
you can say “sounds good”; “sounds 
great”; “sounds awesome”; “sounds 
ok”; “sounds eemmm... so so, sounds 
whatever, ok ini kedengarannya 
bagus, you know what I mean  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the middle of her 
utterance to eace communication 
Datum 
063/Intra/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/17:05-17:28 
  √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
64. 
Next, for asking me anyway, last 
time I said that “we can say 
“anyway” when the respon actually 
not based on the expectation, ya 
kan? Kok ini ngomongnya iya, kan 
awalnya engga dulu, jadi bilangnya 
Datum 
064/Inter+intar/EC/ 
Vid.1/Speak.C/17:29-
17:50 
 √ √         √   
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tetep for asking me anyway 
walaupun dengan perubahan 
jawab, tapi tetep gunakan anyway, 
“see you then, ok see you”  
Explanation: The lecturer in this 
utterance used intersentential and 
intra-sentential switching to ease 
communication to the students that 
she explained about the matery so 
far.  
65. 
This one  the example and also the 
information about how to pronounce 
a word expectialy the word formed 
and the sound formed when you 
learn in the pronounciation classes 
but, agak ngeganjel kalau misalnya 
you keep wrong pronounciation in 
this class. Jadi, kaya gatel mau 
benerin, gimana ya biar bener 
mulai dari sekarang walaupun 
belum sampe be formed, but it‟s ok  
Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switchings. In the  middle the 
lecturer used intrasentential to 
changimg of the topic after the 
lecturer explain about the matery. 
Second, in the end of her utterance 
used interasentential to affective 
function about the lecturer‟s feeling.. 
Datum 
065/Intra+Inter/CT+ 
AF/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
17:51-18:16 
 √ √   √  √       
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
66. 
Sampai sini, do you have any 
question before we jump to the next?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used tag 
switching in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning that 
the matery was done. 
Datum 
066/Tag/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/18:17-18:24 
√        √      
 
67. 
Ok. Let‟s see about the invitation 
itself, ini engga usah dibahas tau 
kan ya, how the reaction, how the 
revolution bla bla bla bla  
 
Explanation: The lecturter used 
intrasentential in the middle of  her 
utterance to emphasize meaning that 
the matery was done to explain. 
Datum 
067/Intra/EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/18:25-18:33 
  √      √      
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
68. 
Ini sering banget ya kalian 
bilangnya “such as” bilang aja 
“such as (es)” gitu, and then written 
no pronounce the “w”; “written”; 
“I‟m Writting” ok? Jangan “oh I‟m 
writting (wraiting)   
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
Datum 
068/Inter+Tag+Tag/ 
SB+EM+EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/20:37-21:04 
√ √       √  √    
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intersentential in the beginning of the 
utterance and classified in student‟s 
background and mixed ability classes 
because most of the students wrong 
to pronounce it. In the middle of the 
utterance the lecturer used tag 
switching to emphasize meaning 
about what her explain before. The 
end of the utterance also used tag 
switching to emphasize meaning.  
69. 
So, this is “answer”; “can you 
answer my question?”. So, penanda 
yang jelas invitation apa?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching in the end 
of her utterance to changing of the 
topic to ask the opinion from the 
students.  
Datum 
069/Inter/CT/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/21:20-21:45 
 √    √         
 
70. 
What is the different about the 
invitation and non invitation? Yang 
haruse jelas apanya? What is even, 
where, when, what‟s you bring. Itu 
invitation, kalau cuman kadang-
kadang maybe is not invitation, so 
let‟s focus to do invitation  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intrasentential in the 
 
 
 
Datum 
070/Intra+Tag+Intra/ 
EC+EM+EM/Vid.1/ 
Speak.c/21:50-22:20 
 
 
√  √      √   √   
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middle utterance to ease 
communication to ask question to the 
students. Itu c,lassified in tag 
switching to emphasize meaning. 
The last one used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning.  
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
71. 
Spoken invitation itu yang kita 
ngomong face to face “Amar besok 
dateng ya aku ulang tahun” gitu 
misalnya it‟s spoken invitation  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the middle of the 
sentence to ease communication, the 
end of the utterance used 
intersentential to quote someone to 
make an example. 
Datum 
071/Intra+Inter/EC+ 
QS/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
22:21-22:27 
 √ √    √     √   
 
72. 
Some others use writting, nikahan 
misalnya nikahan kadang orang 
males dateng ya, atau mungkin 
wisuda, wisuda kadang pakek kok, 
tapi kadang enggak pake undangan 
sih cuman biasanya dateng  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the end of her 
utterance to ease communication to 
Datum 
072/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/22:28-22:49 
 √          √   
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explain the matery so far. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
73. 
Ada yang punya facebook? Do you 
have any facebook account?  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturter used intersentential to eace 
communication to the students.  
Datum 
073/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Speak.C/23:26-23:34 
 √          √   
 
74. 
Ok, have you ever got a take on an 
even from your friends? Misalnya 
ini ada drama bla bla bla bla, itu 
kan formnya beda sama post biasa 
kan, then you can see in the corner 
of your page is going to be “will you 
come to the even” kalau engga 
salah sih gitu, ada 2 pilihannya yes 
no, InshaAllah engga ada 
pilihannya, pernah liat engga?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the middle of her 
utterance to ease communication to 
make an example. In the end of her 
utterance the lecturer used 
intrasentential to ease 
communication to get feedback from 
the students.  
Datum 
074/Intra+Intra+EC+ 
EC/Vid.1/Speak.C/ 
23:40-24:07 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  √         √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
75. 
Go (mempersilahkan duduk) enough. 
Gitu lah minimal.  
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning that she wants to 
perform in front of class. 
Datum 
075/Intra/EM/Vid.2/ 
Speak.C/10:27-10:31 
  √      √      
 
76. 
Jadi, silahkan dikira-kira sendiri, 
aku ngomong ping piro, koe 
ngomong ping piro. Minimal tiga 
tiga, jangan sampai Cuma sekali 
aja terus “opo meneh, opo meneh”. 
Jotak-jotakan gitu.  Mungkin cubit-
cubitan siapa yang mulai. “koe sik 
to, koe sik to” then “ok thank you, 
thank you, wes yo mundur”  
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intersentential to 
explain that she means and classified 
in ethnic identity maker because 
there is Javanese language and eace 
to communication 
Datum 
076/Inter/EI+EC/Vid.
2/Speak.C/10:34-
11:02 
 √   √       √   
 
77. 
Minggu depan hari Selasa we gonna 
be the batle and if you already to 
absent today and he or she not make 
it the group, tidak masuk misalnya 
Datum 
077/Inter+Intra/EM+ 
EM/Vid.2/Speak.C/ 
13:38-14:13 
 √ √      √      
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karna sakit, you can contact me.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to emphasize meaning 
in the beginning of her utterance and 
used also intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning to make a 
clarification. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
78. 
Come on, what time is it? Come 
come come come, almost twelve. 
Kalau   tidak ada, ndak pa pa lho 
ya, I know and I can move from  this 
class.   
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the middle of her 
utterance to eace communication 
after she ask one of the students to 
performs. 
Datum 
078/Inter/EC/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/14:15-14:24 
 √          √   
 
79. 
No one? That‟s it, ok that‟s it. So, 
today you only make one, two, three, 
four,five, six, there is six persons 
perfom  today, so I will only, eh tadi 
siapa yang terakhir? Malfin, oh 
Malfin belum, seven, one two three, 
four, six, seven, Malvin to be seven. 
Datum 
079/Intrer/CT/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/14:26-15:02 
 √    √         
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Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the middle of her 
utterance to changing of the topic 
after waiting the students to performs 
and make a clarification. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
80. 
So, I will only announce the best 
perform today and I goes to Milla. 
Congratulations Milla and to the 
others, next week I‟m going to 
announce you, siapa yang terbaik 
dansiapa yang terendah, it means 
you can prepare yourself, your 
mental, your fisical thinks to come 
back to the last, you know, 
challenge, because maybe it‟s going 
to be the only way to fix the score, if 
you already to needs the UAS there 
is no way to be turn back, there is no 
way  to be material, the fixing point 
and the anything, there is nothing.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer was 
explain about the results of the 
student‟s performs and used code 
switching in the middle of her 
utterance classified in intrasentential 
to emphasize the meaning that she 
Datum 
080/Intra/EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/15:05-15:58 
  √      √      
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means and continue about the rules 
of the examination. 
 
81. 
So this one is a deal, I will never 
changes even though you good, even 
though you beautiful, even though 
you sweet and nice, this score is 
done. So  in the end I want to 
calculate and  aku akan 
memperlihatkan skornya sebelum 
UAS. 
 
Explanation: The lecturer explained 
about the rules to got the score and in 
the end of her utterance, she used 
intrasentential switching to 
emphasize meaning when she wants 
to show the score. 
Datum 
081/Intra/EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/16:00-16:17 
  √      √      
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
82. 
Jadi, nanti sebelum UAS aku sudah 
share nilainya supaya you know or 
maybe like mungkin kalau perlu 
aku post di group and then you can 
saw your  friends, right?  
  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning 
Datum 
082/Intra+Intra/EM+ 
EC/Vid.3/Speak.C/ 
16:05-16:37 
  √      √   √   
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utterance to emphasize the meaning 
about the score. Second, in the 
middle of the utterance used 
intrasentential to ease 
communication to make it clearly to 
be understand. 
83. 
I will send to the Malvin and Malvin 
can send in the group, so, everyone 
knows in which range are you, near 
the bottom or near the top.  Jadi biar  
nanti ketika UAS, kalian hampir 
UAS. I believe you or ready to 
prepare to the UAS and we still have 
two or three the materials that could 
be inculding to the drama.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the middle of her 
utterance to ease communication to 
the students and make it understand 
about the score rules. 
Datum 
083/Inter/EC/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/16:39-17:08 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
84. 
I thing I need to inform you that the 
project UAS is going to be drama, so 
the group is up to you, you can 
choose by yourself maximum five, 
minimum  four, Jadi, empat lima per 
Datum 
084/Intra+Intra+Inter/
ET+EM+EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/17:09-17:59 
 √ √      √    √  
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grup, but this same I choose the 
materials to be  put on your the 
drama, materi yang harus masuk it 
is from me, the team you can prepare 
yourself, yang pasti materi dari 
minggu pertama kita ketemu dari  
mulai introduction and the quises 
quises harus  masuk semuanya. 
 
Explanation: The lecturer was 
explain about the project UAS and 
used some code switchings there. 
First, Jadi, empat lima per grup, 
classified in intrasentential 
explaining and translaiting unkwon 
terms. Second, used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning what the 
materials to UAS. Third, used 
intersentential to emphasize meaning 
what the main of  the rules of the 
UAS. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
85. 
Jadi, semoga masih inget kita 
belajar “how to tell direction, how to 
make something, how to invite 
someone, one else, apa lagi 
kemarin?  
 
Datum 
084/Intra+Intra/EC+ 
EC/Vid.3/Speak.C/ 
18:00-18:13 
  √         √   
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Explanation: The lecturer used two 
code switching in the beginning and 
the end of her utterance. First, 
classified in intrasentential to ease 
communication to make cleary to 
students. Second, classified in 
intrasentential to eace 
communication because the lecturer 
needs feedback from  the students. 
86. 
So, you can put any material to your 
drama, you must to be insecuence 
dalam artian gini , pertama- tama 
apa ya, oh pertama introduction 
taruh diawal,   nggak perlu jadi bisa 
di mets up, mau tau-tau ada 
percakapan muncul di tengah 
boleh, jadi tidak harus percakapan 
pertama intro dimasukin di awal  
drama, itu tidak perlu. Jadi intinya 
materinya silahkan pilih sendiri.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer was 
explained about the rules of UAS 
and used  intersentential to ease 
communication to the students to 
make it clearly. 
 
 
 
Datum 
086/Inter/EC/Vid.3/Sp
eak.C/18:13-18:54 
 √          √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
87. 
But I say to previews the project, 
silahkan dibuat drama yang 
senatural mungkin.    
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to 
emphasize meaning.    
Datum 
087/Inter/EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/18:57-19:07 
 √          √   
 
88. 
I want to see drama about princess or 
princesses or maybe you became to 
be president Jokowi or apa yang 
kalian inginkan. just you and your 
friend doing something like daily 
activity you make a in the story. 
Okee?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential switching in the 
middle of her utterance to ease 
communication to make it 
understanding. 
Datum 
088/Intra/EC/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/19:09-19:58 
  √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
89. 
Make it better than in the drama. 
Hari selasa depan I will inform you 
the best result for your drama, drama 
for your test and saw you the best 
Datum 
089/Intra/EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/ 20:00-20:14 
  √      √      
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video.. 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential switching in the 
middle of her utterance to emphasize 
meaning about the day to inform th 
results to the students  
   
 
90. 
It is going to be so many size like 
mungkinceritanya, 
pronounciationnya,   everything, 
okey? Any questions?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential when she explain 
about the matery to ease 
communication to the students. 
 
Datum 
090/Intra/EC/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/20:16-20:28 
  √         √   
 
91. 
Buat minggu depan tidak ada kuis 
jadi minggu depan, I going to saw 
you about the video.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to 
emphasize meaning that make the 
clarrification about the meeting to 
next week. 
 
Datum 
091/Inter/EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/20:30-20:38 
 √       √      
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
92. 
So, prepare yourself atleast mulai 
hari ini harus sudah ngumpulin 
jumlah grupnya. Siapa setiap 
grupnya ysng nanti akan dipilih dan  
kira-kira mau bikin cerita apa?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to ease 
communication to rules the 
examination . 
Datum 
092/Inter/EC/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/ 21:02-21:27 
 √          √   
 
93. 
Nanti minggu depan sekaligus I 
want to share what are the three 
materials yang belum kita bahas jadi 
harus wajib ain masuk divideomu. 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning and 
used intrasentential to ease 
communication in the end of her 
utterance. 
Datum 
093/Intra+Intra/EM+ 
EC/Vid.3/Speak.C/ 
21:30-21:41 
  √      √   √   
 
94. 
You can got it? Paham? Do you 
understand? Thank you very much 
today, we will see you next week, 
wassallamualaikum, bye. 
Explanation: The lecturer just used 
tag switching to emphasize meaning. 
Datum 
094/Tag/EM/Vid.3/ 
Speak.C/21:43-21:54 
√        √      
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
95. 
Ngumumin rame-rame di depan 
orang itu pernah enggak sih? For 
anthing about the informations and in 
the locations. Misalnya apa?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer 
intersentential to expression to 
solidarity in the beginning of her 
utterance because need feedback 
from the strudents. In the end of the 
utterance also used intrasentential to 
ease communication . 
Datum 
095/Inter+Intra/ES+ 
EC/Vid.4/Speak.C/ 
00:20-00:27 
 √ √ √        √  √ 
 
96. 
Kalau misalnya ini acaranuya lebih 
private, like birthday it‟s gonna be 
private right? I‟m not going to be 
invite the whole people in the world 
to comes to my birthday  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
about the concept of the example. 
Datum 
096/Intra/EM/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/00:44-00:51 
  √      √      
 
97. 
: I‟m gonna make a private. Kenapa 
harus dibikin private? Kenapa tidak 
pakai towak masjid gitu biar lebih 
irit kan? Why?  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
Datum 
097/Inter/EC/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/00:52-00:59  √          √   
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intersentential to make an example 
and explained about the matery to 
make funny class, so classified in 
eace communication 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
98. 
Maksutnya “eh teman-teman besok 
aku ulang tahun ya. Nadia, Shee, 
Amri, Iqbal, Amar, eemmm.... 
Ridwan, Yoga, eeeemmm....., 
Zainal, Siti, Aminah dateng ya, 
yang lain apa kabar? Baper tidak 
kira-kira?  So to prefence it‟s an of 
thinks, It could be invite it in private.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication because the lectyrer 
make an example to make easy 
understanding and make it little a bit 
a joke. 
Datum 
098/Inter/EC/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/01:00-01:26 
 √          √   
 
99. 
It is quotizing, the person that invite 
bla bla bla, tadi yang aku bilang you 
have to say thank you at first, and 
even though you can not comes you 
have give your reason  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to emphasize the 
Datum 
099/Intra/EM/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/03:33-03:43 
  √      √      
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meaning that before the lecturer said 
it, to make student to be remember. 
100. 
And then, kalau misalnya kalian itu 
mengundang tidak menjelaskan 
hari tanggalnya. “hey yuk datang 
ulang tahunku ya”, “ok I will”. Lah 
kapan, misalnya. Yang ngundang 
pergi terus kamu bertanya-tanya 
dalam hati kan?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to explain 
about the example to ease 
communication to the students the 
lecturer explain it in Indonesian 
language. 
Datum 
100/Inter/EC/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/03:44-03:57 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
101. 
Jadi mending, asking about the 
details. Jadi misalnya punya kerja, 
mending “ngundang ke perkawinan 
ya guys tanggal sekian, di gedung 
ini. Tapi kalau misalnya engga, we 
can asking, “when?”, “where?”, 
“What‟s I bring?”, “what the 
dresscode?” anything, biar tidak 
salah kostum.  
 
Datum 
101/Inter+Intra/EM+ 
EC+EM/Vid.4/Speak.
C/03:59-04:29 
 √ √      √   √   
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Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intra-sentential in the 
beginning of the utterance to 
emphasize meaning. In the middle, 
used intersentential to ease 
communication to explain the mater. 
In the end used intrasentential to 
emphasize meaning.  
102. 
And then, inviting informal, ini 
Cuma buat formal you may ask buat 
basa-basi doang nanya “mau 
dibawain apa?”  
 
Explanation: First, the lecturer used 
intra-sentential to emphasize 
meaning. Second, used intra-
sentential to quote someone to gave 
n axample.  
 
 
 
Datum 
102/Intra/EM+QS/Vid
.4/Speak.C/ 
04:40-04:43 
  √    √  √      
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
103. 
Kalau misalnya ini undangan yang 
formal banget, misalnya. Eeemm.... 
formal would be wedding, 
eemmm..... maybe wisuda misalnya.  
 
Datum 
103/Inter+Intra/EM+ 
EM/Vid.4/Speak.C/ 
04:44-04:55 
 √ √      √      
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Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the 
beginning of her utterance to 
emphasize meaning about the 
matery. In the end of her 
utterance the lecturer used 
intrasentential to emphasize 
meaning.  
104. 
“hey you can comes in my 
graduation next week”, “ oh really, 
what must I bring?” terserahkan ini 
kan you can ask before, ini formal 
misalnya jadi kalau kamu jadi 
pendamping wisuda kamu engga 
usah bawa rantangan kamu Cuma 
bawa badan gitu. Jadi pendamping 
wisuda bawa rantangan kan engga 
lucu  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the end of her 
utterance to ease communication to 
explained the example sofar. 
Datum 
104/Inter/EC/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/04:56-05:12 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
105. 
Tapi, kalau misalnya diundang 
temen buat kerja kelompok “hey, 
going to my house to learn about the 
speaking test”. “ ok what‟s time?” 
Datum 
105/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.4/Speak.C/ 
05:16-05:36 
 √ √      √   √   
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“at 7 p.m.”, misalnya nawarin apa, “ 
have I bring something?”, “you have 
not to”. Misalnya basa-basi. Tapi 
sebenernya dibawain juga seneng 
sih, semisal ngga usah bawa tapi 
pas datangnya “engga bawa apa- 
apa loe?”.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to th beginning of the 
utterance to emphasize meaning 
about the example. In the end of her 
utteranse used intersententtial to eace 
communication from the example to 
give a joke.  
 
 
 
 
106. 
Ini basa-basi, not trust human if he 
say “engga usah sih loe datang aja 
cukup kok” hahaa I know  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning that 
it‟s just an example. In the middle of 
the utterance the lecturer used 
intersentential to quote someone in 
give an example. 
 
 
 
 
Datum 
106/Intra+Inter/EM 
+QS/Vid.4/Speak.C/ 
05:38-05:53 
 √ √    √  √      
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
107. 
: If an invitation can‟t comes. You 
must be give reason like “just give 
me a raeson...“ itu lagu  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the end of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning that 
it‟s was just a liyric song. 
Datum 
107/Intra/EM/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/05:58-06:04 
  √      √      
 
108. 
Jika itu reason yang dibuat- buat 
karna kamu beneran engga bisa at 
least jangan menolak dg saklek I 
mean to the point like “hey, do you 
want to come my party?”; “no”; “ oh 
ok, thank you”  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to emphasize meaning 
about the matery that she explained. 
Datum 
108/Inter/EM/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/06:05-06:13 
 √       √      
 
109. 
Kalau misalnya engga bisa “ oh.. 
congratulation for your graduation, 
but I can not comes I have work that 
I do” misalnya.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning. In 
Datum 
109/Intra+Tag/EM+ 
EM/Vid.4/Speak.C/ 
06:15-06:27 
√  √      √      
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the end of her utterance the lecturer 
used tag switching to emphasize 
meaning again that it‟s just an 
example. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
110. 
At least just make some reasons, 
maksutnya kalau sebenarnya kamu 
“duh males banget sih dateng ke 
acaranya” misalnya. Make a reason, 
it‟s just your feeling but don‟t told 
him, misalnya  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to quote someone to 
maka an example. 
Datum 
110/Inter/QS/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/06:27-06:36 
 √     √        
 
111. 
If  impossible, you can suggest 
another time, ini kalau mungkin, 
once again ini kalau informal. 
Kalau kamu diundang ke kawinan 
kamu engga bisa jangan suggest 
anothe time, it‟s not your ready  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential emphasize meaning 
and used intersentential to ease 
communication to the students 
Datum 
111/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.4/Speak.C/ 
06:39-06:51 
 √ √      √   √   
 
112. “aku besok nikah dateng ya”; Datum  √          √    
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“aduh kalau lain waktu gimana?”, 
kamu kira-kira dulu nanti dapatnya 
apa kalau formal don‟t suggest 
another time  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential meaning to eace 
communication to give an example 
to easy to undertand 
112/Inter/EC/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/06:53-07:03 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
113. 
Ok, now the other types of invitation, 
eeemm siapa namaya deketnya Siti, 
emmm... iya Alvi sama Nadya, you 
can raed this the example of the 
dialogue  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to changing of the 
topic to ask the student to read the 
matery. 
Datum 
113/Inter/CT/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/07:05-07:21 
 √    √         
 
114. 
Ok, thank you. This one is invitation 
by phone, you can invite by calling 
“hello may I speak to Mia?”, 
misalnya itu boleh.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the end of her 
utterance after give an example and 
Datum 
114/Intra/EM/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/08:26-08:35 
  √      √      
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emphasize meaning that it‟s just an 
example. 
115. 
This one, ini, what‟s day wants to 
do?”  
Explanation: The lecturer used tag 
switching to explaining and 
translaiting the utterance before. 
Datum 
115/Tag/ET/Vid.4/ 
Speak.C/08:36-08:39 √            √  
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
116. 
If you compare that, this issues this 
political problems, economics or the 
other thinks, if you compare the 
political side, what‟s the most 
different between this two love 
stories. Do you think that romeo and 
juliet really care about the political 
think? Or you think that political is 
some can to born or no? ini cinta 
beneran atau engga kita engga tau 
ya?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used in 
intersentential eace communication 
because the lecturer need the 
feedback from  the students. 
Datum 
116/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/01:00-01:55 
 √          √   
 
117. 
Ok, I think it‟s same, yang kemarin 
di bahas pertama apa? Yang 
kemarin dibahas yang ada masalah 
Datum 
117/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/02:00- 03:11 
 √          √   
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ekonomi apa tadi? Apa yang 
kemarin di bahas sama Hida ya? 
Hampir sama ya, yang ini itu lebih 
couplelegic kalau yang kemarin itu 
lebih ke, apa namanya, lebih ke 
economy point of view  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to the students so far. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
118. 
Kalau semisal sekilas dilihat 
sebenarnya lebih condong 
romancenya, I mean that it‟s 
romance tragedy. Romeo and Juliet 
it‟s to be romance tragedy.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to ease 
communication to explained about 
the story. 
Datum 
118/EC/Vid.1/Drama.
C/03:13-03:23 
  √         √   
 
119. 
Lebih romantic yang mana, 
sebenarnya we have to choose the 
movie yang lain, mungkin lebih ke 
cinta banget.   
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
Datum 
119/Intra+Intra/EC+ 
EM/Vid.1/Drama.C/ 
03:25-03:29 
  √      √   √   
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intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to ease communication. In 
the end of her utterance used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
the conclusion. 
120. 
I think ceritanya lebih complicated 
ya, dia selingkuh and then ninggalin 
istrinya buat yang lebih perfect, apa 
segala macem, nanti selingkuh lagi 
sama yang sono, ini gagal nanti 
selingkuh lagi sama yang ini, jadi 
kayanya ini cinta beneran atau 
engga kan kita engga tau ya? 
Because I think the point is the both 
stay their wants each other  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to explained about 
the story. 
Datum 
120/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/03:30-03:59 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
121. 
Itu sama-sama gila kekuasaan 
engga sih? Like ini sebenarnya 
cintannya dewasa banget, engga 
seperti cintanya Romeo and Juliet 
yang cinta monyet, gua bodo amat 
yang penting sama elo selesai. Tapi, 
Datum 
121/Intra+Inter/EC+ 
EC/Vid.1/Drama.C/ 
04:00-04:59 
 √ √         √   
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kalau yang ini masih mikir banyak 
like it‟s like I love someone, I will to 
be a king and I will give you a 
kingdom  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to eace 
communication because the lecturer 
need feedback from the students. 
Second, the lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to the students. 
122. 
Ini cintanya dewasa banget 
sebenernya, bukan kaya cintanya 
Romeo and Juliet yang cinta 
monyet, kalau cintanya orang 
dewasa kan mikirnya banyak, engga 
loe sama gue selesai, mikir politik, 
ekonomi, sandang, papan,pangan, 
selingkuhan, apa segala macem, 
jadi cinta yang dewasa itu seperti 
ini sebenernya. Atleast the moral 
value is that quite interesting that we 
have to be eeemmm you know?  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to explained the 
story of the matery to make easy 
understand 
Datum 
122/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/05:00-05:59 
 √          √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
123. 
Lebih relate yang mana kalau 
dengan.. dengan kisah cinta yang 
sekarang. If will look at 2017 like 
pasangan jaman now, lebih relate 
Romeo and Juliet atau shakesper 
cleo patra?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to eace communication to 
get the feedback. And used intra-
sentential atau to emphasize 
meaning. 
Datum 
123/Inter+Intra/ES+ 
EM/Vid.1/Drama.C./ 
06:00-06:10 
 √ √      √   √   
 
124. 
Jadi sebenarnya gini, kalau 
misalnya orang jawa bilang 
“seorang sastrawan yang bagus itu 
adalah ketika karyanya bisa long 
last think sampai kapanpun” jadi 
you can see no like cleo patra we 
love story that similar to this one  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to Eace 
communication ro explained from 
the Javanese language. 
 
Datum 
124/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/06:12-06:47 
 √          √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
125. 
I think this is simple to the example, 
walaupun endingnya tidak harus 
menikah kan?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication  to get feedback from 
the students. 
Datum 
125/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/06:47-06:54 
 
 √          √   
 
126. 
I think it‟s almost same example, ada 
yang punya cerita engga? Kalau ini 
gampang banget dicerna 
sebenarnya  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to changing 
of the topic to ask to the students 
after she explained about the story. 
Datum 
126/Inter/CT/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/06:55-07:18 
 √    √         
 
127. 
It‟s like ini tu cerita kekinian banget 
sebenarnya, perebutan kekuasaan, 
menggangu yang kaya apa segala 
macem. Tapi kan Enteni menikah 
dengan Cleo patra Kan. He live 
luvia because it can see that Cleo 
Patra itu engga Cuma cantik 
sebenarnya, dia itu represent 
perempuan yang yang it‟s wow. 
Datum 
127/Inter+Tag/EC+ 
EM/Vid.1/Drama.C/ 
07:19-07:55 
√ √       √   √   
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Cantik iya, pinter iya, licik, iya, 
bodynya bagus iya, you know it‟s 
like the presentation of  perfect 
woman gitu.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to ease 
communication to explained the 
story before. In the end of the 
utterance the lecturer used tag 
switching to emphasize meaning. 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
128. 
Kalau versi jawanya, aku pernah 
denger, kalau versi jawanya itu 
Srikandi. Srikandi itu walaupun 
sudah punya suami, suaminya 
siapa? Arjuna bukan sih? Oh 
kendedes. Jadi hanya karena dia 
membuka betisnya laki-laki 
manapun itu bakal termehek-mehek 
gitu, jadi she is Cleo Patra versi 
jawa.  Yang dia bisa pilih any men 
entah itu married or unmarried.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential and intra-sentential to 
make ease communication to the 
students to explained the story. 
Datum 
128/Inter+Intra/EC+E
C/Vid.1/Drama.C/08:
00-08:40 
 √ √         √   
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129. 
Emang dia cantik iya, powerful iya 
yang cantik engga Cuma cantik 
doang because cantik itu banci juga 
bisa. Tapi ini bener-bener 
perempuan yang I think ever man 
juga terkagum-kagum , jujur deh. 
Perempuan yang beginian bikin 
mupen engga? 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential and Intra-sentential to 
ease communication to the students. 
 
 
Datum 
129/Inter+Intra/EC+ 
EC/Vid.1/Drama.C/08
:43-09:00 
 √ √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
130. 
It‟s that any queastions? Ada 
pertanyaan engga?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to 
Emphasize meaning to the students. 
Datum 
130/Inter./EM/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/09:01-09:13 
 √       √      
 
131. 
: I think kenapa ini di bilang 
romance, tragic love story, karna 
endingnya kalau bunuh diri itu 
endingnya bakal tragis ya engga  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to emphasize meaning 
and used  intersentential ease 
Datum 
131/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.1/Drama.C/ 
09:15-10:00 
 √ √      √   √   
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communication to the students. 
132. 
Is there any have quote? Oh bukan 
penikmat quote 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication. 
Datum 
132/Inter/EC/Vid.1/Dr
ama.C/10:01-10:15 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
133. 
Do you kind any quote that 
represented something? Karena 
biasanya ada yang bisa di quote 
kan?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication to the students to 
make an opinion. 
Datum 
133/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Intro.C/10:45-10:54 
 √          √   
 
134. 
What is a name?” kaya misalnya itu 
quote dari shakespear apalah arti 
dari sebuah nama gitu  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to quote somoone. 
Datum 
134/Inter/QS/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/10:55-11:02 
 √     √        
 
135. 
Ada yang menemukan quote yang 
menarik? It‟s not about you enjoy 
about the quote but the represent 
about you love it.  
Datum 
135/Inter/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/11:04-11:15 
 √          √   
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Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to eace 
communication toask a question to 
the students. 
136. 
Like, you know what it‟s nice quote 
about the wedding thinks, emmm... 
ada quote tentang pernikahan yang 
menurut aku tu itu menarik banget 
that it‟s related about pernikahan 
jaman now, yang bilang bahwa “ 
the weight of marriage it‟s really 
heavy, sometimes it takes 3, to hold 
it.”  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to ease 
communication to the 
students that she means. 
Datum 
136/Intra/EC/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/11:17-11:32 
  √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
137. 
Paham maksutnya ya? Because you 
not marriage, I am a wife, exactly oh 
iya ya, jadi beban pernikahan itu 
berat banget sampai-sampai kadang 
kita butuh 3 orang, So, kalian akan 
mengerti suatu saat nanti  
 
Datum 
137/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.1/Drama.C/ 
11:33-11:45  √ √      √   √   
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Explanatiopn: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning to 
ask question to the students. In the 
end of the utterance the lecturer used 
intersentrential to ease 
communication to the students. 
138. 
So, What is it? It is a comedy or 
tragedy. Actually. Tragedi itu ngak 
harus bunuh-bunuhan  dan komedi 
ngak selalu lucu. I mean like the 
plot which is quite, I know it is the 
tragedy the plot, sebenernya.  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
communication to explained the 
matery. In  the end of the utterance 
the lecturer used tag switching to 
emphasize meaning;. 
Datum 
138/Inter+Tag/EC+ 
EM/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 
02:23-04:01 
√ √       √   √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
139. 
Kalau semisal itu dibandingkan 
dengan punyanya fadhil tadi akan 
banyak bertentangan, I mean you 
know there is no loyalty based on the 
story. Maka, akan beda banget 
dengan punyanya hanang eh sorry, 
punyanya fadhil yang  porpose 
Datum 
139/Inter/EC/Vid.2/ 
Drama.C/04:04-04:35 
 √          √   
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banget bla bla bla.  
 
Explanation: The lectutrer used 
Intersentential to ease 
communication to explained what 
she means 
140. 
Ini tadi like secara singkat aja yang 
ini belum tau awal- awalnya jadi 
tadi  sama dengan keteranganya 
hanang, eh sorry, iya hanang sama 
restu soalnya dari satu tokoh the 
due of tennis, ya? Yang dia itu 
mengangkat dan  memerintah 
Claudio, right? Eh sorry Angelo, 
yang dipilih karena Angelio salah 
satu tokoh, salah satu anak muda  
yang main pepuritan sebenernya. 
Tau pepuritan ya?   
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching, Tag 
switching and intra-sentential  to 
ease communication and make it 
easy to understand. 
Datum 
140/Inter+Tag+Intra/E
C+EC+EC/Vid.2/Dra
ma.C/04:37-05:03 
√ √ √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
141. 
So, pepuritan it‟s means totaly 
communicate to religious thing dan 
dengan seseorang  yang beragama 
Datum 
141/Inter+Intra/EM+ 
EC/Vid.2/Drama.C/05
 √ √      √   √   
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macam itu jule kopenes ini percaya 
bahwa he can rule the.. teotery well. 
Biasanya kan gitu kan kalau orang 
yang agamis itu  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to 
emphasize meaning to explained the 
matery and intra-sentential to eace 
communication. 
:05-05:23 
142. 
Makanya dibilang si Claudio ini eh 
sorry si Angelo ini diminta untuk 
memerintah di  daerahnya untuk 
berkuasa. Lha salah satu... si 
Angelo ini, menutup beberapa 
rumah Bordyl yang like closing, you 
know like prostitute   place or things 
dan juga menjerat orang-orang 
yang  comited dalam hal seperti ini.  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to ease 
communication to explained the 
matery to the students and intra-
sentential to eace communication 
Datum 
142/Inter+Intra/EC+E
C/Vid.2/Drama.C/05:
27-05:41 
 √ √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
143. 
Like, kita membandingkan 
jaman...jaman era muncul kata 
Datum 
143/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
 √ √      √   √   
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“fuck” you now F-U-C- K, itu 
sebenernya singkatan dari 
Fornication Under Consent of the 
King, apa sih intinya, ya intinya  
gitu surat ijin bercinta gitu lho.   
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning and 
used intersentential to ease 
communication the students. 
EC/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 
05:43-05:59 
144. 
Jadi, if a door has design of labels, 
itu nanti sudah sah kalau ada yang 
berhubungan  sex in that place, 
kalau ngak  ada jadi itu illegal dan 
kalau tidak ada  you have to be 
exsecute it. Entah itu di right 
sentence atau mungkin you  know 
left sentence.   
 
Explanation: The lecturer used tag 
switching in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning and 
used intersentential to ease 
communication. 
Datum 
144/Tag=Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 
06:01-06:21 
√ √       √   √   
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NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
145. 
Iya, itu sebenernya penanda, jadi 
kalau misalnya ada f-u-c-k itu ada  
refersnya memang ke you know 
sexual thing, tapi kalau semisal 
bilangnya “fuck you” itu another 
term itu perkembangan bahasa.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential to emphasize 
meaning. Used The end of  he 
utterance used intrasentential to 
Explaning and translating unknown 
terms 
Datum 
145/Intra+Intra/ 
EM+EC/Vid.2/ 
Drama.C/06:23-06:57 
  √      √    √  
 
146. 
Lha yang terkenal salah satunya itu 
Claudio, iya kan?. Karena Claudio 
ini menghamili  dan you know he 
live, kita bilangnya prohibited, 
kumpul kebo sama  sire, ya pada 
akhirnya si Claudio ini mendpatkan 
hukuman mati rencananya. And  
then si claudio ini memutus Rusio 
untuk menemui adiknya yang 
namanya? Ya untuk apa? What 
from?   
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to ease 
Datum 
146/Inter+Intra/EC+E
C/Vid.2/Drama.C/06:
58-07:13 
 √ √         √   
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communication to the students and 
intra-sentential.  
147. 
But then,  what happen then?, what 
happen with the the Angelo fellings?,  
walaupun dia seorang yang 
pengertian sekalipun, ternyata apa? 
Dia bisa tergoda sama maryana,eh 
sorry isabella. 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to 
ease communication to the 
students. 
 
 
 
 
Datum 
147/Inter/EC/Vid.2/Dr
ama.C/17:14-17:23 
 √          √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
148. 
And then intinya ada dua cara, 
satunya adalah dengan... dan 
satunya lagi   apa? Kan ada dua 
pilihan, satu kakaknya dihukum 
mati atau dia dapat membebaskan 
kakaknya dengan cara” giving me a 
sex atau giving me a love 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential switching to 
emphasize meaning about the matery 
and Intra-sentential to eace 
Datum 
148/Inter+Intra/EM+E
C/Vid.2/Drama.C/17:
25-17:38 
 √ √      √   √   
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communication.  
149. 
Sebenernya kita disini tidak ada 
kata having sex ya, jadi,  do not 
think that in this  script you can find 
sex or having sex or maybe making a 
love. Disini Cuma ada kata “ make 
give me a love”, ya kan?  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance and to emphasize meaning. 
In the middle of the utterance the 
lecturer used tag switching to 
emphasize meaning. In the end of the 
utterance used  intrasentebtial to 
emphasize meaning 
Datum 
149/Intra+Tag+Intra/ 
EM+EM+EM/Vid.1/ 
Drama.C/17:40-17:57 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
√  √      √      
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
150. 
And then what happen then?, 
akhirnya keputusannya apa? Yang 
lucu sebenernya adalah si..sii 
Claudio ketika di peradui oleh si 
isabel itu reaksinya gimana?” Lho 
aku  bilang ni mas koe bebas, aku 
gelem ngene mbek kae” gitu 
reaksinya Claudio sendiri  gimana 
sebagai seorang kakak? Previous 
apa menerima? Ya maksutny dia  
Datum 
150/Inter/EC/Vid.2/ 
Drama.C/ 18:03-18:21 
 √          √   
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malah  bilang “kenapa sih kamu 
nggak mau berbaik hati 
menyelamatkanku? Toh ini juga 
Cuma berhubungan...berhubungan 
intim”  gitu kan? 
 
Explanation: In this utterance the 
lecturer used intersentential to ease 
communication to the students to 
make easy to understand. 
151. 
Kan nalarnya kalau dunia yang 
nyata itu kan “rasah lah ben aku 
mati wae”,  tapi dia  enggak kan 
faktanya? Jadi intinya ini tu lucu-
lucu menyakitkan gitu  Romantic  
tragedy, eh sorry,  Is like comedy 
and tragedy is the combination for  
those two.  
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentential to explained the 
matery and classified in quote 
someone and ethnic identity maker 
Datum 
151/Inter+tag/QS+EI/ 
Vid.2/Drama.C/ 
18:25-18:38 
√ √   √  √        
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
152. 
Well, I think there are a lot of 
definition of tragedy, it‟s just a mean 
that tragedy it‟s  mean the action is 
Datum 
152/Intra/EM/Vid.2/ 
Drama.C/19:04-19:27 
  √      √      
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going to be daily end, i mean from 
the plot  itself and because of sadness 
not beacuse of killing, itu juga salah 
satu   tragedi.  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
Intrasentential in the end of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning 
about the matery. 
153. 
Jadi, it‟s not to be happy ending. If in 
general we can say that “unhappy 
ending can be sad as tragedy forever. 
Jadi  jangan berpikir, kan hanang 
bilang tadi diawal  bahwa “ini is not 
be tragedy karena tokoh utamanya 
masih hidup, kan?. 
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential switching to eace 
communication  to get feedback from 
the students. 
 
Datum 
153/Intra/EC/Vid.2/ 
Drama.C/19:25-19:36 
  √         √   
 
NO. UTTERANCE CODING 
TYPES OF C.S REASONS OF C.S 
True/
False Tag Inter Intra 
HOLMES CHOWDURY 
ES EI CT QS AF EM MD SB EC ET ES 
154. 
Jadi penanda tragedy itu bukan 
tokoh utamanya meninggal, bukan, 
jadi  the story it self, the plot it self 
yang akan menujukkan bahwa itu  
adalah tragedy.   
Datum 
Intra+Intra/EM+EM/ 
Vid.2/Drama.C/  
20:23-20:36 
  √      √      
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Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning and 
in the end of her utterance to 
emphasize the meaning. 
155. 
jadi,  one again tadi ukuran bahwa 
itu  tragedy atau you know tragic 
story itu bukan  berarti harus mati, 
karena  misalnya, contoh misalnya 
yang lebih kekinian misalnya  
mungkin “....” itu  sebenernya juga 
tragis walaupun sebenernya tidak 
meninggal  diendinya. Sudah 
pernah membac abelum? Itu kan 
juga tragis kan? Walaupun     
endingya tidak penuh blood like kill 
like endinya meninggal semuanya, 
kan enggak selalu, karena 
memangjalan ceritanya itu yang 
menyedihkan kita  bisa bilang itu 
aalah tragedy. Enggak selalu 
melulu pembunuhan.  
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intersentnetial to ease 
communication in explained the 
matery. 
Datum 
155/Inter+Intra+Tag/E
C/Vid.2/ 
Drama.C/26:07-26:35 
√ √ √         √   
 
156. 
Tapi kisah cintanya is it the happy 
story? Do you, when yo read this 
story“heheh lucu banget? Or really 
Datum 
156/Intra+Inter/EM+ 
EC/Vid.2/Drama.C/ 
√ √ √      √   √   
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happy story. Apa mungkin hanang 
baca ini bahagia banget like such as 
lovely love story gitu? Enggak kan? 
Penuh dengan konflik yang...yang 
you know angelonya yang seorang 
puritan.     
 
Explanation: The lecturer used 
intrasentential in the beginning of her 
utterance to emphasize meaning. Tag 
switching in the middle of  the 
sentence. In the end of her utterance 
used intersentential to ease 
communication to continue explain 
the matery. 
26:45-27:09 
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